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ABSTRACT

By analyzing Lakota images of turtles and lizards as elements of a sign
system that produces cultural meaning, this study examines the status of the
images, interprets multiple meanings they convey, and investigates the role they
play in relation to sodal organization. A broad definition of art accounting for
both product and praxis is proposed. To justify the methods used, the study
critically reviews assumptions govenung art historical and museological
interpretations of Lakota art. Established interpretive methods (i.e., material
culture studies, iconography, and semiotics) are employed within a poststructuralist framework that posits meaning as a sodal and cultural construction.
Lakota ethnohistory and creation myths are suimnarized briefly to establish
contexts in which Lakota imagery can be explicated. Although often explained
as a protective motif invoking the turtle's assodation with female physiological
concerns, mythic, folkloric, and ceremorual traditions support interpretations
beyond gynecological protection. For both men and women, the turtle also
connotes wisdom, longevity, good, evil, and resistance to death. Lizards are
linked to turtles in mythological accounts and in the case of umbilical amulets.
With the exception of wisdom, lizard images convey the same meanings as do
turtle images. Examination of gender-spedfic artistic practices and behavioral
ideals illuminates the relationship of Lakota art and Lakota sodal practice,
espedally with regard to gender, ethnidty, and power. Finally, a catalog of
thirty-nine examples of Lakota art (or stylistically related northern Plains Indian
art) in the Museum of Texas Tech University appears as an appendix, and
provides an overview of Lakota styles, techniques, and forms.
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CHAPTER I
ESTTRODUCnON

Scope and Purpose of the Study
By examining a small range of subject matter within the artistic
production of a single cultural group, the Western Sioux or Lakota, this study
addresses three primary questions. The first asks in what sense these artifacts
can be considered art. Without purporting to be an absolute answer, a synthetic,
value-neutral definition of art is proposed to accommodate both non-Western
and Western traditions and to eliminate untenable evaluative implications. The
second question pertains to the meaning of recurrent imagery, specifically
images said to represent turtles in both figurative and geometric styles.
Iconographic analysis provides a basis for explication of these images with
respect to Lakota mythological traditions. Finally, the study examines the role
Lakota art plays in relation to sodal organization. An analysis of cultural
iconography investigates the roles of turtle imagery within Lakota sodety: as a
powerful protective motif, a marker of both gender and ethnidty, and an act of
resistance. Analyzing the meaning of both art objects and processes as cultural
forces demonstrates how Lakota art reinforces and sometimes defines sodal
organization. The collection of northern Plains Indian art at the Museimi of
Texas Tech Uiuversity, studied in comparison with sinular collections and the
literature devoted to Plains Indian art, provides objects for interpretation,
although examples from other collections are also used to interpret themes more
fiilly.

Limiting discussion to a narrow range of subject matter affords an
opportimity to examine closely the role of turtle imagery that appears on both
male and female clothing, on males' shields, and as umbilical amulets—small
effigies of turtles and lizards containing the imibilical cords of infants. Tight
focus on subject matter and object type facilitates a broader examination of both
meaning and use. The interpretive section of this investigation addresses the
iconography and sodal fimctions of Lakota imagery through the application of
multiple research strategies. In the attempt both to explicate turtle imagery and
to dassify and describe selected examples, the purpose of this study is twofold.
Considering diverse questions, three sections interrelate the investigation:
a prefatory section, an interpretive essay, and a catalog appearing in an
apjjendix. The prefatory section defines and justifies both the parameters and
structure of the project, addresses its theoretical framework, and examines
limitations inherent to the endeavor, e.g., the paudty of documentation, and the
lack of Native-American written history (Hail, 1983:29-31; Highwater, 1983:3).
The interpretive essay darifies the contexts in which the art was produced, and
addresses questions of meaning in Lakota art. In order to formulate and to
justify the methods employed, Chapter n critically reviews assimiptions
governing the interpretation and presentation of Lakota art, induding
museological and anthropological perspectives, but the aims of the essay are art
historical. Chapter HI summarizes Lakota ethnohistory and mythology,
providing contexts in which to interpret Lakota art. The ethnohistorical review
focuses on the Lakota sodal order, while the myth suggests explanations for that
order. Chapter IV assesses the existing literature and examines the content, style,
use, and production of turtle imagery as both individual signifiers and as

intersecting agents that generate cultural meaning. Finally, Chapter V evaluates
the methodological approach and draws conclusions from these investigations.
The appended catalog describes and dassifies 39 examples of northern
Plains Indian costume. Components of the catalog indude analysis of materials
and production techniques, descriptions of style and fimction, photodocumentation, and comparative study with similar objects. Although the entire
collection required examination, the catalog focuses on representative works—
induding shirts, dresses, vests, leggings, footwear, headwear, and ornaments—
which exemplify the artistry of a substantial segment of aboriginal American
sodety, and which represent a synoptic collection of Lakota styles and forms.
Much of this collection probably was made by Lakota artists or by members of
closely related groups, although predse attribution is sometimes impossible.
Particularly important pieces within the Museum of Texas Tech University
collection are \he women's dresses (1971-157-55,1981-121-5), a child's dress (6933-11), and a single example of a turtle umbilical amulet (69-33-14b). Examples
of costimie without turtle imagery are induded to provide an overview of Lakota
style, technique, and form. As tangible remains of a complex period in Lakota
history, these items offer a material basis for the interpretive project.

Assumptions
Issues of Meaning and Interpretation
The question whether meaning is an immanent feature of objects or a
sodaUy constructed truth is a topic of debate in many disdplines that carries
with it important implications for interpretive practice. This study uses
Taborsky's (1990) theoretical model in which meanings are not inherent qualities
of objects, but rather arise from interactions between objects and interpreters.

These interactions form signs that can be analyzed as complex mediations
between three domains: material reality, individual reality, and group reality
(1990:55). For this study, physical objects serve as material reality and the author
represents individual reality. Rather than historical Lakota sodal practice which
is tinrecoverable, group reality consists of ethnohistorical and art historical
imderstanding of the Lakota.
Two key assumptions about interpretation support this model and in turn
govern methodological choices. First, it is assumed that meaning is produced,
not found; in other words, sodal and interpretive practice create meaning in
interaction with objects. In this case, meanings arise from relations of affinity
and contrast with similar objects and with the corpus of ethnographic and art
historical literature. Second, this study assumes that meanings are not fixed over
time, and thus reflects Clifford's (1988:12) suggestion that culture is "not a
tradition to be saved, but an assembled code of artifacts always susceptible to
critical and creative recombination." The meanings of Lakota art set forth herein
may or may not coindde with meanings the art had for the persons who created
it. Furthermore, these assumptions imply that meaning is not necessarily
consistent within the produdng group. Lakota culture is not a monolithic or
static entity; the cultural milieu of the Lakota has changed over time. It carmot be
expected that the meaning objects had for an earlier group, for example the prereservation Lakota, survived intact for descendents, nor can it be assumed that
images yielded identical interpretations even among contemporaries. As will be
shown, no imiversal code existed with which Lakota imagery could be read;
rather, members of the same group often gave widely divergent interpretations
for the same designs.

However, these assumptions need not suggest a relativistic approach to
interpretation. For meaning to hold sodal value requires that interpreters and
their audience(s) share a suffident amoimt of cultural practice. In the case of the
historical Lakota, this practice is impossible to recover fully, so communication is
not between an interpreter and an authentic, historical Lakota culture. Rather, it
takes place between an interpreter temporally and culturally distant from the
nineteenth-century Lakota, and an audience that shares knowledge of a
culturally constructed Lakota. Any attempt to place objects in a genuine Lakota
context inevitably places them within a context of what is known about Lakota
culture.

Art Defined as Product and Praxis
For this study, art consists of "artifacts," a term broadly interpreted to
encompass not only objects that have been materially or functionally altered by
humans (Babcock, 1989:129) but also the processes by which they are altered.
Consequentiy, this paper examines both the forms and production of Lakota art.
In many cases, the process of making art is as significant as the resulting object.
Although art practices are not objects in the ordinary sense of the word, these
processes are nevertheless analyzable in the context outlined above. For example,
ethnohistoric evidence reveals that Lakota women spent hours each day
producing art. While this practice is not a tangible object, the interaction between
the activity viewed as a part of Lakota sodal orgaruzation, and the desire to
interpret this custom still gives rise to sigi\s. The practice serves as object, and is
analysed as cultural iconography.
In addition to form and content, this study recognizes an artifact's sodal
function that can be assessed by considering its "impact on its audience" (Sieber,

1971:204). Theorists often invoke the criterion of utility to distinguish the
products of Euro-American traditions of art for art's sake from the decorated but
servicable items produced by many other cultures. As it is used in this study,
functionality draws upon a different conception of utility, i.e., the use of art in
fulfillment of sodal needs. Thus, the distinction is not between a Lakota quilled
buffalo horn used as a ceremonial cup and Meret Oppenheim's famous Object, nor
is it the distinction between a figurative depiction of a Lakota warrior's exploits
and a non-objective painting by Mondrian. Rather, fimctionality describes the
role art plays in a sodety. In addition to providing warmth, adornment, etc.,
Lakota costume marks both personal and ethnic identity, although these aims
may not have been consdously expressed by the maker or users. Similarly, art
objects aUegedly produced for art's sake may also be described as functional,
although they do not {>erform tasks directiy linked to human survival or comfort.
European avant-garde painting, for example, may serve purposes analogous to
those served by Lakota costume in marking ethnic, gender, or economic identities.
For example, the deliberately confrontational mode of much avant-garde painting
may delineate a sub-culture, i.e., an intellectual and artistic elite opposed to
bourgeois norms, or the commodification of such art may fulfill economic
functions.
The Plains Indians conceived of sodal function, such as advancing
community solidarity, as one of two purposes served by art, the other being an
aesthetic requirement demanding that objects be attractive and well made (Corm,
1986:20). However, it is useful to maintain a distinction between individual and
communal responses to art. Rubin's (1989) dassification of the individual,
aesthetic aspect as "display" and the commimal aspect as "power," respectively.

helps explain different functions of art, as does his tripartite division of art's sodal
fimction:
First, it establishes and prodaims the parameters of individual
and group identity
Second, art is didactic, a teaching system,
a major means of enculturation... Third,... art may be described
as a form of technology, a part of the system of tools and techniques
by means of which peoples relate to their environment and secure
their survival. (1989:16)
The sodal fimctions of Lakota art indude these three aspects. Art defines and
reinforces the sodal order, for example, by marking both individual and group
identity (Bol, 1985a, 1985b). Furthermore, gender-differentiated art styles may
explain but certainly are explained by the difference between Lakota masculine
and fenunine sodal roles (Bol, 1989).! By reinforcing oral traditions, art also
partidpates in the teaching of the young and the recording of history (Bol,
1989:62; Amiotte, 1992). Finally, art often serves as an intermediary between
spirit and human realms that provides powerful supernatural protection.
A definition of art that accounts for form, mearung, and sodal function can
be expressed as: artifacts which possess descrtbable form and interpretable meaning, and
operate within aesthetic (display) and socially functional (power) contexts. Display and
power aspects provide poles for a continuum along which the arts of different
cultures can be seen. Within a sj>ecific cultural milieu, either context may
dominate as the criterion by which an object is judged. Thus, European painting
may stress the aesthetic context at the expense of sodal functionality or power
whereas Plains Indian artistic practice emphasizes art as a potent sodal process,
thus decreasing aesthetic variability. This necessarily broad defirution accounts
for a wdde variety of objects and supports a wide array of methodological
approaches, the effectiveness of which are evaluated in Chapter V.

Challenges to Attribution
Attempts to establish firmly the temporal and spatial origins of Lakota
artworks are hindered by several factors. Prior to Euro-American contact, the
Lakota were a non-literate people; consequentiy, they lack a written history prior
to the early seventeenth century. Non-native observers authored most histories
and ethnographies, and the group reality of the authors) are apparent in these
works. Similarly, photo-historical records reveal early twentieth-century EuroAmerican group reality about Indians and "Indian-ness" as much as they reveal
ethnographic data. 2
The ephemerality of many Lakota artifacts also challenges attribution.
Pre-contact Lakota art consists primarily of organic materials that are prone to
decay, so Uttie evidence remains from which one can examine early Lakota
traditions and knowledge of them is limited to the works of only a few
generations of artists (Altman, 1969:184). Post-contact art appears in many ways
to be a continuation of ecirlier forms and styles modified by the use of new EuroAmerican materials, but lacking evidence, one should not assume a lineage for
stylistic or typological traditions.
The exchange, recycling, and transformation of artifacts further
complicates artifactual analysis. Beadwork done for one object often was
salvaged when that artide wore out, and was used again on another object. For
example, the beadwork that adorns a pair of possible bags in the Museum of
Texas Tech Uruversity collections (58-137-3a and b) probably originally formed
the yoke of a woman's dress. Tribal styles were further diffused through
emulatiorv gift giving, trade, and inter-tribal marriage.
The rise of museums in the United States after the mid-runeteenth century
corresponds with the formation of important collections of Native American
8

material. Unfortunately, both museums and private collections contain tens of
thousands of Indian artifacts lacking adequate documentation (Sturtevant,
1986:28), a situation that represents perhaps the most insurmountable obstade to
attribution (McCoy, 1993:17). In this circumstance, attribution can proceed only
on the basis of comparisons made between undocumented items and weUdocumented artifacts in other collections, and comparison with the ethnographic
literature. Whether or not these judgments reflect an object's actual history, they
place the object within cultural, historical, and geographic frameworks in
accordance with the most accurate information available.

Reasons for the Study
In the catalog of the exhibition "Visions of the People," Maurer (1992:136)
notes that although umbilical amulets are usually viewed as a minor category of
Plains Indian beadwork, they should be "appredated as a broadly practiced form
of sculpture . . . that has thrived among Plains tribes for hundreds of years."
This investigation attempts a systematic analysis of umbilical amulets neither as
sculptural forms, nor as a widespread cross-cultural phenomenon, but it
nevertheless constitutes a step towards such analyses. Much remains to be done
in order to explicate unexamined aspects of Lakota imagery, for example, the
explanation of amulets and other turtle images as a femiiune protectective motif
when they are also used by males. ,)By examining the ethnographic record oisudv
objects, analyzing Lakota mythic structures, solving problems of interpretation,
and examining art as an active force in the construction and maintenance of the
sodal order, this study contributes information needed for the broader analysis
called for by Maurer (1992).

Because the subjects were inextricably linked, desire for a fuller account of
the history of the United States required further examination of the history of the
Plains Indians. Arguably, the multiple pressures assodated with Euro-American
contact both engendered and destroyed traditional Plains Indian sodeties (Farb,
1968:126; Rubin, 1989:141). The introduction of horses and firearms into tiie
Plains had obvious and profound consequences for the development of the
dassic Plains Indian cultures. Post-contact Plains Indian culture depended on
trade with Euro-Americans, a dependency that increased as earlier means of
survival weakened or vanished, and that facilitated the development of the
reservation system (Prucha, 1985:40-42). These historical factors contributed to
the changes evident in Lakota culture during the Reservation Period.
Although anthropologists and collectors for years have studied Plains
Indian styles and techniques, only recentiy have art historians undertaken the
construction of a Native American art history (Permey, 1992:11; Haberland,
1986:109). A cohesive Plains Indian art history constitutes a necessary compK)nent
of this narrative, which partidpates in the even larger project to "restore the
ability to see American Indians as active agents (and artists) in an American
historical narrative" (Penney, 1992:21). Areas of art historical interest as yet
incomplete within the emerging narrative indude iconographic examination that
explicates the meanings of imagery, and iconological analysis that studies
underlying cultural beliefs. A multi-layered response that is not only sensitive to
indigenous cultures, but also cognizant of the etic frameworks constructed to
interpret Plains Indian art will assist in the construction of a Native American art
history.
Previous art historical neglect was perhaps partly due to a persistent view
of Native American art (and aU nonliterate art) as ahistorical: conservative,
10

unchanging art produced in a culture that lacked history (Penney, 1992:23). This
misconception apparentiy arose for two reasons: a short historical perspective
and a lack of familiarity with Native American art in which "anonymity seems to
create an illusion of uniformity" (Haberland, 1986:109). For example, all kachinas
may have appeared to casual observers as stylistically similar, or even
interchangeable. Haberland (1986:122) likened the situation to that of an
imirutiated viewer confronting Gothic sculpture-that like Plains Indian art
combines artistic and ceremonial functions—and that may also appear to be
stylistically interchangeable. Likewise, lack of familiarity with Lakota art
apparently rendered stylistic change invisible. Furthermore, the paudty of extant
prehistoric Rains art and the recent begirmings of scholarly collecting have
stressed continuity of form and style, whereas a longer temporal framework
presumably would reveal greater change (Haberland, 1986:109). Scholarly neglect
is unjustified because even though the Plains Indians did not separate art from
everyday life (Highwater, 1983:4; Horse Capture, 1983:25), among the Lakota
"everyone was an artist" for whom "art was an integral part of everything they
made" (Hassrick, 1964:202,201). The scardty of art historical inquiry regarding
Lakota art to date further motivated this study's attempt to situate one portion of
that art within a larger framework of belief and sodal practice.
The need for critical assessment of the interplay between ethnographic
practices, art historical practices, their objects, and their texts further motivates
this investigation. Anthropology and art history both study cultural expression
using metiiods developed in both fields, but with respect to Lakota art,
[t]he past decade has witnessed a dramatic reevaluation of the
paradigms of both anthropology and art history. Those of us
who study ethnographic arts have a foot in eadi of these worlds,
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drawing from the methodologies of both disdplines but depending
heavily on the information collected by previous generations of
anthropologists. As scholars increasingly question the meaning
and validity of the ethnographic endeavor, so too must we, as
historians of ethnographic art, vigilantly examine the premises on
which our knowledge and interpretations are based. (Berlo, 1992:ix)
Self-evaluation and self-critidsm are espedally important when representing the
arts of other cultures.
This study contributes to Plains Indian art history in several ways. First, it
defines art in a way that acconunodates a wider range of Plains Indian art forms.
Second, it analyzes, dassifies, and (when possible) makes cultural attributions for
previously unresearched northern Plains Indian artifacts from the Museum of
Texas Tech University collection. Third, having assessed methods and
assumptions governing the interpretation of ethnographic art, it explicates an
iconographic theme in Lakota art. Finally, it examines some of the sodal
functions of art itself, thereby placing the art of the Lakota within the scholarly
narrative of the American past.
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CFL^PTERH
CRITICAL REVIEW OF IDEAS GOVERNING
MUSEUM PRESENTATION AND HISTORICAL
ESJTERPRETATION OF PLAINS ESfDL\N ART

Ideas Governing the Interpretation of Lakota Art
In museums, Lakota art sometimes is presented as art and sometimes as
anthropological material, but in either case the interpretation of these artifacts is a
prindpal objective of the institutions entrusted with their care. American
museums often exhibit a pronounced commitment to public education
(Commission on Museums for a New Century, 1984:55), a concept dating to at
least the middle of the nineteenth century (Burcaw, 1983:20). As a vital
component of museum education, interpretation is thus considered a primary
goal. For example, a recent paradigm for museum operations reduces all
museum practice to three essential functions: to preserve, to study, and to
communicate (Weil, 1990:58). Museums are seen as institutions that organize
public interaction with collections, not in order to determine the quality or content
of the interaction, but rather to stimulate and support the public in choosing what
it wants from exhibitions (O'Neill, 1991:34). Collecting is seen as an early step in
the process of preservation, and communication involves both exhibition and
interpretation.
The importance of interpretation within the museum commimity requires
corisideration of the nature of knowledge. Particularly important is the poststructuralist perspective, which critiques the idea of impartial or objective
knowledge and suggests instead that knowledge is positional, and thus
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investigates not whether statements are true but rather how statements come to
be true (Porter, 1991:103). Viewed in tiiis light, museum interpretation is no
longer concerned with attempting to present universal, objective models of reality
based upon the immanent meanings or intrinsic value of its collections. Rather,
post-structuralists view meaning as a sodal and cultural construction around
meaningless objects which
are dumb. And if by some ventriloquism they seem to speak, they
lie. The mendadty of objects is all too familiar to makers of collections
and exhibitions: once removed from the continuity of everyday uses
in time and space and made exquisite, stabilized and conserved, objects
are transformed in the meanings that they may be said to carry: they
become moments of ownership, commodities. (Crew and Sims, 1991:159)
In this view, museums and galleries—like other sodal and cultural institutionscreate representations which inevitably have political and ideological functions
(Hooper-Greenhill, 1991:51). Museums are increasingly aware that their
representations "invent" other cultures (Duncan, 1991:89) and that their exhibits
often illustrate more about the curatorial disdpline involved than about the
objects exhibited (O'Neill, 1991:29). Thus, museums no longer assume an
unequivocal truth-value for their interpretations, but consider the production and
transformation of meaning as they collect mendadous objects or even as they
organize the construction of chronologies and typologies.^
Beyond exanuning the site of knowledge-creation itself, post-structuralism
can be used to expose the critical limitations of traditional methods of study. By
assuming that objects, events, and cultures are known orUy through
representation, a post-structuralist perspective seemingly challenges traditional
analytic methods designed to reveal essential characteristics or historical realities.
However, as techniques for studying objects or discerning relations between
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them, methods may remain useful even if their theoretical foundations are
abandoned. To test this hypothesis and to formulate the multi-layered response
outlined in Chapter I, the following section examines premises underlying
traditional strategies for studying both cultures and objects.

Boasian Ethnography
The prevailing ethnological view developed during the 1880's was a belief
that all cultures progress slowly and inevitably through identical stages of
development. Positing Euro-American culture as the apogee of uniform cultural
progression enabled scholars to stack cultures hierarchically from simple to
complex in order to formulate laws of cultural development. The only American
scholar of the time to consistentiy critique the inadequades of this evolutionary
view and its inherent value judgments was Franz Boas (Rohner and Rohner,
1969:xiv-xvi). Boas (1951:4) advocated an empirical and inductive three-step
approach to the study of cultures as unique entities, which could be understood
only as historically, sodally, and geographically determined phenomena. The
first step involved recording in minute detail the customs and traits of a tribe or
chiefdom, in the language of that group. The second step moved to a study of
neighboring groups, with an aim to understanding shared traits or customs,
leading to information about historical causes of such traits, and the effect of
environment on cultural development. The final step was the search for general
laws supported by a wealth of ethnographic facts. Formal and stylistic analyses
of culturally specific artifacts provided data for inductively generated condusions
(Rohner and Rohner, 1969:xxii).
Although Boasian methods were developed in response to the perceived
inadequades of earlier approaches, the post-structuralist perspective warns that
15

knowledge obtained via the new method is also a culturally-constructed
representation. Thus, the Boasian ethnographic record is no less a product of the
researchers' attitudes and beliefs than is any other body of knowledge.
Nevertheless, Boasian anthropology accounts for most of the available
ethnographic data concerrung the Lakota, which remains an invaluable resource
v^dthout which contemporary investigation is impossible. Indeed, these data
ionr^ the core of current scholarly representations of the Lakota. Without the
correlations made possible by these data, analysis of Lakota art in relation to
sodal structure is not possible. Likewise, without the mythic, folkloric, and
ceremonial traditions contained within this corpus, iconographic analysis of
symbolic meanings is not jxxssible. Furthermore, formal analysis enables
identification of distinctiy Lakota styles and types, which in turn enables temporal
and geographic attribution. Thus, heightened critical awareness of factors that
influenced the formation of the ethnographic record in no way diminishes its
usefulness.^

Material Culture Studies
Traditionally, much scholarly study focuses on the object. Museum
interpretation uses tangible objects, even to explicate ritual or customary
practices. 5 As a cornerstone of museological practice, art history is also a study of
objects. Panofsky (1982:10) describes art historians as humanists "whose 'primary
material' consists of those records which have come down to us in the form of
works of art," which he defines as a "man-made object [emphasis added]
demanding to be experienced aesthetically" (Panofsky, 1982:14). This view places
art history within a larger field of material culture studies that has as its subject
artifacts. The endeavor assumes that analysis of artifacts reveals information
16

about culture that carmot be gained from written or oral history, and that this
information can be synthesized with knowledge of spiritual and intellectual
realms of life. The aim of material culture scholarship, then, is to cormect objects
to all aspects of human experience in order to avoid shallow, flat pictures of
cultural endeavor (Brormer, 1985:13-18).
Flenung (1974) developed a useful model for the cataloging of artifacts,
although it requires some modification to be applicable to the study of Plains
Indian art. The method consists of four sequential operations that are performed
on five properties of the artifact. The operations are identification, evaluation,
cultural analysis, and interpretation; the artifactual properties are history,
material, construction, design, and function. Identification dassifies and
authenticates the artifact. Evaluation makes two types of judgment: aesthetic
judgments to rank the artifact's qualities against some standard(s), and
comparative judgments against similar specimens. Cultural analysis places the
object in relation to its presumed original culture. Finally, interpretation assesses
the significance of the artifact in terms of the analyst's culture.
Drawbacks exist in Fleming's (1974) model. The desire to evaluate objects
in terms of an original culture is incompatible with post-structuralist
assumptions. Analyses using this model tend also to be much longer than can be
supported in a catalog, while extensive cultural analysis of sinular objects is
redundant. Evaluation is also problematic on the one hand, judgments of Plains
Indian images against a Western pictorial tradition seem inappropriate, and on
the other hand, littie is known about a native aesthetic against which the objects
could be evaluated. Uncertainty as to whether Plains geometric designs are
abstractions or non-objective motifs is symptomatic of the dilemma.
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While similar to Fleming's (1974), Gilbom's (1982) model is perhaps more
effective, because it does not seek to relocate objects within an original and
authentic cultural milieu. This model indudes only three operations: description,
classification, and interpretation. Description and classification are useful for
making attributions, and interpretation helps define context. Gilbom's (1982)
operations can be performed on each of Fleming's (1974) five artifactual
properties—history, material, construction, design, and function. This hybrid
represents p)erhaps the most useful approach to cataloging museum collections.

Iconography and Iconology
If material culture studies offer useful models for cataloging Lakota art,
other strategies developed in art history can explicate the meanings of Lakota
images. Art is defined here as being didactic and thus carries interpretable
meaning. Formal analysis forms the foundation of Panofsky's (1939) method of
iconographic and iconological study by enabling identification of a work's
primary subject matter. Iconographic analysis involves the reading of secondary,
symbolic, or conventional subject matter, often referred to as a work's content. In
addition, the study of iconography requires a comparative record of textual or
oral representations, which in this case is provided by the ethnographic data.
Iconological arwlysis, for Panofsky (1939) the highest aim of the art historian,
consists in studying the work as a symptom or expression of some cultural
phenomenon. The goal of iconology is to ascertain "those prindples which reveal
the basic attitudes of a natiorv a period, a dass, a religious or philosophical
persuasion-qualified by one personality and condensed into one work"
(Panofsky, 1982:30).
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Altiiough Panofsky's (1939,1982) conception of art stands within the
tradition of Kantian aesthetics, his method also works for cultures without a
tradition of masterworks (Moxey, 1989). One does not need "familiarity with the
essential tendendes of the human nund" as Panofsky daims (1939:15). One can
perform iconological studies for their explanatory power, without reference to
truth conditions or the universality of cultural development. Iconography and
iconology identify meaning(s) through the analysis of relevant texts; in the case of
Native American and other non-literate cultures, oral traditions serve as
appropriate texts. The armlyses that follow are concerned espedally with
correlations between images and texts and the collective and contextual meaning(s)
those relationships suggest. As was the case for material culture studies, the
techniques of iconographic and iconological investigation remain pK)werful
analytic tools, even when informed by the post-structuralist perspective.

Semiotic Methods
Other means for assessing the meanings of art—and the role art plays in the
creation of meaning—are afforded by semiotics. Assuming that cormnunication
takes place within culturally codified systems, semiotics is "a sdence that studies
the life of signs vdthin sodety" (Saussure, 1959:16). Although developed from
structural linguistics, semiotic analysis is applicable to all forms of
conm\unication.6 it seeks to understand all types of signs, both natural, e.g.,
lightning, and cultural, e.g., words. Semiotics suggests further that mearung is
produced by the action or mediation of signs. Peirce (1940:99) defines a sign as
"something which stands to somebody for something in some respect or capadty."
Saussure (1959:65-67) defines the sign as bipartite, cor\sisting of a signifier and a
sigrufied that operate between poles of enussion and reception.
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Semiotic analysis of Native American art is possible in several ways.
Analysis of pictorial signs, complete objects, and artistic practices may all prove
insightful. Within much of the Western tradition, for example, the position and
size of pictorial signs indicate culturally shared meanings. Large and small
figures related to a horizon provide spatial dues to Western readers. However, as
will be shov^n, Lakota pictographic art is organized by different criteria, and thus
requires different readings, since spatial orientation of images is not a concern of
Lakota artists.
Pictorial signs can be analyzed in several ways. For example, linguistic
conceptions of meaning are useful in examining the narrative content of Lakota
masculine imagery. In a recent catalog, Permey (1992:55-65) analyzes the
generation of meaning within Plains Indian pictographic narratives in terms of
"context" and "code," and shows how rhetorical devices, specifically metonymy,
synechdoche, and metaphor, operate within the representational conventions of
different dasses of Plains Indian masculine imagery. Images can also be read in
terms of their figurality or discursivity. Bryson (1981:6) defines the discursive
features of images as those showing the influence of language (narrative) over
image. Conversely, figural aspects are those which relate to purely visual
experience without being tied to narrative fimctions. Although Bryson (1981)
employs these concepts to investigate realism within the Western pictorial
tradition, analysis along these lines may shed new light on the gender-spedfic
division of Lakota styles.7 i^ light of Permey's (1992) study, masculine images
appear to exhibit a predominance of the discursive. Lakota ferrurune images are
composed primarily of figural signs, although the signs evidentiy do not
represent figures, nor do they carry publidy dedpherable content
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Semiotic methods fadlitate analysis of art's sodal function by reading the
object as a sign interacting vvdth other signs. Such readings illuminate the objects
"positional" meaning, an understanding of how objects operate, circulate, and
function in specific cultural contexts (Babcock, 1989:134). Despite such hindrances
to examination as ephemerality and reuse of objects, as well as contradictions in
the ethnographic literature which may confound interpretation, this paper posits
Lakota imagery as a sign system that partidpates in the production of cultural
meaning. Specifically, images of turtles and lizards are analyzed to determine
their utility in marking gender and ethnidty. Because the definition of art used
here indudes praxis as a vital component, semiotic methods can assess the
meanings generated by sodal action in addition to those attached to images.
Thus, not only differences of style, but also gendered differences in Lakota artistic
practice can be read as signs partidpating in a process of cultural iconography,
i.e., the process by which a culture assigns meanings to both images and activities.
Although embedded in a historical framework of structuralism that
assumes the action of signs is fixed by discernible rules of correspondence, many
semiotic analytic techniques remain applicable within a post-structuralist
framework. Post-structuralism assumes that signification is neither fixed nor
immutable, that signifiers may be linked to multiple or various signifieds, and
that each linkage constitutes another signifier, linked (potentially) to ever more
signifieds.

Condusion: Art and Investigation from the
Post-Structuralist Perspective
In positing the construction of meaning as a sodal act, post-structuralist
paradigms afford ample opportunity for self-critical reevaluation of scholarly
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discourse. Within this perspective, meaning arises from complex interactions
between observers, artifacts and texts, both old and new. Rejecting earlier daims
to authority, post-structuralism often gives rise to new textual models and
methods of interpretation, but it need not do so, for established methods often
remcdn effective when incorporated into a post-structuralist persp)ective.
Contemporary understanding maintains that Plains Indian, and particularly
Lakota, culture arose as a response to Western encroachment and that it
incorporated alien and indigenous aspects in a syncretist fusion of diverse
sources. The art produced by these cultures reflects this fusion, and stands
largely outside of traditional Western analytical categories. As used here, the
post-structuralist framework provides a sharpened critical sense that assesses
received statements for evidence of unintended bias in order to insure that the
results of the study accord, to the highest degree possible, with that which can be
known about Lakota art and culture.
Even when a post-structuralist framework does not specifically assess the
site of knowledge itself, it can engender a more contextually oriented examination
of art. The definition of art used here is one step toward that goal. In not using
"art" as an evaluative judgment, current thinking demonstrates increased
tolerance for the art of others (Owens, 1983:57-58). By recognizing all objects and
practices that possess both aesthetic and sodally-functional dimensions, the
defirution explidtiy rejects the proposition that spedal status is conferred by
naming things art. For example, no Native American language has a term
synonymous with "art" (Feest, 1985:9), apparentiy because aesthetic endeavors
wer« not separated from daily life for Native Americans as they are in the EuroAmerican tradition of art for art's sake. The broad definition of art presented here
accounts for both traditions. The goal of contextualization is also furthered by a
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multidisdplinary approach to the object. Post-structuralism intentionally blurs
distinctions between disdplines, and thus stands in opposition to a tradition of
scholarship that separates knowledge into discrete branches (Foucault, 1972;
Owens, 1982). This vievy^point not only allows both re-examination and
modification of analytic techniques developed in a variety of disdplines, but also
enables the application of multiple research strategies. Thus, in addition to its
critical role, a post-structuralist framework can assist in providing a more
comprehensive account than one based upon the assumptions of a particular
disdpline.
The question is not whether to interpret Lakota art in terms of its original
or its contemporary context, but rather how to provide a flexible, multi-layered
interpretive strategy and at the same time to remain cognizant of the etic
frameworks which have been constructed to interpret Plains Indian art. Rejecting
incompatible assumptions transforms each of the methods discussed above into
strategies applicable to the study of Lakota art. Many of the methods overlap,
involving hierarchical operations beginning with description and culminating
vdth interpretation. Of particular value is a hybrid model for artifact study based
upon the models of Henung (1974) and Gilbom (1982) which allows for a
thorough examination of artifacts without attempting to locate them wdthin an
unrecoverable "original" context. Iconographic and iconologial studies also begin
with description, but are most valuable as methods for interpreting meaning.
Iconology and semiotic analyses were founded upon an assumed universal
human nature but remain effective without the assumption. In this revised mode
that eliminates universals, iconography and iconology are not incompatible v^th
semiotic metiiods (Bal and Bryson, 1991:174), nor are they made obsolete by the
post-structuralist perspective. Indeed, v^thin the atmosphere of heightened
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critical awareness afforded by the post-structuralist critique, iconography,
iconology, and semiotics provide ample means for studying cultural iconography.
The post-structuralist critique here effects a critical evaluation of methods
traditionally used to dassify art and determine its (sole) meaning, and in so
doing, recognizes that "meaning" is critical interpretation. The adoption of a wide
variety of interpretive strategies within a framework that recognizes the
discursive nature of meaning provides a polyphonic response to one type of
Lakota image, the turtle.
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CHAPTERm
LAKOTA ETHNOHISTORY AND MYTHOLOGY

The interpretation of ihe turtle is embedded witiiin Lakota culture, of
which our knowledge is founded upon the ethnohistorical record, which
chronides cultural changes that may ultimately affect changed and/or multivalent interpretations of the reptile. Understanding of the sodal order and
gender-spedfic behavioral ideals explains the economic, sexual, and domestic
roles of males and females that in turn influence gendered uses of turtle imagery.
Examination of Lakota religious belief and practice darifies the relationships
between humans, animals, and supematurals, and thus illuminates the
significance of animal imagery. Finally, oral traditions justify and sanction both
sodal practice and religious belief, and provide ample evidence to support a
richly layered interpretation of the turtle.

Lakota Ethnohistory
The Lakota represent the westernmost of seven divisions comprising the
Plains Indian tribe that refer to themselves as "Dakota," a word meaning "allied,"
"leagued" or "friendly." The variety of terms by which the Lakota are known
obscures their ethnohistory: these same people often are designated as the
Western Sioux, the Teton Sioux, or the Teton Dakota. ^ The term "Sioux" is a
French-Canadian corruption of a Chippewa term, Nadowe-is-rw-ug, meaning
"they are the lesser enemies." The earliest vmtten record of tiiese people is in
Paul Le Jeune's Jesuit Relations of September 1640, in which they are referred to as
"Nadvesiv" (Nadowessioux), a word later shortened to "Sioux" (Robinsoiv
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1904:20-21; Densmore, 1918:2; Nelson, 1946:10). Despite its disparaging aspects,
the word "Sioux" is a commonly accepted name for the Dakota, although it is
sometimes extended to indude linguistically related members of the "Siouan
family" (Densmore, 1918:1) which consists of the Crow, Mandan, Hidatsa,
Omaha, Ponca, Osage, Assiniboin, Kansa, Oto, Iowa, Missouri, Kwapa,
Wirmebago and Dakota tribes (Dorsey, 1891). Technically, "Sioux" refers only to
the Dakota tribe which indudes the Lakota (Feraca and Howard, 1963). As used
in this paper, "Sioux" is synonymous with "Dakota," and designates the larger
tribal group; the term "Lakota" designates a specific division of the Dakota.

History
Coming from the woodlands around the Great Lakes during the late 17th
and early 18th centuries (Niethammer, 1977:112), the Dakota arrived relatively
late on the northern Great Plains, an area that had been settied for miUermia
(Kopper, 1986:169). Prior to their emigration and subsequent adoption of a
nomadic hunting lifestyle, the Dakota had lived as both farmers and hunters
around the Mille Lac region of present day Minnesota (Dugan, 1985:25-26); in
earlier times, they may have lived even further to the East.^ Chippewa enemies,
whose doser proximity to French settiers gave them greater access to firearms
(Robinson, 1904:28; Walker, 1982:16), were forced westward by increased EuroAmerican settiement in the east, in turn driving the Dakota westward through
Wisconsin and Mirmesota into present day North and South Dakota and parts of
Montana and Wyoming (Nelson, 1946:10; Gill, 1982:162-163).
Contacts recorded in the literature establish a general pattern of the
Dakota migrations. By 1700, a French fur trader, Pierre Charles LeSeur, met the
Dakota in south central Mirmesota at the Blue Earth River, where they were
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living in skin tipis and hunting buffalo; anotiier trader, Pachot, found the Dakota
living near the headwaters of the Mirmesota River drca 1722 (Dugan, 1985:28).
The Dakota may have crossed the Missouri River between 1700 and 1725 (Curtis,
1970, in:3), but certainly they warred v^th the Assiruboin and conducted raids
against Mandan villages in tiie Missouri Valley during the 1740s (Holder,
1970:98). Lakota vmiter counts, pictographic calendars that record tribal history,
placed the discovery of the Black Hills in either the winter of 1775-6 or 1777-8
(Powers, 1986:50; notes 9 and 10). By 1790, the Mandans were reported to be at
constant war with the Lakota, and several years later the Lakota threatened
Spanish trading expeditions near the Ponca and Arikara (Holder, 1970:98-99).
Thus, it appears that the Lakota drifted gradually to the south and the west
during the latter part of the eighteenth century.
An important factor in this movement was the acquisition of horses, an
irmovation that spread from the Southwest begirming in the middle of the
sixteenth century, so that by 1750 equestrian culture and its derivatives were
typical of ti\e entire region (Wissler, 1914; Ewers, 1967:498; Farb, 1968:112; Lowie,
1982:6). The Dakota may have acquired their first horses as early as the first
decades of tiie eighteentii century (Gill, 1982:163; Robinson, 1904:28), but ti\ey
certainly had become fully equestrian by the 1740s (Wissler, 1914:3,5; Ewers,
1938:78). The Sioux changed from pedestrian hunters into an equestrian culture
in only approximately two generations (Holder, 1970:105), i.e., ca. 1700 -1740.10
Cultural and subsistence patterns made possible by the acquisition of horses
persisted for more than a century, until fordbly ended by the establishment of
reservations.
The period from roughly 1825 to 1875 was undoubtedly the most
prosperous in Lakota history (Bol, 1985b:34). Migrations had ceased, tiie Lakota
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had adopted new equestrian lifestyles, and tiie combination of vast herds of
buffalo and increased trade v^th both Euro-Americans and other native groups
provided an abundance of material wealth.ll However, tiie continued westward
expansion of the United States resulted eventually in the confinement of the
Lakota on reservations. In 1851, tiie United States government conduded with
the Lakota, Cheyerme, and Arapaho the first Fort Laranue Treaty which
recognized Lakota sovereignty over a tract that induded most of present day
South Dakota and Nebraska, parts of Kansas, North Dakota, Montana and
Wyonung, and a small part of Colorado (Churchill, 1993:114). Disputes over
sovereignty and territory led eventually to war, and ultimately to resettiement on
much smaller reservations, effectively ending the brief period of Lakota
prosperity.l2
The Reservation Period, beginning in approximately 1890 and lasting until
1934, ended earlier Lakota religious, sodal, and subsistence patterns. Customary
means of attaining prestige, wealth, and status vanished (Gill, 1982:165). Vital to
the Lakota economy, the great bison herds neared extinction by the early 1880*s.
The last great Sun Dance, the prindpal ritual of the Lakota ceremorual cyde, was
held in 1881 (Densmore, 1918:4; Bol, 1985b:40). In 1889, tiie Great Sioux
Reservation was reduced by 9,000,000 acres and subdivided into five small
reservations. The destruction of economic and religious bases and confinement
to smaller reservations denied the Lakota the freedom and mobility characteristic
of their earlier way of life.
Even more damaging, this period witnessed attempts on the part of EuroAmericans to eradicate Lakota culture by assimilating the Lakota into
"mainstream America" as Christians, farmers, and entrepeneurs (Hail, 1987:12).
The federal government encouraged missionary activity on the reservations, and
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arbitrarily assigned particular denominations to each reservation (Conn, 1986:24).
The government and churches established schools, both on and off the
reservations, which forbade native language and costume in favor of English and
contemporary Euro-American dress. The curricula emphasized agriculture and
home economics, but students returning from government boarding schools
generally could not use their newly acquired agricultural skills effectively
because Reservation land was largely unsuitable for raising crops, livestock was
too expensive, and available farming equipment was inadequate to make
agriculture a viable alternative. Both spiritually and economically, the
Reservation Period was a time of poverty and despair (Hail, 1987:12) that many
Native Americans still view as "the nadir of Native American history" (Conn,
1986:18). Passage of the Indian Reorganization Act in 1934 ushered in a new
period of U.S.-Native American relations but did not re-establish older patterns
of equestrian mobility.

Sodal Organization
Constructed in consultation v^th Oglala (Lakota) informants, one
dassificatory scheme emphasizes hierarchical ordering, the structural elements of
which presumably apply to other bands as well.
The Lakota are divided into seven otonwepi (of-own-blood tribal
divisions), of which the Tinta-tonwan (Camp-on-plains = Teton) is the
prindpal otonwe. The Tinta-tonwan are divided into seven ospayepi
(divisions), the Oglala being the prindple ospaye of these seven.
The Oglala are divided into seven ti-ospayepi (tipi-divisions =
bands); each ti-ospaye is composed of one or more wica-tipi (camps),
and each camp is composed of two or more ti-ognakapi (husbandedtipis). (Walker, 1914:97-98)
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However, Lakota sodal groups as they actually existed are best seen as "parts of
a dynamic process, not as a static dassification" (Walker, 1982:4-5), since at tiie
settiing of tiie Pine Ridge Reservation in 1879, there seem to have been seven
tiospaye composed of numerous camps that eventually splintered into many more
(Walker, 1982:5). The Lakota themselves tend to dassify in terms of tiie sacred
numbers, four and seven, although it is not necessarily possible to discern four or
seven distinct groups at any dassificatory level. Therefore, with its distinct
emphasis on the multiple levels comprising Lakota sodety, this scheme may be
seen as representing an ideal understanding of sodal organization rather than
everyday reality.
The Lakota sometimes warred among themselves but nevertheless saw
themselves as allied against the rest of humanity (Mirsky, 1961:390). They called
themselves "native people" {oyate ikce) and "superior" (ankantu), while all others
were "considered inferior" (ihukuya), and those who refused to recognize Lakota
superiority were "considered enemies" (tokayapi) (Walker, 1914:97). Lakota
legends recount a long-ago time when the people made but one council fire near
Mille Lacs in Mirmesota. In the legends, this group split into seven smaller
groups that camped in different locations, and kept their own council fires
(Walker, 1982:13-18). Historically (and presentiy), the Dakota are divided into
seven bands, known collectively as Oceti Sakawin, a contraction of Ocetiyotipi
Sakawin, meaning ttie Seven Council Fires (Nelson, 1946:9; Walker, 1982:15). 13
The legend of the Seven Council Fires can be understood as a statement of
cultural and sodal unity that validated present experience, whether or not it
objectively evaluated real past events. Reinforcing the cohesion of the Dakota,
the legend helps to explain why these people, spread out over a vast geographic
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area but sharing common language and customs, have remained allies since time
immemorial (Walker, 1982:11).
The Lakota represent the westernmost of the seven tribal divisions that
correspond to the legendary Seven Council Fires and comprise the present day
Dakota. Like the otiier tribal divisions, the Lakota (Titonwan) evidentiy descend
from the Mdewakantonwan, who represent the original tribal group. When the
tribal divisions meet in a formal camp, it is circular in form, with the opening
facing east and the place of honor at the westernmost point of the drde, opposite
the entrance (Walker, 1982:18). Legends indicate that the oldest tribal division
(the Mdewakantonwan) originally occupied this place of honor, while the other
divisions situated themselves in order of antiquity, with the Lakota on the south
side. Eventually, the Lakota usurped the place of honor and displaced the
original division (the Mdewakantonwan) to a relatively insignificant position
beside the eastern entrance. Therefore, placement of the tribal divisions in the
camp drde substantiates ancestry, but also reflects the djmamics of inter-tribal
relations.
The Lakota are further subdivided into seven ospayepi (divisions), which
also follow established orders of precedence (Table 1).
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TABLE 1
LAKOTA DIVISIONS (After Walker, 1982:19)
Lakota

English

Common names

Oglala

Cast-on-own

Oglala

Minikanyewozupi

Plant-near-water

Minicorqous

Sicangu

Thighs-scorched

Brules

Oohenonpa

Boil-twice

Two Ketties

Itazipco

No-bow

Sans Arc

Sihasapa

Black-foot

Blackfeet*

Hunkpapa

End-of-hom

Hunkpapa

Not the same as the Algonkian Blackfeet of present day Montana and Canada.

In accordance with Walker's abstract dassification, each of these divisions was
subdivided into various bands, camps, and family units, within which the
obligations and rights of kinship served as the fundamental basis for all behavior
(Mirsky, 1961:394). The Lakota dreaded the prospect of being without relatives
because kinship provided safety by establishing for each individual a group of
relatives on whom one could depend for help and cooperation. Wide use of
biological family terms to indude all members of the same generation insured
the Lakota against the danger of finding themselves without a suffident number
of relatives (Mirsky, 1961:392). 1^ Kinship strongly influenced the organization of
the smaller sodal imits, but weakened as the bands coalesced into the larger
divisions, e.g., Oglala, that comprised the Lakota tribal division.
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Social organization governed by kinship ties was modified by mechanisms
for acquiring status, as well as by democratic tendendes (Powers, 1986:27-28).
High status was obtained v^th a record of bravery and maintained through
generosity, espedally to the poor (Lov^e, 1982:112-113). More importantiy,
status was rewarded v^th membership in non-kinship sodalities that conferred
additional prestige (Farb, 1968:119). Various assodations existed within each
division, some serving political or military fimctions and others consisting of
ritual specialists or individuals who had experienced similar visions. 1^ Most
sodeties limited membership to males, although exdusively female assodations
existed as well. Membership in some female sodeties, e.g., the Wipata Okolakiciye,
a quilling sodety, and the Tahakpanyanpi or "hide softeners" (Wissler, 1975:79;
Powers, 1986:73- 74) required expertise in certain areas of domestic production.
Others stressed virtuous action: the so-called "Prcdseworthy Women" sodety
limited membership on the basis of loyalty, hospitality, and industry, and the
Is'nula ikitc'un ("for your exdusive use") limited membership to women over the
age of forty, each of whom had had sexual relations with no one but her first
husband (Wissler, 1975:76). Female assodations apparentiy did not erect lodges,
but male sodety lodges were dubs where members could eat, sleep, sing, and
dance (Lowie, 1982:101). Thus, while both male and female assodations
provided public recognition for members, male sodeties also served important
private functions.
Particularly important were the akicita sodeties, male assodations that
provided leadership and sodal control. Lakota chiefs were not autocratic, but
rather titular figures (Lowie, 1982:113) whose leadership was based on vmdom
and reputation, and dependent upon the willingness of people to follow them.
Each of the Lakota divisions had a chiefs sodety comprised of notable men over
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tiie age of forty, which elected seven chiefs or "head men," who were counselled
by four "shirt-wearers." From remaining able men within the division, the "head
men" elected four officers, or magistrates, who acted as the executives of the
group, and who appointed two officers, the head akicita, to delegate
responsibility among tiie akicita sodeties (Wissler, 1975:7-8,13). Although often
translated simply as "soldier," the akicita sodeties supervised movements of the
camp, regulated hunts, and served as ambassadors to other groups (Thomas
Tyon, in Walker, 1982:29). More importantiy, these sodeties also functioned as
police, judges, jailers and executioners. In enforcing the laws of the camp and
administering punishment, the akicita sodeties operated as strong agents of sodal
control.

Behavioral Ideals
Gender-sjjedfic behavioral ideals helped to form and maintain personal
identity. Behavioral and linguistic differences dearly marked acceptable
masculine and feminine roles (DeMallie, 1983:238), which permeated nearly
every aspect of Lakota life. 1^ Men and women occupied different areas within
the tipi, adopted different postures for sitting, and even used different forms of
many words (Hassrick, 1964:282-283; DeMallie, 1983:239). Potent forms of sodal
control used to maintain these distinctions induded critidsm, ridicule, and in
some cases, ostradsm (MacGregor, 1946:116). The desire for respectability was a
strong motivating factor in Lakota sodety, and shame was the mechanism used
to enforce respectability at every point. As Standing Bear (1933:151) said,
"woman's sphere was quite distinctiy defined and to obtrude from it was
considered bold and improper." With regard to males, every man was expected
to be his brother's keeper, as well as defender and judge of the public welfare
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(Mirsky, 1961:424). Public ceremonies, whether honoring warriors daiming
coups or women daiming virtuous behavior, induded the right to ridicule false
claimants. Childhood training, by precept and example, instilled a fear of shame
that made critidsm and ridicule strong deterrents to any deviation from the
accepted norm (MacGregor, 1946:116). The distinction between male and female
was perhaps the most important attribute for defining Lakota individuals and
corresponding behavioral ideals.
The Lakota believed in four ideal masculine virtues: generosity
(wacantognaka), bravery (cante t'inza), fortitude (wacintanka), and wisdom
(ksabyahan opiic'iya) (MacGregor, 1946:106-107; Hassrick, 1964:14; Powers,
1986:62). The ideal masculine role combined self-risk, self-sacrifice and selfassertion (Hassrick, 1964:76). Because a man's sodal identity and status were
predicated on honor earned primarily on the battlefield, the Lakota male
preoccupation with warfare took precedence over the more fundamental activity
of hunting (Hassrick, 1964:72). Accomplishment was recorded through the
counting of "coup" or individual acts of bravery, the relative worth of which were
established by elaborate ranking systems. A man's coups could be advertised
pictorially on his dothing, his tipi liner, or the outside of his tipi, but such
displays were always carefully monitored for accuracy. Since the Lakota did not
usually fight for territory or enslavement, but rather for honor, horses, or to
provide unity through the external strife of a common enemy (Faib, 1968:122),
war was really a dangerous game for acquiring coup (Mirsky, 1961:403-406),
concerned more with individual acts of bravery and displays of spiritual power
than with group outcomes (McGinnis, 1990:4). Although prestige was also
accorded men who possessed shamaruc or hunting ability, and those who were
wise or generous, warfare provided Lakota males prestige and ample
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opportunity for demonstrating three of the ideal virtues: bravery, fortitude and
wisdom.
Women were judged by ratiier different ideals: chastity, fecundity,
industiy, and generosity (Hassrick, 1964:39; Standing Bear, 1933:151; Deloria,
dted in Bol, 1985b:37; Powers, 1986:67). These ideals were reinforced at tiie Bull
Buffalo ceremony (Tatanka Lowanpi) that purified daughters, marked passage into
womanhood,rituaUyreenacted the feminine art training begun early in
childhood, and inculcated the virtues of industry, hospitality and fidelity
(Walker, 1980:241). 17 Ehiring her first menses, a girl seduded herself in a tipi
where she symbolically learned the art of qiullwork, although in actuality she
had been taught all of the feminine arts earlier. The girl quilled continuously for
four days in order to insure a future as a skillful and productive artist (Bol,
1989:68). During the dosing ceremony, a shaman instructed the female that a
woman is soft-spoken and modest, admonished her not to shame her husband or
neglect her children, and reminded her of her responsibility for making dothing
and feeding her family (Densmore, 1918:65; MacGregor, 1946:108). Finally, the
shaman advised the young woman to become skillful in the feminine arts, stay
home, and be hospitable (Deloria, 1979:43). After the ceremony, Lakota women
were expected to give up childish habits and to devote hours each day to art
making (Lyford, 1979:60). Failure to live up to any of the ideals brought
dishonor; if a woman earned a bad reputation, she brought shame not only to
herself, but also to her brothers, cousins, and any relatives who had given gifts in
her honor. Although generosity was an ideal for all Lakota, differences in other
behavioral ideals led to dearly differentiated roles, rights, and obligations for
men and women within the camp drde.
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In addition to generosity, industry, and appropriate sexual behavior,
Lakota ideals required that women be physically attractive. Female art making
contributed to each of these desired characteristics. Women demonstrated
generosity primarily by making gifts of art objects (Amiotte, 1992). The
production of beautiful dothing and adornment also embodied industry and
enhanced a woman's physical and economic attractiveness, so that in turn,
artistic skill signalled a woman's eligibility for marriage (Bol, 1989:65-68).
Furthermore, art making reinforced ideal female sexual roles. Appropriate
sexual behavior included either chastity for unmarried women or a combination
of fidelity and fecundity for married women. A division of labor between a
woman of childbearing age and her mother (or mother-in-law) insured that a
woman's prime artistic production coindded with her childbearing years
(Mirsky, 1961:401-402; Bol, 1989:69). The older woman usually cared for tiie
young children and did much of the heavy domestic labor of the camp, leaving
the younger woman free to spend many hours at quillwork, beadwork, or
painting (Bol, 1989:69). Since women's art production was a time-consunung
endeavor that for the most part took place within the tipi, art making reduced the
risk women faced from men attempting to waylay and seduce them (Bol,
1989:70) thereby reinforcing the desired chastity or fidelity. Female art making
thus played an integral part in the maintenance of each of the femirune virtues.
Labor was dearly divided along gender lines within the Lakota economic
sphere. Men ordinarily provided game while women supplied vegetable fare
and processed the material results of the hunt (Lowie, 1982:80). Women also
assumed responsibility for care of young children, preparation of meals,
procurement of fuel and water, and the manufacture of dothing (Standing Bear,
1933:126), as well as for moving, erecting, and maintaining the tipis, of which
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tiiey were considered ovmers (Lowie, 1982:30). Men's responsibilities induded
hunting and butchering, manufacturing weapons and implements, and
woodworking (Lov^e, 1982:80), as well as caring for horses, guarding the camp,
carrying news between camps, dedding when to move, and meeting in council
(Standing Bear, 1933:126). Women's activities were oriented toward the home
and emphasized chastity, fecundity, generosity and industry, while men's
activities were oriented away from the camp and emphasized bravery, wisdom,
and activity.
The gender-spedfic division of labor extended into the realm of artistic
production. Prior to the Reservation Period, Lakota art consisted of two distinct
styles. Generally, men painted and carved recognizable depictions of people,
animals and their accoutrements, or celestial objects, creating art that either
celebrated the accomplishments of an individual or group or invoked the aid of
supematurals. On the other hand, women's art usually consisted of geometric
abstraction (Standing Bear, 1933:91; Ewers, 1939:7; Lyford, 1979:12; Conn,
1979:143; Lowie, 1982:80; Hail, 1983:43; Bol, 1985:34; Wooley, 1990:27; Spriggs,
1993:68). While female designs may have had assodations for the maker, they
did not carry the recognizable content assodated vy^th male art. Gender also
restricted the use of certain materials and techniques, and the production of
certain types of objects (Hassrick, 1964:181-182,202). For example, women never
painted on shields, war implements, or the outsides of tipis (Standing Bear,
1933:91; Powers, 1986:85), although both men and women painted, in their
respective styles, on dressed animal hides. 1^ Carving seems to have been an
exdusively male activity, but women were entirely responsible for the
production of both quillwork and beadwork, forms of decorative embroidery
using either dyed bird-or porcupine-quills in the case of the former, and colored
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glass beads in tiie case of tiie latter (Hail, 1983:43). Thus, gender divided Lakota
art yydth respect to both form and content. Male artists employed figurative
imagery to communicate sodal messages, while female artists used non-objective
designs and different media in images that did not convey commonly
understood meaning. 1^ These dearcut differences constitute distinct styles that
may be termed masculine and feminine, respectively.
In pre-reservation Lakota sodety, all artistic practice served important
sodal functions, but as an integral part of daily life female art production
espedally reinforced the behavioral ideals. For merv art making reinforced
prestige won through other endeavors; for women, art making was itself an
avenue for acquiring prestige (Whiteford, 1972:11). The Lakota male's longing
for prestige is well knov^n; however, women also desired prestige to which art
making provided access by exemplifying the ideals of ferrunine behavior.
Women might enhance tiieir prestige by receiving a supernatural vision, but only
as virgins or as widows, since they could not simultaneously be wives or mothers
and wakan women (Mirsky, 1961:410). During her childbearing years, a woman
more typically attained prestige by demonstrating skill in the feminine arts and
by adhering to the strict code of sexual behavior. These mutually reinforcing
activities overtly sigrwUed conformity to Lakota behavioral ideals, which in turn
honored the woman and her extended fanuly group (Mirsky, 1961:421). Just as
warfare reinforced male ideals, art production reinforced the female virtues of
fecundity and chastity, demonstrated skill and industry, and provided the
prindpal means for exhibiting generosity. Lakota ferrurune style was irrelevant
to the demonstration of virtue-rather, the feminine ideals were embodied in
well-defined artistic practices. (Of course, during the Reservation Period, skillful
production of art in the feminine style not only worked to maintain behavioral
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ideals against the onslaught of assimilation, but also provided an important
source of income.)
Gender differences were equally apparent in the differing rights and
obligations pertaining to sexual relations, marriage, and divorce. Among Plains
Indians, the most generally approved form of marriage was purchase, although
the bride did not necessarily become chattel (Lowie, 1982:79).20 Por the Lakota,
the standard price for a woman was six buffalo hides or the equivalent (Walker,
1982:51). A bride's price was not always paid, but a forward-looking male
usually arranged to give horses and other gifts so that a girl's family would
regard him as reputable (Hassrick, 1964:116). A Lakota male could also obtain a
wife through courtship, or he could capture a woman from his own or another
tribe. If a man wanted a woman and her guardians objected, he could abduct
her, a method apparentiy sanctioned as a form of elopement. Except for cases of
men marrying non-Lakota captives, courtship often preceded either purchase or
abduction. An example related by the Oglala shaman. Black Elk (Neihardt,
1988:67-76), told how High Horse offered first two and then four horses to the
father of his beloved. Having been rejected both times. High Horse captured
"about a hundred horses" from the Crow and offered them all. This was a
suffident amoimt, and the couple wed. In turn, a high price was a source of
honor for women, who could later boast of their worth (Walker, 1982:179-180,
note 59). Whether achieved via purchase, abduction, or courtship, the basic unit
of Lakota sodety was the husbanded tipi (ti-ognakapi) that the wife actually
owned. Thus, formation and ownership suggested complementary male and
female roles v^dthin the basic unit.
Men and women possessed different options for dissolving marriages,
which could be done vdthout much formality (Lowie:1982:80). A wife could
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leave, or could eject her husband from the tipi, but a husband could abandon his
spouse, give her away (usually for laziness or infidelity), or sell her (Walker,
1982:55-6). As punishment for adultery, it was also permissible for a man to
disfigure a wiie by cutting off the tip of her nose (Hassrick, 1964:119), although it
appears that such instances were extremely rare. The different options available
to husbands and wives perhaps indicate that the Lakota conception of
complementary gender roles was an ideal not always reflected by social practice.
Gender-based behavioral differences were espedally apparent in the area
of courtship. Urunarried women were expected to be chaste while men were
allowed, if not exactiy encouraged, to seek honor through sexual conquest:
Premarital relations between the sexes, though by no means condoned
by the family or parents, were nonetheless not uncommon. And to the
young man who was successful went the corrunendation of his peers.
Not only did this become a matter of conversation, but it was worthy
to be counted as a coup upon his private, if not his public, record.
(Hassrick, 1964:111)
Females needed to protect their virtue carefully. If a young woman gave a
present to an unrelated man it was considered a breach of chastity (Mirsky,
1961:410). A man could force a woman to consent to his sexual desires if she
answered yes to him, even if the spoken question was not about sex. A man
could daim a woman if he saw her naked, or if he was able to touch her genitals
(Powers, 1986:71), so young men known as "tipi crawlers" would lift the sides of
a tipi at night and try to capture women by the latter means. To protect against
these intmders (and to demonstrate the esteem parents felt for their daughters),
women were often secured in rawhide from the waist down while they slept
(Amiotte, 1992). A hair rope passed between the legs and tied around the waist
of a young woman also served to protect her, being understood as a warning. 21
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Not surprisingly, women were often protected and chaperoned by their
grandmothers during the day, (Powers, 1986:71).
Contemporary researchers consider the difference in the sodal and
economic roles of men and women to indicate the complementarity of male and
female roles (Dugan, 1985:48). For the Lakota, sexual division of labor was seen
as a simple fact of life (DeMallie, 1983:238), exemplified by the concept of
okicicupi, or "sharing" (Powers, 1986:5-6). Women considered themselves no
worse off than the men who had to risk their lives in warfare (Deloria, 1979:27).
Despite differences in sodal roles that allowed males more options for action in
many spheres, women accepted and helped to preserve these distinctions,
ridiculing and attempting to dress in women's dothing any man seen doing
women's work (Walker, 1982:63-64; DeMallie, 1983:239). 22 Lakota views
accepted well-defined differences in sodal roles as part of the natural order.

Religion
Although they considered themselves superior to all other people and
capable of overcoming any enemy, the Lakota presented themselves as weak and
humble supplicants before the supematurals (MacGregor, 1946:85), and
expressed respect for the world's mysterious quality.
Wakan was anything that was hard to understand. A rock was
sometimes wakan. Anything might be wa/orn. When anyone did
something that no one understood, this was wakan. If the thing
done was what no one could understand, it was Wakan Tanka. How
the world was made is Wakan Tanka. How the sun was made is
Wakan Tanka. How men used to talk to the animals and birds was
Wakan Tanka. Where the spirits and ghosts are is Wakan Tanka. (Good Seat,
in Walker, 1980:70)
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Furthermore, tiie Lakota believed tiiat animals were wakan (Walker, 1980:101),
and that they possessed valuable and necessary qualities which enabled men to
live more effectively (Hassrick, 1964:226). Animals capable of existing in more
than one realm, e.g., underwater and on land, were considered espedally wakan
(Amiotte, 1992). Seeing sacred and protective properties in animals and nature,
however, did not necessarily constitute nature worship. For the Lakota, nature
was wakan, an object of respect and even of awe, but not of worship (EHigan,
1985:57-58). However, the Lakota positioned themselves on a lower plane than
the animals with respect to the controlling powers (Hassrick, 1964:227). They
perceived animals to be in doser contact with Wakan Tanka (Great Mystery), and
to be capable of serving as intermediaries, espedally when they appeared in
visions. This mysterious quality not only characterized animals but also
supematurals, since Wakan Tanka referred to the totality of the good gods of the
Lakota pantheon, "those which made everything" (Littie Wound, in Walker,
1980:69); evil spirits were known as Wakan Sica (Powers, 1977:51). According to
the Lakota shamans George Sword, Bad Wound, No Flesh and Thomas Tyon,
Wakan Tardea was addressed as Tobtob Kin (Four-times-four gods), who were like
sixteen persons, but each was wakan, therefore they were the same as one
(Walker, 1980:95). 23 The concept of wakan, the fundamental mysteriousness of
the imiverse, was the essential feature of Lakota belief and applied to both
secular and sacred realms.
Sicun, or the Wasicunpi (plural), are one of the sixteen facets of Wakan
Tanka . In keeping with its mysterious (wakan) nature, sicun is defined several
ways. Buechel (1970:454, italics added) offers tiie following:
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sicun, n. That in a man or thing which is spirit or spirit-like and
guards him from birth against evil spirits. Thereafter he may derive
other sicunpi [plural] through the ton of other beings, esp. animals.
The shaman's sicun, his implements etc., used to be kept in his
wakan-ba.g (wasicun), just as the medicines etc. were the sicunpi of
the pejuta wicasa. [medicine man, physidan] Such sicunpi can be
lent to others. Other and evil sicunpi are derived through bad and
similar means.
Ton is a "spiritual or quasi spiritual power or quality that makes a person or thing
wakan" (Buechel, 1970:499, italics added); it is a potential for transforming visible
energy into invisible energy, and vice versa (Powers, 1977:52). Sicun is a spiritual
power or potency imparted by Skan (Spirit, the source of all power) that
embodies aspects of protection and power (Hassrick, 1964:227; 215). All
supernatural beings and aU objects possess sicun, which is immortal.
Sicun was an essential part of life: it enabled people to receive sacred
power through interaction with the supematurals (Amiotte, 1987:86-87), and was
thus an important factor in the construction of Lakota personal identity. Every
Lakota possessed a personal sicun, but was also able to acquire other potendes,
although always at the expense of another since sicun existed in finite quantities.
Acquired sup)ematural power defined individual abilities and conferred a host of
powers: abilities to heal, to make love medicines, to lead war parties, etc. Use of
these abilities required expenditure of the supernatural power. For example, a
shaman who gained healing power imparted some of his acquired power to
actually heal otiiers (Powers, 1977:52-53).
No sharp division existed between secular and sacred in Lakota belief
(DeMallie, 1987:30). Lakota religious practice was not founded on a rigid dogma,
but rather on a loosely shared set of beliefs that allowed considerable variety in
personal interpretation and change over time (Lovyde, 1982:160). For example, as
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the Lakota adopted an equestrian lifestyle, both the horse and buffalo became
central religious symbols, and older fertility rites centered on com were modified
to fit the needs of nomadic hunters (Gill, 1982:163). Lakota religious practice was
flexible in response to changing sodal conditions.
Individual vision experiences modified the communal aspects of Lakota
religion, ritual, and ceremony, and were important avenues for acquiring the
supernatural power (sicun) neccessary to perform the brave deeds that earned
prestige. Not every warrior was successful in obtaining the vision power
necessary to produce an effective shield (McCoy, 1988:19), but those fortunate
enough to have had visions were entitied to make shields not only for themselves
but also for sale, as did White Horse, whose vision allowed him to make four
shields that were sold at a price of one horse each (Hassrick, 1964:201,237). The
successful quest for vision p)ower brought with it serious responsibilities
(Hassrick, 1964:220,229; Howard, 1984:171; Dugan, 1985:17), obligating some
visionaries to perform shamanic duties, and also often dictating the forms of
protective images and the conditions for handling and storing such objects
(Lowie, 1982:162). A vision could render taboo acts or objects to the dreamer
(Walker, 1980:78), or impose other restrictions. For example. Jumping Bull's
vision required him to keep his shield dose and to let no woman touch it. He
could not eat from any dish touched by a woman other than his mother or his
wife, so away from home he prepared his own meals. He was prohibited from
eating parts of some animals, telling lies, or thinking vynx)ng thoughts or else the
shield would fail and Jumping Bull would die (Vestal, 1934:155-156). 24 Whetiier
bought or produced by himself, a man's shield was a concrete manifestation of
both acquired supernatural power and attendant obligations.
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Communal ceremorues provided a complement to the individuality of
vision experiences. Misnamed the Sim Dance, the prindpal ceremony in the
Lakota year was actually a collection of numerous ceremonies, induding the
well-known self-torture dance that provided the Lakota with the opportunity to
renew all life by shedding tiieir ovm blood (Goodman, 1992:216), and
engendered visions in the bodily trauma of doing so.25 The acts themselves
dismayed federal authorities and missionaries, so the Sun Dance was prohibited
in 1883 by tiie Bureau of Indian Affairs (Gill, 1982:166), and was also banned by
tiie Department of the Interior between 1904 and 1935 (Lowie, 1982:178),
although it continued to be performed because it was a vital component of
Lakota belief. The Sun Dance, combining personal vision experiences v^dth
communal ceremonies, typified Lakota religious practice.
The pressures of Euro-American settlement that led eventually to the
creation of reservations also gave rise to prophetic and nullenial movements such
as the Ghost Dance (Gill, 1982:164), a messianic, pan-Indian movement that
spread rapidly across the United States in 1889 and 1890. The Ghost Dance was
based on the teachings of the Paiute prophet Wovoka (Jack Wilson) who
envisioned that the dance would resurrect the dead and renew old ways of life
(Kehoe, 1989:8). Some adherents believed the dance would reconcile Christian
with Indian religious beliefs and lead to peaceful coexistence. However, the
Lakota believed the dance would cause the whites to disappear and the buffalo
to return. Fearing militant aspects of the movement. Federal troops massacred
153 Lakota Ghost Dancers at Wounded Knee Creek, South Dakota in December,
1890 (Kehoe, 1989:13-26), effectively ending the revival movement on the
Northern Plains, although some southem groups continued to perform the dance
into the 20th century (Conn, 1986:25). Although short-lived, the adoption and
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transformation of the Ghost Dance by the Lakota provides another example of
the variability of Lakota religious practice.
Lakota religious beliefs and practices were framed by the Lakota
conception of a fundamentally mysterious and supernatural universe. Placing
themselves on a low and powerless plane with respect to the controlling powers
required that the Lakota seek supernatural aid and protection. The acquisition of
such power manifested itself in highly personal forms, although always within
the framework of shared belief. Religious practice, espedally the vision quest
and partidpation in the Sun Dance, reinforced masculine ideals based on
individual action and bravery. Females partidpated in communal ceremonies
and might also experience visions, but given the division of complementary sex
roles, public and individual reUgious practice centered upon males and their
need to acquire supernatural power to act more effectively in their ordained sex
role.

Lakota Oral Traditions
Lakota oral traditions preserved and transmitted myth until the arrival of
the Europeans; not until the nineteenth century were they recorded in any
written language. By the time Euro-American scholars began collecting,
translating, and transcribing oral literature performances, the Lakota had been
interacting with Euro-American culture for over three centuries, a factor that
probably altered their mythic traditions, as had interaction with other indigenous
peoples.26 Migrations of numerous peoples onto the Great Plains were
accompanied by patterns of amalgamation (Newsome, 1985). Intermingling,
intermarriage, and trade between groups witii divergent backgrounds
transformed religious belief and ritual practice. Although these exchanges
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altered indigenous mythic traditions, the recorded versions are contemporaneous
vydth the majority of Lakota art objects that have been collected, and thus may be
considered a relatively secure interpretive standard.
The Lakota dassify their oral traditions according to a single criterion, the
perceived tmthfulness of individual tales. The Lakota term ohunkakan refers to
all narratives not considered true. The dass of stories accepted as true are called
either "long ago tales" (ehanni woyaka) or "true tales" (wowicake wicooyake), and
relate the origins of the world and the Lakota gods, the creation of life, the
origins of the seasons and heavenly bodies, and accounts of the Lakotas' place in
the world. Other true stories are the ehanni wicooyake which relate more recent
events (although still "long ago") often set in specific times and places, e.g.,
stories of the origin of band names or the deeds of famous leaders. Instmctional
narratives (ohunkakan woyake) present moral lessons and teach proper behavior
without locating the Lakota in specific historical contexts, and often relate the
deeds of a negative behavioral model, the trickster Iktomi (Black Elk et al., 1975:67). Oral traditions introduce and reinforce ideas central to Lakota existence, so
that structures evident in the tales parallel patterns in Lakota sodal practice.

Creation Myths
Examination of Walker's (1914,1917,1980,1982,1983) comptiations of
Oglala sources, induding esoteric shamanistic lore, permits the reconstmction of
Lakota creation mythology .27 Initial portions not only account for origins but
also eluddate Lakota conceptions of rank and of the kinship between material
and spiritual realms.
The first superior god was Inyan (Rock), who possessed all power and
existed in the darkness everywhere before the beginning of time. Inyan took part
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of himself and spread it around him in the shape of a disk, beyond whose edge
was nothing, and he named the disk Maka (Earth), who became the second of tiie
superior gods. Inyan's power was in his blood, but in creating Maka the blood
flowed from his veins so that he became shrunken, hard, and powerless. Blue in
color, this blood became the blue waters of the earth, but since power could not
abide in the waters, the power assumed the form of a large blue dome whose
edge coindded vyrith the edge of Maka (beyond which was nothing). Material
substances, Inyan, Maka, and the waters comprised the world, while the blue
dome over the world was the Great Spirit (Nagi Tanka), also known as Skan, the
source of all power in the world. Skan was the third superior god and was
superior to all others because it was spirit.28
Maka (Earth) scolded Inyan for creating her as part of himself rather than
as a separate being, and she also complained of the continual darkness and her
lack of control over the waters she bore. Since Inyan was now the powerless
Rock, he suggested that they appeal to Skan, the possessor of all powers, and
abide by its dedsion. Thus, Skan was established as final arbiter of aU things.
Skan decreed that Maka would remain joined to Inyan but henceforth would
control the waters; in order that she be able to see, Skan divided the darkness into
two halves of which one remained darkness, while the other became the quality
of light. In the light, Maka saw that she was ugly but that the waters were
beautiful, and she divided them into seas, lakes, and rivers to wear as
adornments.
Maka soon tired of continual light, and complained of being cold. She
appealed to Skan who took part of himself, part of Inyan, part of Maka, and part
of the waters to create Wi (Sun), the fourth and final of the superior gods. Skan
(Great Spirit) placed Wi above even itself to shine upon and heat the world. To
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end the unchanging glare, Maka ordered Wi to make shadows but he refused,
daiming responsibility only to Skan. Maka argued that since she was created
first, Wi was a younger brother who should obey her. Still wishing to pacify
Maka, Skan commanded Wi to make shadows only for material things, and
decreed that shadows were the spirits of material things.
To settie quarrels, Skan assigned a rank to each god. Wi, placed above
everything, was given the first rank. Skan gave itself the second rank, although
as the source of power it retained authority over all. Ancestor of all things on
Earth, Maka received the third rank, and Inyan was given the fourth rank.
Although they were now four separate gods, Skan reminded them of tiieir
common origin and their unity as Wakan Tanka (Great Mystery) that no one,
induding themselves, could understand.
These early episodes of the Lakota creation myth demonstrate the kinship
of the material and spirit worlds, and the importance of rank. Spirit is liberated
from material (Rock), but creates the Sun and continues to govern aU. The
creation of the superior gods from a single source parallels the historical
separation of Lakota tribal divisions from a unified original group
(Mdewakantonwan). Also, the ineffable, mysterious unity of the superior gods as
Wakan Tanka (Great Mystery) despite their separate identities parallels the unity
of the Lakota people, who considered themselves "native people" (oyate ikce) who
were allied against all others. Concern for rank among the supematurals v^thin
the myth reflects the importance of rank and status in determining Lakota sodal
standing.
The passage that follows refines these themes, and suggests also the origin
of Lakota virtues (espedally vdsdom) and vices.
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Each of the sup)erior gods created a companion who collectively became
the assodate gods. Wi (Sun) created a disk, shaped like himself but more lovely,
and named her Wi-win (Female Sun, or Moon). Skan created another spirit being
named Tate (the Wind), and Maka (Earth) made a very beautiful companion
named link (Passion), to whom she imparted her own ill-temper and whom,
because of jealousy, she cast into the waters.
Inyan's (Rock's) companion, Wakinyan (Winged-one, or Thunderstorm),
was unique: he had two multi-jointed wings that could be spread over vast
distances or be retracted into small, pointed talons; headless, nonetheless his
beak contained sharp teeth, he controlled hailstorms, his voice was thunder, and
the glance from his single eye was lightning. The opposite of other natural
things, Wakinyan's very nature was contrariness. When pleased, he seemed
angry, but his usual state was anger in which he appeared as pleasant Wakinyan
was terrible to behold; anyone who saw him was so terrified that they became
heyoka (downs) and acted foolishly. Wakinyan had a double nature and also
appeared as an amiable giant who gave "growth and increase to all creatures"
(Walker, 1983:214). In this guise, Wakinyan was Heyoka (Restorer) who restored
rationality to those who had become heyoka (foolish). Hidden from everyone
except the evil ones, Wakinyan worked with Tate (Wind) to rid the world of filth.
Inyan was pleased with Wakinyan and desired offspring by him. From a
huge egg that Wakinyan made and that Inyan fertilized emerged a misshapen
adult male rmmed Ksa, or Wisdom. Ksa invented language and all pleasant
sounds, named all things, made puzzles and games, and taught the gods to play
them. The provider of good advice, Ksa (Wisdom) was welcomed by all the gods
except link and her offspring who sought to harm him. Ksa was not himself a
god, but a counselor to the gods.
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Skan (Spirit) created not ordy tiie Wind (Tate) but also a daughter named
Wohpe (Peace, or Mediator), the most beautiful of all creatures, who mediated
between individual gods and between the gods and otiiers. Skan decreed her the
goddess of beauty, happiness, compassion, and harmony. Because Maka (Earth)
wished for a companion to replace the one she had cast out, Skan decreed that
Wohpe would appear as the assodate of Maka, but never be subject to her v ^ .
Wohpe was also the companion of Ksa (Wisdom) with whom she performed
good deeds that pleased Skan. They were welcomed by all, except in the domain
of the waters. Because of her evil thoughts, link (Passion) feared Ksa and Wohpe.
The preceeding passage begins to explain the Lakota sodal virtues,
especially wisdom. As a character in myth. Wisdom (Ksa) is a male bom of
males. He is the offspring of Rock (Inyan), the original being, and his male
associate Thunder (Wakinyan). Importantly, none of these characters descend
from female progenitors. Accordingly, within Lakota sodal practice, wisdom is a
strictiy masculine virtue. Furthermore, Wisdom is a counselor to the gods and
lacks real power.
The beautiful and compassionate Peace (Wohpe) suggests Lakota feminine
virtues, and her assodation with Wisdom (Ksa) prefigures the basic sodal unit
even though the characters are not wed in the myth. Furthermore, Lakota myth
makes a dear distinction between good and evil, and each character is dearly
aligned with one or the other position.
In addition to exemplifying the kinship of all creation, the following
passages help to explain the negative capadties of Passion (link) and her
followers, who represent the evils of the world.
link appealed to Skan (Spirit) who granted her the waters as her domain,
powers to rule there, and the right to assodate with the gods. Beautiful, evil, and
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dever, link seduced Inyan (Rock) in order to shame Maka (Earth) for casting her
aside, and eventually bore a son whom Skan named lya (Evil-one) for his
dispositiorv but whom link called Tokapa (First-bom).29 When lya was bom,
Wakinyan (Thunder) raged and dedared himself the enemy of lya (Evil-one) and
link (Passion). At link's complaint, Skan (Spirit) forbade Wakinyanfi-omentering
the waters, but Wakinyan dedared his contempt for the filthy things on earth and
vowed that he would throw everything filthy into link's waters. The evil lya was
a giant who raged without reason, enjoyed destmction, and jealously wished to
harm Ksa (Wisdom) and Wohpe (Peace). Fortunately, Wohpe was able to quiet
him, although Ksa and lya argued their rank and position. Ksa daimed that since
he was Inyan's eldest son, the second son lya owed him obedience; however, lya
daimed greater power and therefore the right to dominate Ksa. Skan decreed that
the birthright of the oldest brother would always be to control both younger
brothers and sisters, link (Passion) and her son, lya (Evil-one), produced a son
named Gnas (Demon), and for this infidelity Inyan (Rock) cast link aside. Gnas
grew to be an attractive, deceitful, and cunning creature who enjoyed shaming
and ridiculing others.
Skan's decree establishes the birthright of the eldest son to control his
siblings and helps to explain why a female's non-virtue redounded upon her
brothers. More important, this portion of the creation myth illuminates Lakota
conceptions of appropriate sexual behavior, and justifies practices designed to
guarantee chastity and fidelity. The consequences of link's (Passion's) incest are
the monsters lya (Evil-one) and Gnas (Demon). Significantiy, the Evil-one is the
firstborn (Tokapa) of Passion. Furthermore, the myth links evil v^th the waters
(link, lya and Gnas), and assodates goodness with the sky (Skan, Wakinyan and
Tate). The Evil-one, bom of Inyan and link, argues jealously over rank with
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Wisdom, son of Inyan and Wakinyan. Thus the myth demonstrates the affiliation
of evil v^dth female passion and again links wisdom with males.
The following passages explain the origin of the Lakota, the creation of
reptiles, and the qualities assodated with them.
The gods created many things, induding the Oyate Pte (Buffalo People)
who lived in the regions beneath the world, acted as servants to the gods, and
comprised the ancestors of the Lakota. Originally, these people communicated
directiy v^th the gods, but eventually they lost that ability. Wohpe (Peace), Ksa
(Wisdom), Tate (Wind), and Wakinyan (Thunder) created the various plants, but
Maka (Earth) desired creatures to eat the food produced by the plants. Therefore,
Ksa and Wohpe designed insects, which multiplied rapidly until Maka feared they
would eat all of the plants. Ksa and Wohpe designed the various kinds of reptiles
to eat insects. Gnas altered some of the creatures so that they became poisonous
insects or reptiles. Maka thought the reptiles ugly and feared them, but link
thought them pleasing and thus the reptiles of the world became the subjects of
Unk. 30
Skan (Spirit) gave a mixture of day and substance taken from existing
creatures to each of the gods, and commanded them to create four-legged
animals that would benefit and please all, but link (Passion) defiantiy molded
shapes vdthout limbs. Tate (Wind) breathed Ufe into the various forms, and
Wakinyan (Thunder) dothed them with hair or fur, except for those created by
Unk (whom he despised), which he dothed in scales or slime. Wi (Sun) warmed
these new animals, except for those designed by Unk, which remained forever
cold. Limbless and unable to move on land, these animals were placed in the
domain of Unk; the rest populated the earth. Unlike the Oyate Pte, animals
retained the ability to communicate directiy with the gods.
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Skan (Spirit) granted Unk (Passion) power to make such creatures as she
desired because she was not satisfied with the fishes, reptiles, and plants that
lived in the waters. She solidted the advice of her rruschievous offspring. lya
(Evil-one) suggested huge creatures that could go upon the land and destroy any
living thing. Unk created these monsters, named Unktehi, and lya followed them,
eating aU that they left dead. Gnas (Demon) reconmiended that his mother make
exceedingly small monsters, called Mm Watu, to live in the water. When beings
on land drank, they swallowed the Mni Watu that caused pains, bowel disorders,
and disease. Wakinyan swore erunity against these monsters and attacked them
wherever he found them, eventually destroying all of the Unktehi. Nothing
remained of them except their bones, that were made of imjjerishable stone.31
Wakinyan destroyed Mni Watu whenever he came across them, but since he was
forbidden to enter the water, most remained safe from his wrath and continued
to plague land creatures.
Unk also created an animal v^th its body encased in a shell of bone, a tail
like a reptile, and strong legs so that it could move swiftiy on land or in water. It
had a head like a bird, a beak without teeth, and could breathe in either air or
water. It was a fierce fighter, and when endosed in its shell it could not be
wounded. Unk called this creature Keya (Turtle), and it was her servant. Gnas
(Demon) deceived lya (Evil-one) into thinking that Keya was an enemy who
sought to destroy him. lya andKeya fought repeatedly, but neither could gain an
advantage, although Gnas told each combatant privately that they would prevail
if they persisted. Wakinyan (Thunder), the enemy of lya (and of Unk and her
creatures), asked Keya what his duties were. Keya replied that he did as he was
bidden. Wakinyan recogruzed that because Keya lived in the waters he was
forbidden to enter, Keya could help destroy the Mni Watu. Wakinyan told Keya
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that he would not be considered an enemy if he would help destroy the small
water monsters. Keya agreed and was rewarded by Wakinyan with many
offspring, who were adopted by Wakinyan. To this day, Keya is allied with
Wakinyan in the battie against the Mni Watu.
This passage identifies qualities of the animals assodated with evil in
Lakota belief. Although designed by Peace (Wohpe) and Wisdom (Ksa), some
insects and reptiles were transformed into poisonous spedes by Passion's (Unk's)
son Demon (Gnas). Also, all reptiles were percdved as ugly and became the
servants of Passion. Created without limbs in defiance of Spirit's (Skan's) decree.
Passion's creatures were dothed in disgusting scales or slime by Thunder
(Wakinyan), the enemy of filth and evil. Passion's spedal creations were
monstrous enemies of land creatures, Unktehi and Mni Watu, which Thunder also
fights. Passion also created Turtle (Keya) as afiercefighterable to breathe in air
or water. Although created specifically to serve Passion, Turtle also assodated
with good by virtue of his alliance with Thunder. As a reward for fighting the
Mni Watu, Turtie acquired the quality of fertility. By aligning the turtle with both
good and evil, the myth demonstrated the complexity of Lakota belief regarding
turtles. But, this complexity was not limited simply to good and evil. Thunder is
contrary by nature, thus Turtle's alliance with the deity further layered the
meanings assodated with the animal.
The final passages explain the use of charms to transfer supernatural
power to humans, and the consequences of trangressing behavioral ideals.
Ksa (Wisdom) was often mocked because of his imusual form. Ridicule
and a lack of reward wore away his desire to do good and engendered instead a
longing for revenge by making others ridiculous. Deceived by Gnas (Demon) in
the guise of Ksapela (Folly), Ksa became foolish and attempted to humiliate both
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people and gods. As punishment, Skan (Spirit) decreed that Ksa would be known
from then forward as Iktomi (Spider). Afterwards, Iktomi dwelt mainly among
the people, tricking them and creating nuschief. Although bom of two male
gods (Rock and Thunder) Ksa was not a god and was essentially powerless. His
desire to humiliate his creators led to his fall from grace.
Eventually, Iktomi was involved with the ancestors of the Lakota. The
Oyate Pte (Buffalo People) lived in regions beneath the earth under the leadership
of Waziya, the first chief and shaman. Waziya received the first supernatural
vision, through which the gods corrunimicated (usually through aninuil
intermediaries) from then onward. Waziya's v^e, Wakanka, was a v^se woman
who could foretell many things. Their beautiful daughter, Ite (Face), wed the god
Tate (Wind, who had assumed human form) and bore quadruplet sons who
collectively became a god (the four winds). Ite later gave birth to another son,
Yumni, the whirlwind god.
Not satisfied with his honors and his positiorv Waziya desired the powers
of the gods. Iktomi (Spider) promised Waziya and Wakanka a reward of godlike
powers if they helped him humiliate the gods. Fearful of the gods' wrath, the
humans wished to receive the powers first, after which they intended to betray
Iktomi by refusing to assist him. They asked Iktomi to grant them power and to
prove that they possessed it. Having been flattered, Ite (Face) persuaded her
parents to ask for power to make one more beautiful, so Iktomi presented the
parents with effigy bags shaped as a turtie and a lizard. The father received the
turtie bag and the mother received the lizard. Ite became more beautiful but also
more vain each day. Goaded and aided by Iktomi, she neglected her family,
spumed her husband, and attempted to usurp tiie place of Hanwi (Moon) by
sitting at the side of Wi (Sun) at the feast of tiie gods. Captivated by Ite's beauty,
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Wi smiled and conversed v^th her, shaming both Hanwi and Ite's husband Tate
(Wind), who were objects of ridicule. As punishment for neglecting her domestic
duties, forgetting her children, flouting her husband, and attempting to steal the
companion of another, Skan banished Ite from her husband's and sons' presence,
and ordained that she was to remain forever friendless as she wandered upon
the world. Furthermore, she would remain endiantingly beautiful, but display
on the other side of her head a hideous face that would horrify and disgust
others. From that moment on, she would be known as Anog Ite, or Double Face.
Her only pleasure would be to torment mothers bearing children, and to plague
infants with fears, bad dreams, and pains.
This final passage suggested that wisdom and foolishness, represented by
Ksa and Iktomi respectively, were related aspects of the same supernatural being.
More importantly, the myth not orUy explained the use of charms, espedally
effigies of turties and lizards, to acquire supernatural power, but also the
consequences of inappropriate use of such power. By illustrating the dire results
incurred by neglect of family responsibility and rejection of sanctioned sodal
roles, the transformation of Face (Ite) into Double Face (Anog Ite) provided a
negative exemplar of the female virtues. Originally, Face exemplified the
feminine virtues, espedally fecundity and beauty, but her vain desire to usurp
the position of a god led to punishment that negated feminine virtues by making
her infertile, inhospitable, and ugly. For the Lakota, Double Face was both a
mythic and contemporary being who continued to plague women and children.
The creation myth also sanctioned the use of charms in the acquisition of
supernatural aid, which were used to protect the Lakota from Double Face's evil
influence.
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The Legend of the Pipe
Because the full version of the Lakota creation myth was known only by a
handful of shamans, the well-known tale of how a wakan (mysterious) woman
brought the sacred pipe to the Lakota was presumably more significant in its
explanatory power (Jahner, 1987:51). White Buffalo Calf Woman, usually
tiiought to be a transformed manifestation of the god Wohpe (Walker, 1980:109;
Powers, 1990:42), appeared before two hunters of the Itazipco band (Powers,
1986:43). One of the men attempted to rape the woman (who is nude in some
accounts but richly dressed in others) but was turned to bones; the other was
instructed to return to his band and tell the people to prepare a large tipi, because
the woman wished to teU them things of great importance. The next day, the
woman appeared in the camp, presented the sacred pipe to the people, explained
its symbolism, and instructed them in its proper use. She taught the people the
first of seven rites assodated with the pipe (the keeping of the soul) and
prophesied that the remaining six rites would be revealed directiy. The woman
left the camp, changed into a white buffalo calf, and disappeared from sight over
a hill (Brovm, 1953:3-9; Powers, 1990:40).32

Condusion
Myths emphasize and justify the importance that the Lakota placed on
kinship and also explain their cosmological position. With respect to kinship, the
myth illuminates the relation of material and spirit worlds, the genealogy of the
supematurals, and the correspondence of obligation to rank and kinship status.
These mythic accounts parallel Lakota beliefs in the interrelatedness of sacred
and secular realms, the descent of the Lakota from a unified original group, and
specific rights and obligations that depend upon the rank and kinship status of
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individuals, e.g., the birthright of eldest sons to conti-ol siblings. Witii respect to
cosmological position, the myth reveals that the ancestors of the Lakota were
created as servants to the gods who eventually lost the ability to communicate
directiy with the supematurals, which explains Lakota belief in their
powerlessness and their need to communicate with the gods through visions.
More apparent, however, is the emphasis placed on gender-spedfic
behavioral ideals based on desired virtues. The four prindpal feminine figures
in Lakota myth—Earth, Passion, Peace, and Face—exemplify Lakota beliefs and
expectations of the ferrunine in sodety. Earth (Maka) is revered as the supporter
and sustainer of life, equated with the feminine generative prindple. She is the
first female, and the ancestor of all things on earth. Her successful petitions for
Ught, shadows, and heat, and her adornment of the world with seas, rivers, and
lakes make the Earth more beautiful. Her concern for the ecological balance of
life leads to the creation of plants, insects, birds, and animals (in which her
assodate. Peace, played an important role). Although she appears as a petulant
malcontent in Walker's (1983) treatment, the Lakota revere the Earth as mother of
all Ufe (Amiotte, 1992).
Within the myth, ferrwles also represented negative qualities. Passion
(Unk) exemplified the anti-life opposite of Earth's nurturing personality. Rather
than working diligentiy to bring honor to her group. Passion spent her time
scheming to discredit and shame others. Although Passion was herself fertile,
her offspring (Evil-one and Demon) and her creations (Unktehi and Mni Watu)
were essentially destmctive entities. Rather than promote and protect life.
Double Face (Anog Ite) tormented infants and pregnant womerv and thus also
represented female destmctive (i.e., anti-fertile) capabilities. The monthly
sedusion of women during menstruation represented a concrete marufestation of
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the dichotomy between female creation and destruction. Fecundity was highly
prized by the Lakota, and conversely, infertility was suspect. The Lakota viewed
the monthly menstrual cyde as a destructive and anti-fertile (hence anti-cultural)
time in the life of othervsdse fecund females (Bol, 1989:67-68) that was caused by
evil spirits squeezing tiie blood from a woman's body (Walker, 1980:243). While
some visionary objects (e.g.. Jumping Bull's shield) were protected from contact
with any woman, other such items were at least safeguarded against contact with
menstruating women whose destructive powers induded the capability to
neutralize masculine power objects (Brov^rn, 1953:116). Thus, within the camp
drde, menstruating women were isolated in a spedal tipi; if the camp was in the
process of moving, these women were expected to follow at a distance and
remain down wind, so that masculine objects would not be rendered ineffective
by contact nor odor (Bol, 1989:67). Of course, this belief also sheds light on the
puberty ceremony in which females are seduded during their first menses and
instructed (by a male shaman) in the feminine virtues. Thus, sodal practice reenacted the mythic conception of females as both creative and destructive,
personified as Earth and Passion.
The cultural duality of females, manifested this time as appropriate versus
inappropriate sexual behavior, is explained by the mythic oppositions of Peace
(Wohpe) and the negative exemplars Passion (Unk) and Face (Ite). Peace, both as
ddty and as the earthly woman White Buffalo Calf Woman, exemplifies every
feminine ideal. Her father is Spirit, the source of all power, and her mother is
Earth, the mother of all life. She is also the most beautiful of all beings, the
goddess of beauty, happiness, compassion, and harmony, and as White Buffalo
Calf Woman, the Lakota culture heroine (Powers, 1990:36). In this guise, she
appears to the Lakota and destroys the hunter who assaults her virtue. Passion
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and Face, espedally as Double Face (Anog Ite), demonstrate the consequences of
inappropriate sexual behavior. OriginaUy created as a companion of Earth,
Passion resented both Earth and Peace-the former for casting her aside and the
latter for her good deeds and assodation with both Earth and Wisdom . Passion
is also the enemy of Thunder (Wakinyan), himself the companion of Rock (Inyan).
That the supematurals sanctioned chastity and fidelity is clearly demonstrated
by Passion's children, who are destructive monsters conceived through
adulterous and incestuous relationships. Evil-one is the son of Passion and Rock,
the husband of Earth; Demon is the son of Passion and her first son.
Furthermore, the transformation of the beautiful and fecund Face into the barren
and ugly Double Face results from her rejection of the sanctioned roles of wife
and mother. Not only do the myths sanction behavioral ideals by iQustrating the
dire effects of adultery and incest, they also suggest that decorum is a spedal
problem for females. The ideal female. Peace, is the daughter of Spirit; Earth, the
generative prindple, produces Passion. Lakota sodal practice recognizes this
dichotomy, as evidenced by the sometimes elaborate measures taken to guard
females from passion.
The story of Face's transformation into Double Face also suggested Lakota
mechanisms of sodal control. Significantiy, Spirit decreed Face's disfigurement,
and through this act of negation, provided a negative complement to the
feminine ideal represented by Spirit's daughter. Peace. Face originally embodied
the ideals of feminine beauty, but for failing to adhere to appropriate behavioral
norms and thus shaming her family, she was made hideous, a mythic equivalent
of the sodally sanctioned disfiguring of adulterous females. Face's banishment
from her family also echoes Lakota divorce practices by which a male could
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abandon, sell, or give away his wife. Thus, it appears that mechanisms of sodal
control, espedally shame and punishment, are sanctioned by myth.
The transformation of Wisdom (Ksa) into the foolish Spider (Iktomi)
paralleled the transformation of Face. As the son of male gods, the powerless
Rock and the contrary Thunder, Wisdom was himself a powerless counselor to
the gods, and as Spider, a mischievous trickster. As Wisdom, the counselor was
respected by aU except the evil Passion and her offspring who wished to harm
him, espedally Demon (Gnas) who decdved him. Tired of being ridiculed.
Wisdom eventually became foolish and vengeful, and thus Spirit decreed (as it
had in the case of Face) that he would be known as Spider. Even in this
transformed state. Spider exemplified wisdom, albeit as a negative exemplar.
The mythic relationship of wisdom and folly as aspects of the same supernatural
being suggests the difficulty of differentiation at the level of sodal practice. As
Spider, Wisdom tricks Face into thinking she may usurp the place of a god, and
for being thus deceived, she is shamed and punished. This episode suggests the
trickery practiced by Lakota males who could force a female to consent to his
sexual desires if she answered yes to any question. Again, mythic episodes
explain, if not sanction, sodal practice.
The creation myth also sheds light on the relationship of animals and
people within Lakota cosmology. The gods created animals to benefit and please
all, and they created the Buffalo People ((^ate Pte), the ancestors of the Lakota, as
servants. Originally, both people and animals communicated directiy with the
supematurals, but after Waziya became the first shaman, direct communication
between humans and gods ceased, being conducted instead through visions of
animals who continued to communicate with the controlling powers. Spider's
gift of turtie and lizard effigies as powerful charms further demonstrated the role
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played by animals, even as images embodied with sicun (potency), as
intermediaries between gods and humans. Mythic accounts of human servitude,
human inability to interact directiy with the supematurals, and the use of animal
intermediaries parallel and justify Lakota religious belief in their innate
powerlessness and humility.
Lakota myth presents reptiles as equivocal beings. Created by Wisdom
(Ksa) and Peace (Wohpe), these animals were intended to rid the world of excess
insects, but some spedes were transformed by Demon (Gnas) into evil creatures.
Because they were repellent to Earth (Maka), the reptiles became the subject of
Passion (Unk), an evil supernatural who hated Wisdom. Passion created another
reptile, Turtie (Keya) to be her servant. But, Turtie betrayed Passion and allied
himself instead with Thunder (Wakinyan), who embodies opposition and
contradiction, but who works to rid the world of evil things. For this alliance.
Thunder rewarded Turtle with the gift of fertility. The reptilian effigies
presented by Spider served as intermediaries between Spirit, the final arbiter,
and humans. Thus, reptiles represent aspects of both good and evil in Lakota
myth.
Projected into both sacred and secular realms, creation stories illuminate
sexual identities and corresponding roles (Sanday, 1981:57). By explaining the
original relationship between people, nature, and the sources of power in the
universe, creation myths justify sexual lifestyles in accordance with the
conception of the natural order of things articulated in those myths. Sodal
practice reinforces gendered behavioral ideals by honoring those who adhere
and by punishing those who do not Finally, Lakota myths sanction belief in the
power of animals as intermediaries between people and the gods while reptilian
characters demonstrate their fundamentally wakan nature, representing both
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good and evil and supporting the multi-valent sigrufication of turtle and lizard
imagery examined in the foUovmig chapter.
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CHAPTER IV
TURTLES AND LIZARDS IN LAKOTA ART:
PROBLEMS IN ESTTERPRETATION

Lakota turtie imagery has recdved limited critical attention, often being
disrrussed simply as a fenunine protective motif that guards women and young
children from afflictions related to childbearing and infancy. When discussed to
any length, the turtie is equated with feminine power (e.g.. Brown, 1992:39),
because
the Dakota believed that the Turtie presided over female physiological
fimctions; hence this reptUe played a conspicuous role in feminine
thought. Sometimes a woman might actually start v^th the idea of
making a fairly lifelike representation of a turtie in shaping an amulet,
and such efforts may be regarded as parallel to the men's paintings of
their war records. But more commonly she would use the most diverse
figures—the U on a dress, diamonds with pronged appendices on
leggings, an arrangement of triangles on a rawhide case—to symbolize the
turtle or its breast. (Lovde, 1982:147,149)
However, the frequency and variety of turtie imagery renders this explanation
inadequate: turtie images also appear on objects intended for males (see Figs. 2,
3, and 4). These realistic depictions do operate as a protective motif, but as they
can hardly denote gynecological protection on a man's shield (Figs. 2 and 3) or
Ghost Dance shirt (Fig. 4), Lakota conceptions of the turtle probably indude
other attributes useful to the warrior.
The inadequacy of the explanation of turtie imagery as simply a protective
motif for females suggests the profitability of examining other hypotheses. First,
male use of turtie imagery as an apparent protective motif requires examination
of Lakota beliefs about turties. Second, turtie imagery may also serve in
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capadties otiier than as a protective motif. Within Lakota myth, for example,
Keya is a protector but is also fecund, thus the images may be related to fertility.
Furthermore, the Lakota saw themselves as ethnically distinct from (and superior
to) all others, which promotes inquiry concerning the extent to which turtie
imagery and the costume it decorates marks ethnidty. In order to address these
hypotheses, investigation focuses on the umbilical amulet. However, three other
dasses of visual images incorporating the turtie motif also are examined:
visionary images, geometric designs appearing on women's costume, and a Ushaped motif decorating women's formal dresses and said to represent the turtie.
The production of the four dasses is gender-spedfic—with males produdng
visionary images and females producing the rest—a factor discussed in an
analysis that explores affinities and contrasts with other images, religious and
philosophical beliefs, sodal practices, and outside influences. This multi-layered
analysis considers Lakota art styles and forms as well as the content of masculine
and feminine imagery, and enables an explication of polysemous turtie imagery
that provides a more complete understanding than explanations which simply
posit gynecological protection.

Masculine Art
Male-produced two-dimensional art consists primarily of figurative
depictions and therefore may be usefully termed a masculine style. The stylized
realism of these depictions probably derives from an earlier Ceremorual style
characteristic of Late Prehistoric rock art (Keyser, 1987:43); further influences
indude contact with Euro-American artists during the Historic period, notably
Catiin and Bodmer (Ewers, 1939; 1957). One genre using this masculine style is
biographic art, which records actual events in narrative images painted on hides,
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tipis and tipi liners, dothing, and later in ledger books, and celebrates significant
accomplishments in the life of either the producer or his group. The biographic
style constitutes a form of pictographic writing in which simple metonymic signs
are strung together in narrative sequences (Penney, 1992:57-59), paring accounts
to essential statements of success and defeat. Rather than emphasizing
illusionistic spatial organization, the male Lakota artist distributes figures
throughout the visual field, linking signs sequentially like words in a sentence,
thereby stressing temporal organization. A painted hide in the Texas Tech
University Museum collections (Fig. 1) is consistent with Lakota style of the latenineteenth century (Young, 1986:58), and represents the type. This piece depicts
10 mounted warriors who serve as the subjects of a narrative, but they lack
individualizing details by which specific warriors may be identified. Moreover,
the narrative sequence lacks images serving as direct objects. Somewhat atypical
in content, the image nevertheless presents the essentials of Lakota male
figurative art.
Such images help to establish and maintain a man's reputation within the
camp drde. The making of commemorative images probably is linked to the
public orientation and overriding concern v^th prestige characteristic of the
masculine role in Lakota sodety. These images correspond to ideal masculine
virtues and the tasks linked with the masculine role. The most frequent subjects
are combat, horse raiding, and hunting, but other subjects, e.g., courtship, treaty
signing, or non-nulitary contact with Euro-Americans appear as well (Keyser,
1987:43-44).33
Use affects the types of beings represented. Because biographic art
celebrates the accomplishments of individuals-most often success in war and
success in hunting-human beings are the most frequentiy depicted subject, but
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animals also figure prominentiy in these images. Vital to both endeavors, horses
are the most frequentiy depicted animals. In hunting scenes, animals also
pictographically represent the direct objects of statements relating success.
Horses used as mounts serve as terms of compound subjects, but other animals,
usually large game such as bison, elk, deer and bear, appear as targets of the
hunt (when represented in name glyphs and on shields, other animals identify
human subjects). Within this context, the images operate in a fairly
straightforward manner; images of horses represent actual animals in historic
situations, images of bison record actual kills, and so on.
A second genre of masculine imagery—visionary art—primarily decorated
shields, shield covers, and tipis. It erUisted supernatural aid by extracting
imagery from dreams or visions, a practice sanctioned by the mythic shaman
Waziya who first communicated with the supematurals through visions.34 The
public meaning of visionary images rested in a web of shared beliefs that gave
rise to general conceptions which lacked the narrative particularity of biographic
art. Jumping Bull's shield is exemplary:
All around the edge he painted the rainbow. Within this circular
rainbow the surface of tiie shield was blue-green. On this blue-green
field he painted what was apparentiy a dark bird with wings displayed
(Vestal, 1934:154). 35
This description resembles the shield in Figure 2, which also contains a rainbow
that frames central images of animals, in this case a turtie and four birds.
Extending the range of visionary subject matter. Figure 3 combines a horse, a
turtle, three lightning bolts, and a human (most shields contained only images of
arumals and/or meteorological and natural phenomena). Each example suggests
a variety of referents (e.g., sky, earth, water, thunder), but lacks dear narrative
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content. In Figure 2, for example, neither the turtle, the birds, nor the rainbow is
dearly the subject of an image recording an action. In Figure 3, the horse and
rider suggest a subject similar to biographic images, but the image lacks a dear
temporal sequence. Thus, Lakota visionary images have summarizing power:
they effidentiy summon up a range of related and semantically equivalent
concepts and meanings, but they cormote rather than denote (Newsome,
1985:172; Wissler, 1904). Altiiough stylisticaUy similar to biographic art,
visionary imagery carried assodative, symbolic meanings known only to the
maker (Corm, 1986:21), while also evoking generally held conceptions about
depicted animals.
Because the Lakota believed that animals were in doser contact with the
controlling powers, it is not surprising that animals are the most frequentiy
depicted subjects in visionary art. For the Lakota, human and animal lives were
inextricably linked, and thus interrelated (Dugan, 1985:56). Animals were
important not only to the Lakota economy, but also to Lakota religious thought.
The Lakota perceived certain animals to be the akicita (soldier) of the
supematurals, serving as emissaries and servants of the deities. For example,
horses, spiders, swallows, owls, dogs, eagles and dragonflies were all assodated
with Wakinyan (Thunder) (Newsome, 1985:44; Wissler, 1907:36). However,
specific animals sometimes connoted opposed concepts, such as the turtie, which
was assodated with both good and evil. The turtie in Figure 2 evoked the mythic
assodation of Keya and Wakinyan, who are allied to rid the world of evil. If the
birds depicted were swallows, they too referred to assodation with Wakinyan.
The horse and lightning bolts in Figure 3 also connoted Wakinyan, but in this case
the turtie evoked enmity with the thunder powers. In this respect, visionary
images operated as metaphors of the supernatural power with which they are
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infused (Penney, 1992); as metaphors, meaning was evoked by cormotative
assodation v^th other images.
The Lakota concept of sicun (potency) explained the effectiveness of
visionary imagery, inasmuch as it operated as a protective motif. The doser
relationship between animals and the Wakan Tanka (Great Mystery, i.e., the
controlling powers) endowed them with greater spiritual power than that
possessed by humans. Visionary images captured part of an animal's sicun (Bol,
1989:143) and transformed an object bearing the image into a potent wotawe
(protective object). Possession of the wotawe provided its owner with a physical
manifestation of spiritual protection that, in the case of shields, could be carried
into battie. However, the designs on shields afforded protective power more
important than the physical protection provided by the shield itself (Wissler,
1907:22; McCoy, 1988:25). Because supernatural imagery transformed ordinary
objects into sacred objects of power (Walker, 1980:102; Bol, 1989:62), shields and
shield covers always bore protective designs (Hassrick, 1964:201). That
decorated, leather shields were carried into battie even after the introduction of
firearms underauned their capadty for physical protectiorv suggests that the
shield's power resided in the image (McCoy, 1988:25). In corroboration, an
elderly Lakota man recounted that during batties he was not hurt because he was
in the center of his shield, and the bear daws depicted on it protected him on all
sides (Densmore, 1918:348). Thus, these protective objects (wotawes) expressed in
tangible form the protective power gained in visions or dreams (Hassrick,
1964:199; Dugan, 1985:169).36 All Lakota men sought supernatural patronage,
and the visionary images produced by the dreamer himself represented
successful acquisition of the desired aid. The importance of the image as the
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physical representation of power explained the Lakota practice of selling
multiple images.
Masculine art partidpated in the propagation of sodal values. Both
categories of masculine art consisted of figurative representations which differed
significantiy in their narrative content, although both conveyed publidy
dedpherable meanings. Biographic art commemorated significant achievements
and thereby not only enhanced masculine prestige, but also provided public,
visual testimony of masculine virtues. Visionary art also enhanced prestige, but
primarily testified to the acquisition of sup)ematural power that enabled
masculine achievement. Rather than narrating events, it provided physical
witness to acquired supernatural power. In both cases, masculine art was
intimately linked vsdth culturally desirable qualities. The production of visionary
art afforded the power necessary to win renown as a warrior or hunter that was
in turn celebrated by biographic art. MascuUne art practices and images both
enabled and reinforced masculine virtue.

Feminine Art
Prior to the Reservation Period, Lakota female-produced art generally
consisted of decorative, polychrome designs composed of geometric units which
may usefully be designated a ferrunine style, although objects produced in the
feminine style often were used or worn by males. Executed primarily in paint or
embroidery, the feminine style adomed a variety of items induding jewelry,
household items, containers, dothing, and small sculptural amulets. Exceptions
induded less rigidly geometric designs that were based on floral motifs, conunon
among neighboring groups but occasionally modified to suit Lakota tastes.
Because they depicted recognizable animals, the amulets constituted another
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apparent exception to the Lakota feminine style, but they were decorated witii
geometric designs (see Figure 5). Until the Reservation Period, Lakota feminine
style differed from the masculine style in its lack of figurative imagery and its
emphasis on geometric design.
Although early historic-era feminine styles among the various Plains
Indian groups shared numerous general characteristics, it is nevertheless possible
to discern distinct tribal variations. 37 Pre-reservation Lakota style consisted of
simple geometric shapes—rectangles, squares, stripes, stepped diamonds and
triangles, etc.—set against solid backgrounds. Quillworkers preferred red as a
background hue while beadworkers usually opted for white, although both
sometimes left the background hide undecorated. Espedally in beadwork, a
limited palette that emphasized rose, dark blue and white, and the use of a
darker color to outline major design elements characterized Lakota style of the
1870s. By the 1880s the right triangle became the predominant motif, whether
used singularly or in narrowly separated pairs aligned back-to-back. The
complex style now known as "typically Sioux," developed very quickly during
the early Reservation Period (1875 -1900). Right triangles were joined tip-to-tip,
stepped triangles and diamonds were abandoned, and diagonals were now made
as straight as the lazy stitch technique perrrutted. During this period, the
introduction of new bead colors and aniline dyes extended the palette, but the
most radical innovation was the addition of decorative appendages—thin lines
or zigzags, pronged forks, or elongated diamonds—to the comers of major
design elements. Between 1900 and 1920, the volume of Lakota beadwork
increased both in total quantity and in the area decorated on a given object, as
seen on five vests from the Museum of Texas Tech University collection (see
Appendix, 49-4-3,58-137-5,1971-157-15,1972-153-10,1975-226-136). Like tiiese
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boys' vests, girls' dresses and many otiier costume items now were covered
completely witii beadwork in tiie feminine style, altiiough beadworkers also
began to produce pictographic imagery during tius period.
Numerous observers attested to the arbitrary, and often non-objective
nature of Lakota feminine designs:
[m]any books have been written telling of the significance back of these
designs, but I have seen grandmother sitting on the ground, and while
laughing and talking, draw designs upon the earth with merely the idea of
making sometiiing pretty. (Standing Bear, 1933:90-91)
Although the naming of designs and reading-in of meaning was common,
symbolism that was understood by many members of a group was nevertheless
rare (Wissler, 1902,1904). The same design sometimes generated as many
different meanings as there were workers (Curtis, 1970:111:26). Female artists
knew a number of geometric designs, some of which were named for
resemblances, others for now obscure reasons, but the assodation of design and
name was apparentiy secondary, and not due to a desire for realism, which
found its sole expression in pictographic styles (Lowie, 1982:150). As Standing
Bear indicated, Lakota feminine designs arose from a desire to beautify objects; in
many cases, these designs were dictated by convention (Wissler, 1904:239).
Apparentiy, feminine designs carried meaning only to the extent that they were
named.
Thus, as it is currently understood, the Lakota ferrunine style was
incapable of conveying sodal meaning (Bol, 1989:72). Unlike masculine
biographic images that recorded narrative details, or visionary art that
summoned up general networks of assodated meaning, female designs could not
be dedphered at the level of content as corrunimicative of specific or general
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messages, altiiough tiiey may have carried private meanings acquired tiu-ough
reading in or naming.38 The distinction probably arose as a logical result of
complementary sex roles that divided Lakota sodal practice. In tiiis sense, art
served as a "support system" (Bol, 1985b:34) tiiat sustained and reinforced tiie
sodal system. A desire for celebrity arose from the public orientation of
masculine roles, so a representational style was the logical choice for masculine
artists seeking to advertise their accomplishments. On the other hand, tiie
domestic orientation and behavioral ideals of feminine roles required that
women produce beautiful objects, and thus decorative abstraction was the style
best-suited for feminine artists seeking to advertise their virtue and industry (Bol,
1989). The masculine style may indeed represent a "logical choice" for selfadvertisement, in that masculine art depicted what actually happened, whether
on the battiefield, the hunt, or the vision quest. However, the feminine style per
se apparentiy was irrelevant to female sodal roles; rather, it was the making of art
that proclaimed the ideal feminine virtues. Specifically, the time-consuming
production of beautiful gifts demonstrated industry and generosity.
Furthermore, feminine art production took place within the tipi and coindded
with a woman's childbearing years, and thus advertised a woman's chastity and
fecundity. Thus, even though feminine designs conveyed only personal
meaning, the making of those designs carried strong sodal messages.

Turtie and Lizard Amulets
Most Plains Indian groups shared the practice of sealing the umbilical
cords of infants into small turtie and lizard effigies. Attempts to explain the
beliefs underlying this practice often treated the Plains as a imified cultural area,
and thus failed to account for specific variation. Recognizing that Lakota amulets
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are similar in botii form and function to those produced by other groups,
scholars have resorted to general explanations, thereby overiooking differences
in rationale. Despite a superfidal homogeneity of artistic forms, techniques, and
styles. Plains Indian mythic and religious beliefs often remained distinct. The
Lakota, whether they invented the practice of making umbilical amulets or
adopted it from some outside source, would have explained it in terms
meaningful to themselves. Lakota amulets probably served as protective objects
in ways very sinular to other Plains Indian amulets, but their operation was
controlled and explained by factors different from those activating similar objects
operating in different cultures.
Most sources agreed that the Lakota partidpated in the regional practice
of preserving infants' umbilical cords in small buckskin amulets, often made in
pairs and shaped usually as turties or lizards, or sometimes as apparent hybrids
(see Figure 3). Attached to the baby's cradle, the amulet functioned as protection
and possibly as its first toy. Beyond this minimal information, considerable
disagreement existed concerning the terms by which the amulets are known, the
use of these objects, who received them, what happened to them as children
grew older, and explanations of the meaning of these amulets.
The amulets are called both turtie and lizard. The turtie amulet is termed
patkasala (Dorsey, 1972:482) and keya (Yellow Robe, 1979:22), which mean a small
spedes of water turtie, and a large tortoise respectively (Buechel, 1970:436,298).
Some sources call all amulets "sand lizards" (Hassrick, 1964:270; Powers, 1986:55;
216, note 3). The lizard amulet is also called manitukala (Lame Deer and Erdoes,
1972:145), denoting a small guardian spirit (Buechel, 1970:814).39 However,
Standing Bear (1933:154) daims that the amulets are simply called cekpa aknake, or
navel amulets, although they are shaped like lizards that can flatten out and
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appear dead, but then run swiftiy away. The meaning of the amulet is
telanunwela, or "dead yet alive." The terms patkasala (small water turtie) and
telanunwela (dead yet alive) lack the sacred connotations invoked by the term
keya. The latter not only refers specifically to large tortoises but also invokes the
supernatural being Keya, an assodate of Wakinyan, indicating different Lakota
beliefs v^th respect to similar objects. Patkasala evokes a water being, thus
situating the animal in the realm of Unk, but the term telanunwela indicates a land
animal. The term manitukala strongly connotes supernatural assodations,
apparentiy referring to both reptiles as guardian spirits. The variety of terms
denoting these objects suggests variability of both fimction and belief, regardless
of whether the disparities arose from regional, cultural, or other differences.
Several writers mention that the amulet not containing the cord was
intended as a decoy to mislead evil spirits (Hassrick, 1964:270; Lame Deer and
Erdoes, 1972:145; Mails, 1972:510; Laubin and Laubin, 1977:116), but no
consensus is reached as to which amulet served in that capadty. However,
explanations do correlate to designations: sources nanung the amulets "turtie"
generally maintain that the turtie effigy contained the umbilicus (Mails, 1972:510;
Powell, 1977:46,55, note 39; Blackstar, 1981:74; Lowie, 1982:147-149; Maurer,
1992:35), and sources calling the amulets "lizard" maintain that the lizard effigy
contained the cord (Standing Bear, 1933:154; Hassrick, 1964:270; Walker,
1982:183, note 22; Powers, 1986:55). Most important. Lame Deer and Erdoes
(1972:145) and Laubin and Laubin (1977:116) daim that the umbilical cord was
sewn into either amulet (although the former do term the lizard manitukala, or
guardian spirit), suggesting that for Lakota the question of which amulet
contained the umbilicus and which served as the decoy did not really matter.
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The continued use of amulets after infancy, espedally by boys, challenges
explanations that limited the amulet's effectiveness to the protection of women
and children. Amulets were tied to a baby's cradle until tiie child could walk,
after which the amulet was worn fastened to a hair braid or dothing for several
years, until it was put away, usually being kept by tiie child's motiier (Hassrick,
1964:270-271; Yellow Robe, 1979:22; Hail, 1983:154; Powers, 1986:55; 216, note 3).
A boy wore the amulet until he was six or seven years old, at which time the
mother took it and kept it safe, giving it back as a good luck charm when the boy
went on his first war party (Standing Bear, 1933:154; Mails, 1972:512).40 Not only
does the continued use of the amulet as a talisman in masculine endeavors
indicate that its protective qualities extended beyond the sphere of females and
children, but such use in the context of a war party also demonstrated that
Lakota beliefs about turties and lizards induded attributes beyond mere
protectionfi-omdisease.
Thus, the Lakota probably made umbilical amulets in pairs consisting of
one turtie and one lizard, of which one contained the umbilical cord while the
other was a decoy. It is not likely that any general correlation existed between
particular forms and functions, although scholars who provided names for the
amulets tended also to describe the named animal as the amulet containing the
umbilicus. Suggestions that turtie amulets were used only for females (Powell,
1977; Maurer, 1992) may have derived from explanations linking the turtie with
women's health concems.^l On the otiier hand, the use of amulets by males and
the use of amulets after childhood suggests less restrictive uses of both turtle and
lizard amulets, so it is unlikely that the practice was constrained by the sex of the
infant.
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Some scholars have explained the use of umbilical amulets without
referring to mythic traditions. If the amulet was lost or discarded, it was
believed tiiat tiie child would become too inquisitive (Powers, 1986:55; 216, note
3). Others have suggested that amulets were charms insuring long life because
the umbilical cord represented a link between the child's existence before birth
and its continued existence after death (Yellow Robe, 1979:22; Hail, 1983:154).
Maurer (1992:138) postulated that amphibian (sic) animals may have been used
for these amulets because they represented the infant's transformation from a
watery environment to dry land at birth. Mails (1972:510) speculated that a
secondary use for the amulets was as a reminder of the predous gift of life
received from one's parents. The diversity of these explanations suggests either
scholarly si>eculation or the variety of Lakota personal traditions.
Other accounts have offered mythic explanations for the use of umbilical
amulets, but have confused mythological sources, most notably explaining
Lakota usage in terms of Algonkian (e.g., Cheyerme and Arapaho) mythic
traditions. The most common explanation recounted a widely-shared Plains
Indian legend in which the first human life was carried safely through the
primordial flood on the back of a turtie, upon which dry land was subsequentiy
created. ^ Because of this safe passage, the turtie was believed to protect new
life by warding off the dangers of childbearing and of infancy (Wissler, 1941:106;
Blackstar, 1981:90; Hail, 1983:155; Maurer, 1992:35). Brown (1992:39-40) dted a
variant account (Meeker, 1901) which daimed tiiat the initiated knew that the
earth was a giant turtie with humans inhabiting its shell. Although these
explanations of the protective properties of amulets applied generally to the
Lakota, the assodation with earth-diver mythology did not, because Lakota
mythic traditions proposed a very different explanation of human origins. ^3 The
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Lakota saw themselves as descended fi-om tiie Pte Oyate (Buffalo People) who
originally dwelt beneath the earth. The body of Lakota mythic traditions
provided much more specific explarmtions of the amulets' fimctions.

Lakota Mythic Explanations
According to Lakota myth, both turties and lizards were allied with
Wakinyan (Thunder), the supematural who worked to rid the world of evil.
Lizard amulets were made as charms that protected babies against the evils
brought by Anog Ite, or Double Face (Walker, 1983:377), who tormented
expectant mothers and plagued infants v^th fears, bad dreams, and pains. Turtie
amulets presumably protected infants from illness caused by the Mni Watu, the
miniscule creatures believed to cause pains and disease.^ These protective
functions may also have extended to either type of amulet-thus, both turtles and
lizards probably provided protectionfromboth sources of evil. In Lakota
creation mythology, Keya (Turtie) became the sworn enemy of the Mni Watu
when he allied himself with Wakinyan. Allegedly, the lizard was the patron of
increase, growth, and nourishment, attributes also ascribed to Wakinyan. Thus,
as enemies of Anog Ite and the Mni Watu, both turties and lizards were allied
with forces of good.
However, mythic accounts of turties and lizards sometimes also allied
them to evil spirits. Both animals were originally servants of the evil
supematural Unk (Passion), and were thus allied with other evil creatures,
espedally the Unktehi, the huge, evil creatures that went upon the land to destroy
all living things. Corroborating evidence identified both reptiles as either friends
or assodates of the Unktehi (Ringing Shield, in Walker, 1980:112; Dorsey,
1889:136; 1972:439). Folklore traditions further supported the assodation of
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turtles v^th evil. The Lakota believed that Turtie and Lightning were enemies,
for whenever lightning seemed to hit the ground it was said "a turtie must be
there" (Standing Bear, 1933:158). Witiiin tiie mytii, lightning emanated from tiie
eye of Wakinyan, the enemy of all evil things.
Lakota myth points to the multivalent qualities of turties and lizards, and
reflects their wakan (mysterious) natures. Created as Unk's servant, the turtie is
kin to the Mni Watu and the Unktehi, but as the ally of Wakinyan, it is
simultaneously the enemy of all evil creatures, but espedally the Mni Watu.
Keya's ability to breathe in both water and air reinforces assodations with a water
being (Unk) and a sky being (Wakinyan) respectively, and identify the turtie as an
espedally wakan animal. Similarly, the lizard is simultaneously linked with good
(Wakinyan) and evil (Unktehi). Thus, the animals exemplify conceptions of good,
evil, and the struggle between them. Furthermore, Keya'sfierceerunity towards
the Mni Watu is an essentially destructive enterprise that is rewarded with
fecundity. Thus, for the Lakota these reptiles were situated within a complex
network of assodations, connotations, and layered meanings.
More important, Lakota myth justified and explained the use of umbilical
amulets. When Ite's parents wished to acquire the powers of gods, Iktomi
presented them with effigy bags shaped as a turtie and a lizard. Wazi, the father,
received the turtie bag, Wakanka recdved the lizard. Iktomi taught them to use
the effigies to make their daughter (Ite) beautiful, but she recdved banishment,
shame, and a hideous second face as well. Lakota practices regarding amulets
lacked the gender spedfidty implied by this episode, but the inddent
nevertheless revealed that the effigies transferred power between supematural
and human beings, and that the effigies represented power in tangible form. The
production of umbilical amulets probably enacted a similar transference, in
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which the physical manifestation of supematural protection was given to infants
via images of animals that served as intermediaries in the acquisition of spiritual
power, ultimately effected through a transference of sicun. Although the
production of amulets did not arise in visions, the mythic account related a
communication between humans and a supematural. The myth also explained
the probable use of amulets for infants of both sexes, since each sex was given an
effigy in the mythic account, just as each sex was given an effigy at birth.
Furthermore, this episode illuminated the ambiguity of turtle and lizard imagery
and the use of amulets as decoys. The assodation of these reptiles with good and
evil echoed the duality represented by Ksa /Iktomi. Created by powerful male
gods (Rock and Thunder), Wisdom (Ksa) eventually was transformed into the
duplidtous character, Iktomi, who delighted in tricking and humiliating others.
That one amulet of a pair was a decoy to fool evil spirits paralleled Iktomi's use of
the effigies to trick Face (Ite) into trying to usurp the place of a god.

Other Lakota Beliefs
Observation provided the Lakota with other beliefs about turties and
lizards, which further layered the meanings evoked by umbilical amulets.
Because turties moved and quivered after death, it was thought that eating turtie
heart imparted bravery and forestalled death (Standing Bear, 1933:68). For
similar reasons, powdered turtie heart mixed with water was used as a remedy
for wounds (Walker, 1980:93). Turties were extremely long-lived (Powell,
1977:46; Walker, 1980:122), an attribute observed in lizards as well (Lame Deer
and Erdoes, 1972:145; Laubin and Laubin, 1977:116; Powers, 1986:55; 216, note 3),
extending in one case to a claim of iirunortality (Black Star, 1981:74). The mythic
account of turties as being fierce fighters, difficult to wound, and amphibious
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may also have derived from observation. The Lakota also observed the ability of
lizards and turties—along with swallows and dragonflies~to escape hailstones,
which were considered to be supematural missiles sent by Wakinyan.
Presumably, the sicunpi (potendes) that enabled these animals to avoid
supematural missiles protected them from earthly missiles as well, and indeed
Wissler (1907:36-37) recorded Lakota belief in the power of these animals to
escape all missiles. Through a transfer of sicun, visionary images of these
animals would have conferred the same ability to humans. These attributesbeing long-lived, slow to die, and hard to kill-were important to the Lakota,
whether males confronting the perils of warfare and the hunt, or females facing
the dangers of childbirth, and therefore explained Lakota usage of the amulets by
both sexes as charms insuring long Ufe.
The turtie was also believed to be wise, as exemplified in a Lakota folk tale
and in the girls' puberty ceremony. In the tale "Turtie Goes to War," the turtie
eluded death by pretending to fear drowning, so that his enemies threw him into
the water, from which he escaped after killing several enemies. In explaining a
Cheyerme version of the tale, Mary Littie Bear Inkarush probably also explained
Lakota usage: "[tjhat's why we always say Turtie was so smart, and we give him
to children to wear, so they will grow up the same way" (in Marriott and Rachlin,
1975:81). This tale provided the basis for a Lakota adage, "like a turtie about to
be thrown in the water," applied to people pretending to not want the object of
their desire (Deloria, 1932:80).'45 The tale itself was strongly related to masculine
virtues and activities, in that the turtle's wisdom enabled him to wage war
successfully. However, during the puberty ceremony, the turtle's wdsdom was
invoked as a warning against gossip.^ The shaman prayed that the young
woman would be wise like the turtie, who "hears many things and does not tell
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anytiiing" (Walker, 1980:249). The turtie thus represented two kinds of wisdom.
For males, v^sdom was one of four ideal virtues, and was related to strategy and
cunning, aspects present in the folktale. Within the creation myth, Ksa (Wisdom)
was a male creation, the offspring of Inyan (Rock) and his son Wakinyan
(Thunder). The turtle's assodation with wisdom was explained by his alliance
with Wakinyan, although as a creation of Unk, he was originally an enemy of
Wisdom. Because wisdom was not a female virtue, the female acquisition of
wisdom indicated another transference of male power, but only after its
transformation into discretion and virtual silence.

Masculine Uses
Male-produced turtie imagery appeared on shields (Figs. 2 and 3) and on
costume items, espedally those assodated with the Ghost Dance. Beaded
images of a turtie and a lizard decorated a pair of men's leggings in the Museum
of Texas Tech University (1975-226-135 a and b) tiiat may be related to the Ghost
Dance. Painted depictions of turties, lizards, dragonflies, and swallows adomed
a Ghost Dance shirt collected by Wissler (1907) at Pine Ridge (Fig. 4). The
indusion of these animals in Ghost Dance imagery conformed to Lakota beliefs.
The efficacy of the Ghost Dance shirts resided in their ability to protect the
wearer from missiles (Mooney, 1965:34); they were even referred to as 'T?ulletproof shirts" by whites (Wissler, 1907:31). The animals depicted were considered
to have the power to escape hailstones, and were thus difficult to hit with
missiles and hard to kill. These same attributes were conferred upon the wearer
of the shirt (Newsome, 1985:95) tiirough tiie acquisition of sicun. Witiiin the
network of Lakota belief. Ghost Dance shirts probably bestowed other benefidal
qualities upon the wearers as well. Turtie imagery cormoted both longevity and
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male wisdom manifested as strategy and cunning, and thus provided additional
useful qualities to adherents of the militant Lakota variant of the Ghost Dance. ^7
The various meanings evoked by turties eruidied the interpretation of
Lakota visionary images depicting the animal. Being fierce, long lived, difficult
to kill, and hard to hit with missiles were desirable qualities for the w^arrior. The
turtie in Figure 2 likely invoked some or all of these properties, but espedally the
latter, since the indusion of swallows further reinforced the assodation of the
image with the ability to avoid missiles. The swcdlows also suggested Wakinyan,
so the image recalled the mythic alliance of Keya and Wakinyan to fight against
the evils of the world. The turtie impaled on the lance of a mounted warrior in
Figure 3 suggested quite different meanings, relying instead upon assodations of
the turtie with evil. In the context of visionary art, the horse was generally
understood to be an associate of Wakinyan, as were lightning bolts. In this irrmge,
the turtie represented an enemy of Wakinyan, an interpretation supported by the
characterization of the turtie as a friend of the monstrous Unktehi, and the enmity
of Turtie and Lightning. Stylistically similar but connoting quite different
conceptions of the turtle, these examples demonstrated dearly the iconographic
complexity of turtie imagery in Lakota visionary art.

Feminine Uses
Some feminine style geometric designs were referred to as turties, and
were either qmlled or beaded on cradles, women's leggings, bags, and on the
yokes of women's dresses (Powell, 1977:46; Lyford, 1979:78; Newsome, 1985:83).
Turtie designs often appeared in schematic form (as in Fig. 6), cor\sisting of
simple geometric shapes that usually took the form of a central diamond with
triangular appendages attached to each comer. Short lines that possibly
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represented daws often extended from the triangular appendages. Also said to
represent the turtie, a second design consisted of a U-shaped motif centered at
tiie bottom of a woman's dress yoke on botii the front and back (see Figs. 7,8,
and 9). The rest of the yoke usually contained geometric figures against a solid
blue background within a decorated border. Women called these dress designs
tiie "blue breast beading" (Wissler, 1904:239).
Analysis of the origin and meaning of the U-shaped motif paralleled that
of the feminine style in general. The highly abstract nature of these designs and
their connection with earlier structural elements suggested that the motif arose
through coinddental resemblance to the turtie, rather than from consdous
attempts to make images of jwwerful animals.^^ The complete absence of
recognizable intermediate variations further suggested that symbolism was a
secondary assodation, and that unlike the amulets, then, the U-shaped designs
were not figurative representations of recognizable animals.
The naming of designs was insuffident to effect a transfer of supemattiral
power. In aU likelihood, named designs evoked turtie attributes without actually
conferring turtie power. Many of the qualities assodated with the turtie—
wisdom (in the form of discretion), longevity, and espedally gynecological
protection against afflictions caused by Anog Ite and the Mni Watu—were useful
to females. Unlike visionary images, however, geometric designs did not arise
in visions understood to be communications from the supematurals, and thus
did not involve a transfer of sicun that endowed humans with supematural aid.
Furthermore, because the designs appeared primarily on items of formal dress
rather than on everyday wear, any protective power they might have had was
severely limited by use. The naming of the designs summoned up a range of
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beneficent turtie attributes, but application of those designs did not transform tiie
garment into a powerful protective object.

Iconography / Iconology / Cultural Iconography
The iconography of Lakota turtie (and lizard) imagery is extremely rich,
and signifies numerous qualities beyond the correspondence with women's
health. Much more intersting is the examination of iconological meanings that
express underlying beliefs and attitudes. The most widely known (and therefore
arguably the most important) Lakota myth, the story of White Buffalo Calf
Woman bringing the sacred pipe to the Lakota, reveals nothing about the role of
turties in Lakota belief. However, mythic narratives which were presumably
known only to shamans reveal underlying religious beliefs. In the context of
Reservation Period attempts to eradicate Lakota belief, it is possible that essential
elements of the esoteric corpus were incorporated into popular tales, beliefs and
practices. Shamanic lore preserves essential beliefs about the nature and origin
of the universe, the supematurals, animals and the Lakota, and provides
exemplars for sodal and personal behavior. Animals and their images, for
example, play an important role as intermediaries between the Lakota and the
supematurals, and as concrete manifestations of transferred power. The use of
turtle and lizard images as amulets is sanctioned by myth and reveals an
underlying conception of humans as rdatively powerless. Other elements from
the myth reinforce this important religious tenet, especially accounts of how the
Lakota descend from the Buffalo People who were created to serve the gods.
Iconographic investigation can explicate meanings associated with images,
but a study of cultural ioonography-that looks beyond the image to processes
and actions which generate meaning—allows investigation of fundamental
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structures underlying Lakota sodal practice, e.g., gender, ethnidty, and power.
Analysis of these issues is largely semiotic, and looks at artistic images, objects,
styles, and practices as signs of cultural processes. Examination of these signs,
both vdthin the Lakota group and with respect to outsiders, illuminates the role
they play in the construction and maintenance of sodal structures. These
structures are examined first with respect to the turtie image itself, and then with
respect to activities and processes that give further meaning not only to the
image, but also to its manufacture and use.

Gender
Gender was an important structural element in the ordering of Lakota
sodety, but turtie images per se did not mark difference, because both males and
females employed turties as subjects in their art, and the naming and usage of
umbilical amulets did not correlate to genders. Some attributes invoked by turtie
images, e.g., longevity and resistance to death, applied to both genders, while
others were gendered. For example, protection from gynecological disorders
was useful only to females, whereas the assodation with wisdom linked the
turtie v^th a masculine ideal virtue. However, during the puberty ceremony
young women were advised to be wise like the turtie who knows much but says
littie. The use of turtie amulets also enabled females to acquire this masculine
virtue, but as an attribute transformed from a dynamic quality enabling action
into a passive knowledge that remains discreet. Thus, the qualities or
interpretations ascribed to the turtie changed with respect to gender, although
the images remained the same.
The distinct styles and media used by male and female Lakota artists
marked gender difference more directiy than did subject matter. Men created
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figurative depictions either celebrating accomplishment or relating vision
experiences, while women painted and embroidered geometric designs. Gender
also governed the use of some media (e.g., feminine use of quill and bead
embroidery) and the production of some types of art object (e.g., masculine
visionary shields). Differences in style, material, and the type of object adomed
both indicated and supported gender distinctions maintained within the Lakota
social sphere, inasmuch as adherence to gender roles was a source of honor
(espedally for women). These differences were symptomatic of the underlying
division of gender roles, but did not partidpate causally, nor were they inevitable
artistic solutions.49 Gender differentiation gave rise to different styles just as it
manifested itself as differentiated tasks or linguistic forms: as essentially
arbitrary choices.
Lakota artistic practices—the making of art—also partidpated in the
construction of gender difference, which structured sodal practice in the
balancing of abstract feminine and masculine roles. Although biological
differences contributed to Lakota conceptions of gender, positions were
determined primarily by different behaviors within a socially sanctioned system
of control. Art production, as a behavior, partidpated fundamentally in this
process. However, art making was less essential to construction of the masculine
than to the construction of the feminine gender because art production was not
required of males as an everyday activity. Masculine art advertised the
acquisition of supematural power and the accomplishments it made possible, but
actions—having a vision or counting coup-were most important. For females,
making art was an ideal behavior that advertised skill and industry, distributing
art as gifts demonstrated generosity and conferred honor upon the redpients,
and exhibiting skill, industry, and generosity brought honor to the fenunine artist
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as well. Furthermore, a female artist's period of greatest production coindded
with her childbearing years; art making was thus linked witii ideals of fecundity
and appropriate sexual behavior. Firwlly, by spending the extensive time
required to produce gifts for her family and others, a woman prodaimed her
commitment to Lakota sodety and its ideals. Valorized as a behavioral ideal, art
production was no less arbitrary than the style or content of Lakota art, but was
apparentiy a more potent factor in tiie constmction of gender identities.

Ethnidty
Ethnidty was another important element in the ordering of Lakota sodety,
but the turtie motif itself did not mark ethnic difference. Ndghboring groups
also used the motif-f or example, most Plains Indian groups made umbilical
amulets in the shape of turtles (and lizards)-even though mythic explanations
differed considerably. Designs similar to the simple geometric arrangement in
Figure 5 adomed objects made by other groups. Of the designs said to represent
the turtie, only the U-shaped design was distinctly Lakota. However, the
assodation of this design with the turtie was probably secondary, thus the
naming of the design did nothing to differentiate ethnic groups. Turtie imagery
did not mark Lakota ethnidty any more than it marked gender.
Prior to the Reservation Period, style more actively signified ethnic
difference. Although Lakota visionary art dosely resembled similar images
produced by neighboring groups, male artists did develop a recognizable
pictographic style. Neither Lakota umbilical amulets nor schematic named
designs were easily distinguishable from those produced by other Plains Indian
artists, but the U-shaped design signalled difference by virtue of its distinctive
arrangement of colors and forms. 50 Dresses decorated with the "blue breast
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beading" were among the most recognizable of Plains Indian styles, and were
easily differentiated from both Euro-American styles and the styles of other
Native American groups such as tiie Cheyerme or Blackfeet (Amiotte, 1992).
Not a significant marker of ethnidty with respect to other Plains Indian
groups, femirune artistic praxis signalled difference from the dominant EuroAmerican culture of the Reservation Period. Prior to this time, neighboring
groups employed the same media as did the Lakota. Women's honorary sodeties
comprised of persons skilled in various art forms were knov^m for other groups,
e.g., the Cheyerme sodety of quillworkers (Powell, 1977). However, the enforced
enculturation of the Reservation Period challenged and eventually suppressed
most avenues of Lakota ethnic expression (Bol, 1985b). Female art production
withstood these pressures and actually flourished as Lakota women used
increased leisure time to produce more goods. Increased demand from nonIndian patrons produced economic incentive, as did government and church
cooperatives that provided group discounts on materials, training programs, and
additional markets (Hail, 1987:12-13). Apparentiy, the government did not view
art production in the same light as native language, custom, andritual,but rather
perceived supplemental income generated by native artists to be a benefit that
outweighed the desire to assimilate native populations. Also, Lakota women
had more limited contact with Euro-Americans than had Lakota men, a factor
that probably helped insulate female artists from more overt attempts to
suppress traditional activities (Schneider, 1968:27). Female art making, espedally
the production of formal costume, became an act of resistance to assimilation
during this period (Bol, 1985b:51). Therefore, even though the turtie motif
apparentiy never marked difference while Lakota stylistic preferences always did
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(to a degree), artistic practice became a significant marker of ethnidty only in the
face of attempts to eradicate Lakota traditions.

Power
For the Lakota, turtle and lizard images partidpated in relationships of
power—induding the transfer of supematural power to humans—a role
sanctioned by myth. The creation myth recounted the use of turtie and lizard
effigy bags by ancestors of the Lakota to gain the power of the gods. The
meaning of the images varied according to their application to males or females,
which application assodated the image with either masculine or feminine
virtues. IconographicaUy, both images connoted the powers to live longer, to
resist death, and to escape harm from missiles. These powers presumably
applied to both men and women, although the latter power was perhaps most
often evoked by masculine visionary imagery. In addition, turtie imagery
connoted gynecological power and afforded protection from pain and disease.
Obviously, gynecological protection applied to females, but protection from the
diseases caused by the Mni Watu apparentiy extended to infants and children
regardless of gender. Finally, turtie imagery cormoted wisdom. Although the
mythic character Wisdom (Ksa) was essentially powerless, wisdom was a quality
of the turtie that could be imparted to humans via the transfer of sicun, and thus
represented a type of power. For Lakota males, vdsdom was the power to assess
situations and formulate dedsions (that may have required strategic deception)
which enabled success on both the battiefield and the hunt. For females, wisdom
was transformed into the more passive power to be discreet. Thus, although
most power evoked by turtie imagery applied to males and females, gender often
modified the meaning of that power.
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Style was an important indicator of the capadty of turtle images to
transfer supematural power. Male-produced visionary images transferred
power through the acquisition of a portion of the turtle's sicun. Female-produced
schematic designs said to represent the reptile, induding the U-shaped motif,
connoted power only by virtue of the secondary assodation provided by naming.
By definition, such designs could not possess or transfer power, because such
transference required the acquisition of sicun made possible through vision
experiences. However, female-produced umbilical amulets apparentiy
transferred power in a marmer similar to visionary art. Some of the terms used
to designate these objects suggested supematural assodations; mythic traditions
credited turties v^th the power to protect humans from the evil influence of Anog
Ite and the Mni Watu. However, as recognizable representations of animals,
umbilical amulets constituted an exception to the general feminine style. Thus,
the transference of supematural power apparentiy was linked to representational
styles. If these objects actually transferred power, it is not surprising that they
also shared elements of the masculine style, since the seeking of power was a
male activity. Although style alone could not determine whether or not an image
transferred power, it seemingly indicated the image's capadty to do so.
Art production partidpated directiy in the acquisition and transference of
power. The production of visionary images was an essential step in the
transformation of vision experiences into power objects (wotawes) that gained for
Lakota males the greater power of the animals. Admittedly, not all males
produced visionary art, but those who purchased such images relied on male art
production. Similarly, the production of umbilical amulets played a vital role in
the transference of turtie and lizard sicunpi to infants. By harnessing
supematural power, female art production to a degree paralleled male practice.
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In producing amulets, female artists functioned analogously to male artists who
sold wotawes. Unlike males however, females apparentiy never kept the object
but rather gave it away. Thus, gender evidentiy modified Lakota practices for
gaining and distributing valuable supematural power, just as gender ordinarily
marked the capadty of an image to transfer sicun, and the powers assodated
with the turtie itself.

Condusion
For the Lakota, turties and lizards were understood as powerful animals
whose protective qualities arose from the animals' sicun that could be captured in
images and used by humans. AU creatures p>ossessed sicun, but animals were
doser to the supematurals and served as intermediaries between humans and
gods. In produdng images of turties and lizards, Lakota artists obtained some of
the animals' mysterious power that could be kept, sold, or given away.
Possession of the images effectively made the owner wiser, more fecund, longer
lived, and/or harder to kill. For male artists, the aquisition of sicunpi enhanced
the personal power that enabled accomplishment and led to prestige and higher
sodal status. In contrast, sicunpi acquired by females through the production of
amulets were given away. Thus, while the making and giving of amulets
probably enhanced a woman's prestige, the actions did not increase personal
power. Schematic designs said to depict the turtie also failed to enhance a
woman's acquired supematural power. While such designs cormoted the turtie
and its assodated qualities, they apparentiy did not actually confer power. Thus,
although females relied on the turtle for protection from the evil influences of
Anog Ite and the Mni Watu, such gynecological protection was conferred only
through umbilical amulets recdved at birth.
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Very important for Lakota females, the turtie could transform aspects of
male virtue. The masculine virtues were generosity, fortitude, bravery, and
wisdom and the feminine virtues were generosity, chastity, industry, and
fecundity. Myth, folklore, and the female puberty ceremony all assodated the
turtle with wisdom. Within Lakota myth, turtie and lizard effigies that confer
supematural power were given by Iktomi, who was himself a transformed
manifestation of wisdom. Within Lakota folk traditions, the turtle personified
male wisdom that involved strategy, cunning, and the ability to outwit
opponents. In the puberty ceremony, the turtie represented female wisdom that
involved the discretion of knowing things but not revealing them. Thus, it
appeared that wisdom was only applicable to females in modified form. In
making and giving umbilical amulets, Lakota women transferred a mascuUne
virtue to infants, but the gender of the baby determined which form the virtue
took. Unlike males who could capture sicun in images, keep them, and even
produce multiples for sale, females evidentiy only harnessed sicun that must be
given away, and thus they could not acquire wisdom for themselves.
Lakota myth illuminated other aspects of Lakota usage of umbilical
amulets. Iktomi's gift of turtie and lizard effigies to ancestors of the Lakota
suggested the use of paired amulets, their role in transferring supematural
power, their use by females, and their ability to transform virtue. In the mythic
episode, the trickster presented a pair of amulets to humans so that they might
gain the power of the gods. Although no dear pattem emerged with respect to
temunology, use, or manufacture of the amulets, most sources discussed them as
pairs, and agreed that they served protective functions. Significantiy, the
amulets were given to both a male and a female who used them to enhance the
beauty (and thus the virtue) of their daughter. This passage suggested not only a
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justification of female partidpation in the production of powerful images, but
also perhaps the necessity of presenting amulets as gifts. The transformation of
virtue was enacted mythically by the transformation of tiie daughter's beauty
into ugliness as punishment for attempting to usurp the place of a god.
Adnuttedly, the transformation of masculine wisdom into a feminine variant was
not as severe as the mythic example, but the affinities between myth and sodal
practice were evident.
Although less dear, other features of the mythic episode were extremdy
suggestive. The mythic character Ksa/Iktomi represented positive and negative
aspects of the same being, while turties and lizards simultaneously represented
both good and evil. Also, both Iktomi and Keya were transformed beings
(although transformed in opposite directions). The wise and helpful Ksa was
transformed into the mischievous and deceitful Iktomi, while Keya was
transformed from a servant of the evil Unk into an ally of Wakinyan (another
being with a dual nature) who worked to rid the world of evil. Although not
necessarily explanatory, these transformations and dualites echoed the
transformation of virtue, the pairing of amulets, the confusion of terms applied to
the amulets, and the layered meaning assodated with turtie and lizard images.
Mythic, folkloric, and ceremonial traditions all reflected the multivalent
role of the turtle in Lakota belief, as did the widely varied terms and customs
surrounding its image. The Lakota considered the turtie to be good, evil, wise,
long-lived, fecund, fierce, amphibious, able to escape missiles, and resistant to
death. Myth recounted the origin of the turtie as afierce,evil creature who
eventually became allied with powers of good. The turtie was given generative
power (i.e., fecundity) as a reward for destroying evil monsters that caused
disease. Based largely on observation, folklore described the turtle as fierce,
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long-lived, and hard to kilL A folktale and the puberty ceremony depicted tiie
turtle as v ^ e , although context and gender modified the quality' as either active
strategic skiU or passive discretion. The variety and apparent contradiction of
the multiple meanings assodated wdth turties reflected the animal's status as an
espedally mysterious (wakaji) animal.
The use of turtie and lizard subjects—in amulets or in visionary images-did not signal the natioriality or sex of the artist, but Lakota style(s) marked both
ethnidty and gender. Lakota males and females and ndghboring Plains Indian
groups all employed the turtie and the lizard motif. Although the motifs per se
did not signify Lakota ethnic affiliation or gender, both factors modified the
specific meanings of images. Turtie images representing wisdom, for example,
held different meanings for males and females. Also, Lakota explanations of
umbilical amulets differed from those of other Plains Indian groups, even though
the objects themselves were extremely similar in form and decoration. As a
preferred form, the U-shaped motif on women's dresses signified the cherished
Lakota difference of themselves from others, but other aspects of Lakota style did
not differentiate Lakota art from that of their ndghbors. As the Lakota faced
mounting pressure to become assimilated, style became an increasingly
important signifier of both ethnic unity and difference from the dominant group.
Considering gender, the stylized realism of biographic and visionary images
appeared as the work of males, while abstracted geometric depictions marked
female art. However, style signified gender only for the maker of an image, not
for any subsequent owner. Feminine style designs adomed much male costume,
and males painted biographic images on tipis ov^Tied by females. Thus, while
Lakota ethnic and gender identities modified the content of art, Lakota style
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partidpated in the construction and maintenance of those identities, espedally in
the case of gender.
When considering Lakota art, praxis was most important in the
construction of gender identities. Although less essential to the construction of
the masculine role, art production still testified to ideal masculine behavior.
Male produced art required prior accomplishment in battie, on the hunt, or on
the vision quest. However, the production of art was an ideal Lakota feminine
behavior. A female's training in the production of art began at a young age, was
reinforced during the puberty ceremony, and continued through her
childbearing years, during which she was expected to spend hours each day
producing fine work for herself and others. Feminine styles and media required
considerable skiQ and time, so accomplishment testified to a woman's industry .
A woman who lived up to these ideals—by producing, wearing, and giving away
such items—exhibited her conformity to the sodally sanctioned feminine role and
thereby gained honor. The giving of garments as gifts conferred prestige on the
redpients, and the typically Lakota style of these garments signified the ethnidty
of the wearer, which was an ideal that crossed gender lines. The role played by
artistic praxis (espedally by females) in prodaiming Lakota values became even
more important during the Reservation Period. As other avenues for earning
masculine prestige vanished, female produced costume continued to signal
loyalty to kin, loyalty to the group, and loyalty to the Lakota way of life.
Artistic form and content did not mark cultural mearung as dearly as did
production and use. However, a study of cultural iconography was necessary to
assess the extent to which images, styles, processes, and functions partidpated in
generating cultural messages. Turtle and lizard images structured, and were
structured by, Lakota conceptions of ethnidty, gender, and relationships of
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power between humans and supematurals. With respect to imagery, turtie and
lizard images emerged from the negligible status accorded "gynecological
symbols" to a new position as textured symbols which were densely layered with
assodative meanings, and which could be applied to both masculine and
feminine endeavors. The motifs appeared as visionary images and as umbilical
amulets, and in each case invoked numerous and often contradictory qualities,
and thus reflected the mysterious quality that pervaded the Lakota cosmos.
Masculine use of the motifs conformed to general practices, but amulets
represented a complex exception to feminine practice that apparentiy afforded
women a means to acquire sicunpi and a mascuUne virtue. However, acquired
benefits were not kept but given away, and masculine wisdom was transformed
when given to female children. Perhaps not directiy available to the ordinary
Lakota viewer or artist, shamanic explanations of creation mythology explained
the role of Uzards and turties as intermediaries in the transference of
sup>ematural power via effigies and the multiple quaUties attributed to the
animals which were evidentiy "remembered" in the varied folkloric and
ceremonial accounts given by the Lakota themselves.
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Figure 1. Lakota painted robe (TTU 1971-157-45)
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Figure 2. Lakota shield design, drawn by Luther Standing Bear (1933:92)
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Figure 3. Lakota shield design (Wissler, 1907:29, Fig. 8).
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Figure 4. Ghost Dance shirt (Wissler, 1907:38, Fig. 14).
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Figure 5. UmbiUcal amulet (TTU 69-33-14b)
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Figure 6. Turtie design (Lyford, 1979:74)
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Figure 7. Child's dress (TTU 69-33-11)
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Figure 8. Woman's dress (TTU 1971-157-55)
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Figure 9. Woman's dress (TTU 1981-121-5).
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS

Primary Questions
As a case study in interpretation, this study has examined three primary
questions concerning a Umited range of subject matter in Lakota art. The first
question asked in what sense these images can be considered art. The second
question addressed the multiple meanings carried by turtie and lizard imagery in
botti masculine (figurative) and feminine (geometric) styles. FinaUy, the study
examined the role that Lakota art played in relation to sodal organization. In
order to do so, several methodological issues were considered.
A broad definition of art aUows examination of Lakota objects and
practices. Male-produced visionary images of turties partidpate in the acquisition
of supematural power, and also serve as pubUc announcements of the acquired
power. Female-produced designs said to represent the turtie serve primarily as
adornment, but turtie amulets apparentiy also partidpated in the transference of
^ w e r . Therefore, Lakota art can be defined as an artifact that possesses
describable form and interpretable meaning, and operates v^thin aesthetic and
sodaUy functiorwl contexts. By adopting Rubin's (1989) characterization of these
contexts as "display" and "power" respectively, the definition avoids the
appUcation of Western standards and expectations of beauty as evaluative
criteria. Although the Lakota valued beauty in both persons and things, Uttie is
known of the criteria by which the quaUty was judged. Thus, while judgments of
quaUty may be necessary within a museum context in order to prioritize limited
resources, such judgments are avoided in the essay which attempts to work
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v^thin a Lakota framework insofar as it can be represented. The identification of
three broad areas in which art fulfills sodal functions-as markers of individual
and group identity, as technology for manipulating the environment and securing
survival, and as a means for teaching cultural values-aUows investigation of art
as an agent in the production of cultural meaning. Lakota turtie imagery
operates in each of these three areas: it marks ethnic and gender identities, it
transfers supematural power that enables more effective hunting and warfare,
and it transmits and reinforces shared beUefs. By enabling investigation of these
multiple facets, the definition proves suitable to the aims of the study. Narrower
definitions of art, focused exdusively on form and/or content, may overlook the
active character of Lakota art and its importance in establishing and maintaining
Lakota "reaUty."
The iconography of Lakota turtie imagery is both more complex and more
interesting than has been assumed. The turtle's assodation with gynecological
issues fails to account for both male uses of turtie imagery, and attributes of the
turtie that are appUed to both genders. In addition to working withWakinyan (the
Thunder) to rid the world of evil spirits that cause disease and pain, Keya (the
Turtie) is percdved by the Lakota as wise, long-Uved, and hard to kiU. However,
as a servant of Unk, Keya is also assodated with the malevolent p)owers of the
waters. Thus, turtie images represent both good and evil and must be dedphered
according to context.
Fashioned as either turties or Uzards, Lakota umbiUcal amulets present a
variety of meanings when interpreted according to Lakota mythic traditions.
Widely produced as pairs among the Lakota, their function, use, and the predse
names by which they are knov^n aU vary v^dely, although they are considered
generally to fumish protection to infants. Terms designating each type aUow
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cases to be made for considering each the active agent of protection, although the
question of which amulet protects and which is a decoy does not matter. More
positively, evidence from etiinographic, mythological, and foUdoric texts supports
divergent readings: apparentiy, the amulets operate simultaneously as protection
against childhood diseases, guardians against evil, prayers for long life, prayers
for v^sdom, good luck charms, and toys.
Male-produced turtie images figure in visionary art by capturing the
turtie's sicun and effecting the transference of supematural power. As essentiaUy
weak and helpless beings in a fimdamentaUy mysterious environment, the Lakota
strive to acquire increased spiritual potency by making art that localized the
wakan (mysterious) power in the image. One shield depicts Keya as the enemy of
the Thunder powers (Fig. 3); another invokes Keya as the assodate of Wakinyan,
and therefore evokes aU of the turtie's positive quaUties (Fig. 2). Thus, mascuUne
use of the turtie is not merely bivalent but multivalent.
Apparentiy imitating effigies presented by Iktomi to ancestors of the
Lakota, female-produced umbiUcal amulets seem to have transferred aU positive
aspects of turtie sicun to children. Most interesting is turtie's v^sdom which is one
of the four ideal masculine virtues. When secured for male children, wisdom is
oriented to action and dearly related to strategy and cimning as represented in
folkloric accounts of Turtie's exploits. When secured for female children, the
masculine virtue is transformed into discretion that does not speak, or so shamans
exhort pubescent females. In terms of both meaning and production, the turtie
and Uzard amulets present a more complex circumstance than is usual.
Other female uses of turtie irrmgery seemingly do not involve sicun.
Although geometric designs said to represent the turtie may hold personal
meanings for the artist, any symbolism was apparentiy secondary. For example,
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the U-shaped motif strongly resembles stmctural elements seen on earUer dresses,
and furthermore adorns only formal costume. As a protective motif, turtie
imagery would be more effective on everyday wear. Nevertheless, the named
designs connote the turtie's gynecological protective power even if they do not
actuaUy supply the power. However, as an easily recognizable Lakota form, the
design also dearly marks Lakota ethnidty, a distinction espedaUy important
during the Reservation Period.
More actively than do form and content, Lakota artistic practices produce
cultural meaning. Multivalent glosses define the meaning of turtie imagery,
forms mark ethnidty, and styles mark genders. However, differences in artistic
practice serve as potent markers of gender, an impcMtant organizing structure in
Lakota sodety. Art production by males reinforces masculine behavioral ideals
by advertising male accompUshment. Ideal behavior, espedaUy wisdom, bravery,
and fortitude, enables success in battie or in hunting, which can be celebrated in
biographic images. Furthermore, tiie manufachire of visionary images achiaUy
secures supematural power as weU as advertising its acquisition. Even more
important to the construction of the feminine role, art production by females
advertises feminine virtues—chastity, fecundity, industry, and generosity.
A woman who spends hours producing fine work demonstrates adherence to
these ideals and gains honor. Thus, while artistic form and content help define
cultural meanings, art production is an important process in its creation.

Methodological Issues
This study attempts to incorporate traditional methods within a poststructuraUst paradigm. The recent emergence of both the post-structuraUst
perspective and increased scholarly interest in Native American art does not
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predude a need to investigate older interpretive metiiods, which may yet offer
insights. Based on Taborsky's (1990) model, this study posits meaning as arising
from interactions between tiie author, physical objects, and "group reaUty." The
critical assumption that meaning is a sodal constmction rather than an inherent
feature of objects requires tiiat images be explained in terms of what can be known
of Lakota culture, rather than in terms of absolute tmth. Thus, "group reaUty"
does not refer to authentic Lakota beUef and practice, but rather to contemporary
scholarly representations of the Lakota.
Viewed in this Ught, the photo-historical and ethnohistorical records can no
longer be seen as ultimate authorities, but ratiier as texts requiring critical
examination. In reading the creation myth, for example, this study articulates
structures that the Lakota themselves did not, but that are nevertheless
meaningful in context. Although the myth originated with the Lakota, it is
WaUcer's (1914,1917,1980,1982,1983) coUection and interpretation tiiat is tiie
object of this investigation, which in turn further interprets the material. Unlike
other post-structuraUst studies of Native American art, this study does not
address the processes or ideology of representation, but it does recogruze that art
historical narratives are themselves representations.^l Perhaps most important,
post-structuraUst paradigms acknowledge that because knowledge derives from
scholarly representations, singular authoritative explanations are likely to result,
and therefore post-structuraUsm focuses attention on inconsistendes or
multivalendes that would ordinarily be suppressed in providing a general
condusion to an examination of data.
Approximately 300 items of Plains Indian material culture in the Museum
of Texas Tech University coUections were exarruned to detemune probable origins
in either the Northern or Southem Plains. Within the corpus of Northern Plains
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Indian artifacts, further examination identified approximately 80 artifacts tiiat
may have originated among the Lakota. Of these, 39 costume items were
examined in accordance with the model, and induded in the Appendix. The
sharpened critical awareness afforded by the post-stmcturaUst perspective
benefitted the project in several ways. The catalog examined materials and
techniques that traditional art historical studies might not ordinarily indude (to
such an extent), and in so doing, sometimes corroborated ethnohistorical
evidence. For example, examination of extensively beaded costume items
supported ethnohistorical accounts of the time required to produce elaborate
pieces of feminine art. Furthermore, treating both documentary and photohistorical sources as representations forced recognition of the catalog itself as stUl
further representation. FinaUy, indusion in the catalog was based upon object
type rather than upon judgments of quaUty measured against possibly biased
aesthetic criteria. Thus, even in traditional tasks of attribution, post-structuraUst
questioning can provide useful results. Besides making the coUections more
useful to the Museum, the catalog also enabled evaluation of the hybrid model,
and provided an overview of Lakota forms and styles, which in turn provided a
background against which turtie imagery could be exanuned.
The use of multiple interpretive strategies derived from material culture
studies, iconography and iconology, and semiotics, i.e., disdplines that study
cultural expression, enabled a multi-layered analysis of the three aspects of art
identified by the definition: form, content, and sodal function. Material culture
studies provided the hybrid model used in the catalog, which produced a reliable
base of objects (although admittedly lacking male-produced images of turties)
needed for the interpretive essay.
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Iconographic investigation examined multiple layers of meaning in Lakota
images, by relating them to various mythological, foUdoric, and ceremonial texts.
Altiiough iconography has traditionaUy studied "masterworks" in relation to
texts, the post-stmcturaUst framework aUowed critical assessment of typical
works in relation to oral traditions, and even assessment of the oral tradition
itself. In examining possible meanings of the turtie motif, iconographic methods
iUimunated aspects of sodal function, espedaUy the didactic function, seen for
example in the invocation of transformed turtie wisdom during the puberty
ceremony. Furthermore, investigation of mythic, ceremonial, folkloric, and
artifactual evidence made it possible to provide an iconological correlation
between the uses of turtie imagery and underl)dng attitudes. For example, the
use of both visionary images and umbiUcal amulets as agents for securing power
suggested beUef in humanity's powerlessness before the supematurals. That
iconographic meanings sometimes varied with resp>ect to gender correlated to
gender difterences seen in other areas of Lakota sodal practice. Although the
Lakota did not articulate beUefs in predsely tiiese terms, within a poststructuralist framework, iconological explanations nevertheless represented vaUd
attempts to make Lakota art sensible to contemporary readers.
The broad definition presented here enabled inquiry into the status of
artistic practices as elements in cultural sign systems. Although the definition
recognized the aesthetic (display) dimension of art, it emphasized the role of art
in fulfillment of sodal functions, espedaUy marking identity, teaching cultural
values, and advancing technological control of the environment. By emphasizing
sodal function, the definition directed examination toward important areas of
Lakota activity: the roles art played in the construction of sodal reaUty, or in other
words, cultural iconography. Art making partidpated actively in the formation
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and maintenance of diverse sodal stmrtures, altiiough tius case shidy focused
primarily on gender and etiinidty. The examination of culhiral iconography was
essentiaUy semiotic, and analyzed signs tiiat could be read botii witiiin Lakota
sodety and witii respect to tiie dominant Euro-American culture of tiie
Reservation Period. In relation to tiiese stmctures, Lakota artistic practices were
not merely symptomatic of sodal conditions, but rather were potent agents in
their constmctiorL For example, the considerable investment of time expected of
females created behavioral differences that helped differentiate gender roles.
Each of the strategies used exposed facets of meaning that would not be
suggested by other metiiods.

Directions for Further Research
The definition and revised methodological approaches accompUsh two
things: they aUow Lakota art to be seen as a distinct cultural entity but also as an
element v^thin the history of the United States. Investigations of style,
iconography, and praxis study the former, while investigation of the influence of
Euro-American materials, motifs, and styles on native practices addresses the
latter. Although this study touched upon the changing role of feminine artistic
practice—as an increasingly important ethnic marker and as a source of incomefurther investigation is necessary. For example, whUe changes in the appearance
of Lakota art wrought by the introduction of new Euro-American trade goods
(e.g., translucent beads and aniline dyes) are understood, economic factors
affecting these changes are not Furthermore, it is imdear whether these changes
were made for personal, symboUc, economic, or for as yet unknovsn reasons.
Further iconographic investigations are also warranted. WhUe the turtie motif
lacks strong connections with Euro-American culture, examination of other
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motifs, e.g.. Christian images, would presumably iUuminate intercormections
between Lakota and Euro-American cultures. FinaUy, further research is needed
in order to understand changes in artistic practice during tiie Reservation Period.
Inextricably linked v^tii U. S. history, this period witnessed a breakdown in
earUer gendered stylistic difrerentiation, with men making geometric designs in
beadwork and women making figurative depictions.
The entire study suggests possibiUties for the museological interpretation
of Lakota art. Iconographic content provides a prindple upon which exhibitions
could be organized. Thematic exhibitions would draw attention to the meanings
of images, and to the ways in which meanings have changed over time, rather
than to formal or aesthetic considerations. An exhibition of turtie imagery, for
excoiiple, could expUcate complex issues sudi as gender or ethnidty. Examples of
botii male and female produced objects would demonstrate geiidei-bpeviuc &lyie&
diid lOims, Olid signage could Ulonunate a number of issues, induding the greater
importance of artistic practice in determining gender roles, Lakota cosmological
and reUgious beUef, or tiie dianging role played by art in demonstrating ethnic
difference. The indusion of other motifs could eAleiid uie explaiuituiy laii^t: ui
such an exhibition. Images of horses, for example, probably would be found to be
active signifiers in mascuUne art—as a narrative element in biographic images and
as a possible signifier of Wakinyan in visionary images. Equine images probably
would be only remotely cormected to feminine issues (perhaps as a "bride-price").
Furthermore, methodological issues raised by the post-structuraUst critique
could be engaged in exhibitions. For example, an exhibition focused on
masculine and feminine art could also examine how conceptions of Lakota gender
relations have changed over time. By chroniding how early outsider observations
portraying females as drudges changed to presumed emic readings of Lakota
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gender roles as complementary, and tiien changed to current scholarship tiiat
questions the possibilty of any emic interpretation, museums could show how
scholars constmct their explanations. Such an exhibition could present a more
complete picture of the ways in which art-as practice, image, and object-create,
maintain, and transmit meaning within Lakota sodety.
Sinularly, issues raised by the definition of art also suggested possibiUties
for museological presentation. An exhibition addressing questions of what art is
and how it came to be considered as such, would engage the audience in current
debates and make expUdt features of museological practice. Such exhibits, and
assodated symposia and pubUcations, could stimulate thought and engender
debate within various museum constituenceies. In so doing, museums would
continue to place current debates within pubUc forums, and thus further their
educational goals.
Examination of the heretofore neglected mythic record demonstrates its
usefulness in examining Lakota sodety and art. Evidence from the myths
correlated to sodal structures and gender relations, and provided information on
Lakota virtues, espedaUy wisdom. For example, the importance of rank and
kinship in determining sodal standing and Lakota mechanisms of sodal control
(e.g., shame) are both justified by myth. Myth correlated to gender relations by
providing both positive and negative exemplars of feminine behavior in the
persons of Peace (Wohpe), Passion (Unk), and Double Face (Anog Ite). Mythic
personification of v^sdom as a counselor to the gods demonstrates the
importance of the virtue. SpedficaUy of import to art are mythic explanations of
both Turtie's (Keya's) multivalent nature and of Iktomi's gift of reptilian effigies to
ancestors of the Lakota, which explains the role of animals as intermediaries.
Although known more widely and usuaUy considered more important, the
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Legend of the Rpe provided no evidence relevant to this examination. WhUe it
explains central reUgious tenets, and iUuminates appropriate attitudes and
behaviors (and would be considered a primary source within the traditional
practice of iconography), this myth concerns a gift given directiy by the gods
rather than powers transferred via intermediaries, and thus does not answer
questions raised by this study.
Although sometimes discounted as not representing "authentic" Lakota
traditions because they were known only by a handful of shamans (who revealed
tiiem to WaUcer, 1914,1917,1980,1982,1983), tiie creation mytiis form an
important body of evidence. More than merely corresponding to ethnohistorical
evidence, the pariial examination undertaken here suggests that the creation
myths contain much information about the ordering of sodety and the role and
meaning of art. That the myth was compUed from numerous fragments of
esoteric shamanic lore suggests that Lakota shamans are important agents in
preserving and transmitting cultural values. Shamans interpret vision
experiences, and thus play an important part in determining which dreams are
culturaUy significant (see note 36). Shamans are also important repositories of
ceremonial and supematural knowledge who inculcate virtuous behavior in
females through the puberty ceremony. However, further examination of
correspondences between myth, art, and sodal structure is necessary in order to
determine more accurately the role of the shaman in shaping and maintaining
Lakota culture. Such an examination should also account, if possible, for changes
in the authority of shamans during the Reservation Period (and later) to assess
whether the loss of Lakota reUgious and economic practice corresponded to a
diminished shamanic role as an agent of cultural order.
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Female-produced umbiUcal amulets are marked by the combination of
masculine figuration with feminine geometric designs and apparentiy operate like
male-produced visionary images by transferring sicun. The complexity
surrounding these objects suggests the need to examine further the gendering of
art forms and styles, and their roles in maintaining and expressing gender roles
and power structures in Lakota sodety. Many scholars have accepted the Lakota
construction of complementary gender roles; however, this acceptance may have
encouraged a neglect of both ethnohistorical and mythic evidence that points
toward pronounced asymmetries of gender. For example, within the myth the
source of aU power (Skan) is most Ukely male, and eldest sons are granted the
right to control siblings, but females are punished for infideUty and for neglecting
feminine behavioral ideals. Within the sodal sphere, unequal rights and
obUgations regarding courtship, marriage, and divorce, indicate asymmetries of
gender, and the examination of art forms and practices also suggests inequaUty
with respect to sicun. Unlike males who actuaUy use power obtained through
visions or purchase, females capture sicun only by producing amulets, and the
acquired power is apparently never kept but always transferred to an infant.
Thus, it appears that the concept of complementarity may mask power
relationships witiiin Lakota sodety. For example, although the ethnohistorical
record shows that menstruating women possess the biological power to neutralize
the sicun localized within male power objects, such power is essentiaUy negated
by male restrictions requiring women to be seduded during their monthly cyde.
Therefore, the further examination of both the gendering of art forms and
practices, and of broader issues of gender roles in Lakota sodety are warranted.
Such studies could consider a number of areas: other gender roles, i.e., the
berdache and the "manly-hearted woman" (see note 16), and the art these
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individuals produce; whether these roles were also seen as "complementary," or
whether each was accorded a diffterent status; whether disparate information
regarding these roles reflects asymmetries in Lakota beUef, ethnographic
accounts, or both; whether the wearing of feminine style by males has a
complement; whether or not females possessed sicun or had other access to it;
whether the actual agents of production of amulets were fertile women or
(potentiaUy) wakan grandmothers; and whether complemetary rights or "powers"
for females in some sodal spheres balance marked asymmetries in the areas of
courtship. Whether or not couched in terms of dominance, such examinations
would likely provide a more balanced representation of the ways in which gender
roles intersect with concepts of virtue, sodal structures, and art.
The multivalent richness of the iconography of turtie images indicates the
need for similar reinvestigations of other themes. Although other animals occupy
more conspicuous places in Lakota thought (and art), the examination of turtie
imagery shows that Lakota beUefs about animals are complex and variable.
Therefore, examination of other animals, e.g., the horse, can reasonably be
expected to yield similarly rich interpretations. However, the layering of methods
used here responds to a limited set of images and issues, and thus does not
represent a "model" that is necessarily appUcable to other motifs. Because
predicting predsely which research strategies v ^ be useful is difficult until a
specific examination is performed, examination of the horse motif likely would
require a different admixture of strategies than did examination of the turtie. A
reasonable hypothesis is that prior to the Reservation Period, horse images do not
appear, or appear infrequentiy, in the feminine style even as a named design.
Therefore, while examination of feminine style and practice in terms of ethnidty
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and gender would be vaUd, such examination would be marginaUy productive in
terms of the horse per se.
However, female-produced horse images apparentiy blending masculinestyle pictographic imagery and traditional feminine materials (and often made for
Euro-American patrons) do appear in Reservation and post-Reservation Period
art. ExpUcation of these images would probably require more complete
examination of changed economic practices, and their (possible) eftect on the
gendering of both art forms and practices. Rather than an investigation of how
the image partidpated in the construction of Lakota identity, study of these
images would likely benefit from post-structuraUst analyses of such questions as
how Euro-Americans viewed Lakota culture, and in turn, how motifs that the
Lakota found economicaUy viable partidpated in the construction of etic
stereotypes about the Lakota.
The fundamental mysteriousness of the Lakota universe, fuU of
contradictions and paradoxes, extends to the realm of animals whose doser
proximity to the supematurals makes them more wakan than humans. The wakan
nature of animals apj>ears as a variety of attributes, and therefore animal images
invoke shifting quaUties without being defined by a single universal meaning. In
seeking multiple layers of meaning rather than a single authoritarian
interpretation, the framework and methods employed in this study aUow
investigation of multivalent images in a wakan universe.
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ENDNOTES
iBrown and Gombert (1993) argue that gender-spedfic style differentiation also served an important function in maintaining the quiescence of the
pre-reservation Lakota sodal system.
2See, for example, Christopher Lyman's The Vanishing Race and Other
Illusions: Photographs of Indians by Edward S. Curtis (1982). An earUer paper argues
along these same lines (Gombert, 1992), although one must also consider the role
Native Americans themselves played in the creation and re-creation of ethnic
identity.
3Critiques from a multitude of directions chaUenge the cultural authority
presented by museums in the past (Cossons, 1991:51; Karp, 1992:8). Interestingly,
attempts by museums to change or correct perceived inadequades in past practice
have also been chaUenged (Karp, 1992:9-10). Recent assessments of issues
surrounding museum practice are found in Exhibiting Cultures: The Politics and
Poetics of Museum Display (1991, edited by Karp and Lavine) and Museums and
Communities: The Politics of Public Culture (1992, edited by Karp, Kreamer and
Lavine).
^Although not appUed rigidly, concepts taken from another anthropological method helped illuminate patterns evident in Lakota myth and sodal
practice. Structuralism analyzes cultures synchronicaUy by searching for
dialectical oppositions in the "coUective sodal mind" (Harris, 1979:167) that
"functioned to integrate and perp>etuate sodal Ufe" (DeMalUe, 1982:viu). Analyses
of the sublation or transformation of these dialectical oppositions are used to
formulate general laws of sodocultural growth. For doctrinaire structuralists, the
number of such patterns is not infinite, because "human sodeties, like individuals,
never create absolutely, but merely choose certain combinations from an ideal
repertoire" (Levi-Strauss, 1978:178).
StructuraUsm rests on a beUef in a "coUective consdence" (Levi-Strauss,
1963:65,281; Harris, 1979:166), a view tiiat is certainly at odds v^th Boas's
historical determinism, and which recaUs the nineteenth-century beUef in
universal cultural development. However, structural analysis is possible even if
structures are construed as paradigms of culture instead of normative laws.
^Although this study focuses on tangible objects, the definition presented
in Chapter I admits non-corporeal entities, e.g., ritual or musical performances
possessing describable form, and thus aUgns v^th museological practice.
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^See Bal and Bryson (1991) for discussion of the appUcabiUty of semiotic
methods to art historical inquiry. For objections, see the dialogue in response to
tills artide (Wolf, 1992; Dowley, 1992; Bal and Bryson, 1992; Czach, 1993).
7TO explain reaUsm, Bryson adapts the linguistic model of the syntagm and
paradigm (1981:20). These axes are equivalent to the "code" and "context" in
Permey's (1992) analysis.
°The substitution of "L" for'T)" is the primary difference between eastern
and westem Dakota dialects; in the westem dialect, "Dakota" becomes "Lakota."
Although some sources maintain that the central Sioux division (Yankton and
Yanktonais) spoke another dialect, "Nakota," there is no evidence to indicate that
they ever referred to themselves as anything but 'T)akota." However, the
Assiniboin, a dosely related Siouan group, do refer to themselves as "Nakota"
(DeMaUie and Parks, 1987:7).
9Much of what is known about both pre-reservation and reservation
Lakota life depends on the work of James R. Walker, Charles and Richard Nines,
and Qark Wissler (Walker, 1982:ix). Walker, a physidan who worked at the Pine
Ridge Reservation in South Dakota (1896-1914), coUected testimony from Lakota
informants on a variety of subjects and pubUshed the material in "Oglala Kinship
Terms" (1914) and "The Sun Dance" (1917); posthumous pubUcation of his
material indudes Lakota Belief and Ritual (1980), Lakota Society (1982), and Lakota
Myth (1983). An anthropologist at the American Museum of Natural History in
New York, Wissler addressed such topics as s)m[iboUsm, myth, costume, and
sodal and ceremonial assodations (see BibUography). The Nines brothers, raised
among the Oglalas and fluent in the Lakota language, often served both Walker
and Wissler as interpreters and recorders. Other important sources indude
Dorsey (1972), Robinson (1904), Densmore (1918), Hyde (1937,1956,1961), Ewers
(1938), Deloria (1979), Mekeel (1943), MacGregor (1946) Nelson (1946), Hassrick
(1964), W. Powers (1977) and M. Powers (1986).
Robinson (1904:18-19) discusses early accounts of Dakota origin. Swanton
(1943) argues that the Siouan group once occupied the Ohio VaUey. Curtis
(1970:111:4) assumes that since other Siouan tribes, e.g., Absaroke, Mandan and
Hidatsa, have legends of an earUer Ufe in the South Atiantic seaboard, the Dakota
must also have come from there. The most extreme variant of the "eastern
origin" hypothesis is Riggs' (1883) suggestion that the Dakota came from Europe.
lOpor the importance of the horse to the development of Plains Indian
culture, see Wissler's "The Influence of the Horse in the Development of Plains
Culture," (1914) and Ewers' "The Horse Complex in Plains Indian History"
(1967).
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llEvidentiy, the Lakota grew Uttie food, but ratiier traded products of the
hunt at armual trading fairs, such as the one held at the James River in Soutii
Dakota and (after 1828) at Bent's Fort in Colorado (DeMaUie, 1984:22,25).
12For an overview of the history of U.S.-Lakota relations in the mid 19th
century, see ChurchiU (1993:113-118) and Qark (1988).
13The Seven Council Fires are considered a historical phenomenon by
some, and as strictiy legendary by others. The former maintain that the seven
Dakota bands once formed a poUtical confederation much like that of the League
of the Iroquois, although the interpretation lacks documentation. Throughout
the 17th and 18th centuries, the Dakota are mentioned frequentiy in European
accounts, yet none of these sources refer to the Seven Coundl Fires. From this
perspective, the Fires should be seen as legend rather than historic fact (Walker,
1982:10-11). In the words of Preston Holder, "[t]here was no Sioux Nation,
although the Europeans tried assiduously to so characterize these group^s. They
were Uttie better than loose aggregates of more or less dosely related family
groups" (1970:101).
l^For a condse explanation of Lakota kinship terms and their
consequences within the camp drde, see Mirsky (1961). For greater detail, see
Walker (1914); for analysis of continuity and change in kinship patterns and their
effects in contemporary Lakota communities, see MacGregor (1946).
l^For poUtical organization and the role of both men's and women's
sodeties in Lakota culture, see Wissler (1912,1975) and WaUcer (1982).
l^The distinction between masculine and feminine, as abstract and
arbitrary sodal roles, is more important than distinction between male and
female. The Lakota realized that adoption of a specific role was not strictiy
determined by biology: they recognized both berdaches and "manly hearted
women," such as Pretty White Cow, the Hunkpapa niece of Sitting BuU
(Medicine, 1983:271-272; Maurer, 1992:250). A reexamination of Lakota
ethnohistoric sources in Ught of contemporary gender studies may prove to be a
fruitful area of inquiry.
l^For descriptions of this ceremony, also known as Isnati awicalowanpi,
UteraUy "they sing over her first menses" (Powers, 1986:43), see Brovm (1953:116126) and Walker (1980:241-253). Males do not appear to have partidpated in an
equivalent kind of puberty ceremony; the vision quest stressed the individuaUty
of the male experience.
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ISWissler (1975:94,98-99) daims ttiat members of two feminine
assodations, the Double Woman cult and the Women's Medicine cult, were
empowered to make war medicines. This appears to be the only such assertion
in the Uterature, and directly contradicts other sources.
19lssues of meaning are addressed in Chapter IV.
20However, in discussing the akicitarightto destroy a male's tipi and
possesions even though they were his wife's property, Hassrick (1964:187) says:
That the property of one person should sufter destruction for the
action of another was recondlable v^thin the sodetal pattern. The
husband, as theoretical owner of his wife (emphasis added), became as
responsible for her property as for his ov^m.
During the Tatanka Lowanpi ceremony, young women were warned not to engage
in premarital sexual relations. "If you do," the women were told, "then you wiU
be ashamed of your chUdren and no man v ^ pay a price for you" (Walker,
1980:250). After the ceremony, a father armounced that his daughter was now a
woman and that if a brave man or a good provider chose her, "he could have her
if he paid the price [for] a woman" (Walker, 1980:252). Lakota marriage and
divorce customs also indicated a conception of the wiie as property. Thus, while
Lowie's assessment may hold for the Plains generaUy, it seems likely that women
were considered property by the Lakota, an issue that might form part of a
gender study of Lakota sodety.
2 1 A young man found fooling around wdth the rope was likely to have his
tipi burned down or his horse kUled by the girl's female relatives (Lame Deer and
Erdoes, 1972:140).
22Early observers characterized Lakota sodety as male dominated,
commenting, for example, on the meniaUty or drudgery of women's work, a view
sustained by WaUcer (1982:42-43) and Warner (1986:174). Recent research
conduded that male dominance is a stereotype based on ethnocentric
constructions (DeMalUe, 1983:237), since the Lakota characterized sex roles as
complementary, a view accepted here. That the Lakota did not conceive of or
verbalize male dominance, does not disprove the case, but ratiier points to the
issue of etic representation.
23The sixteen persons comprising the Tobtob Kin are divided hierarchicaUy
into four groups of four: the Wakan akanta, or superior wakan; the Wakan kolaya,
those whom the wakan caU friend or assodate; the Wakan kuya, or lesser wakan;
and the Wakanlapi, or those sinular to the wakan (Powers, 1977:54). The four
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Superior gods are: Inyan (Rock), the ancestor of aU, tiie advocate of autiiority, and
the patron of tiie arts; Maka (Earth), the protector of the household, and the
motiier of aUtilings;Skan (also Taku Skanskan, Spirit or Sky), the source of aU
force and power and tiie judge of the gods; and Wi (Sun), tiie aU powerful and
great god, and the defender of bravery, fortitude, generosity, and fideUty
(Hassrick, 1964:296). The four Assodate gods are Wakinyan (Thunder), Wohpe
(Peace, Mediator), Tate (Wind), and Hanwi (Moon) (Hassrick, 1964:207-208); tiie
Subordinate or Lesser gods are Tob Kin (Four Winds), Yumni (Whirlvmid),
Tatanka (Buffalo BuU), and Hunonpa (Grizzly Bear, UteraUy "two-legged"). Those
similar to the wakan are Wanagi (Human Spirit), Woniya (Human Life), Nagila
(Nonhuman Spirit), and Wasicunpi (Guardian Spirit) (WaUcer, 1980:94). The
concept of many persons as one probably explains why many Lakota converts
now also use Wakan Tanka to refer to the Christian God, although prior to contact
with Christians the Lakota did not conceive of an omnisdent Great Spirit (Good
Seat, in WaUcer, 1980:70).
2 4 A man purchasing a shield was also obUgated to adhere to aU
restrictions pertaining to that image. For example, when not in use, each of
White Horse's shields had to be covered with a buckskin p)ouch and hung
outside on a forked stick at the rear of the owmer's tipi, obUgations observed until
a female resident of the tipi reached menopause. Each owner was further
constrained from touching the shield after having had sex, until he underwent
purification (Hassrick, 1964:199-200).
25"Sun Dance" was a misnomer since it was not connected solely with the
Sun. The Lakota wiwanyag wacipi (sun-gazing dance) appUed only to tiie selftorture dance (Spier, 1967:504). In one version of this dance, partidpants were
connected to a central pole by ropes attached to skewers passed through their
flesh. WhUe looking at the sun, dancers strained against the rop»es untU they had
torn themselves loose (Lovde, 1982:180). The EngUsh term employs the name for
this single ritual dance for the entire body of ceremonies.
26For example, a Lakota ohunkakan tale, 'Turtle Goes to War," also appears
in a coUection of Cheyerme tales (Marriott and Rachlin, 1975:77-81). For Lakota
versions see Wissler (1907b:126-128), Deloria (1932:77-80), and Buechel (1978:3743).
27Accordmg to Curtis (1970, m:4), tiie Lakota lacked traditional
knowledge of their origin and possessed "no creation and early migration legend
worthy of the name." Walker, however, coUected numerous fragments from a
variety of informants, from which he constructed a chronological account of
Lakota origins. As Walker himself made dear, the tale is not a story he heard,
but rather a compUation of the information coUected from elder Oglalas (Walker,
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1983:193; Jahner, 1987:45-46). This synthesis was also not widely known among
the Lakota population. Walker coUected narratives from shamans and much of
the information they contain constitutes part of their esoteric lore (Walker,
1983:2; Jahner, 1987:51). Altiiough Lakota mythic narratives have been pubUshed
in a variety of sources, the synopsis of the Laicota origin myth presented here is
condensed from WaUcer's Uterary interpretation (1983:53; 1983:206-381). For a
critical review of other sources, an account of the conditions under which the
tales were coUected, and some of the controversial issues they raise, see Jahner's
comments (WaUcer, 1983:vu-xU; 1983:1-40). As vdU be shovm, interpretation
given the turtle and lizard suggest that elements from the esoteric corpus were
incorporated into general (i.e., popular) beUefs and practices, whether or not the
specific lore was ever available outside of shamanic drdes.
28ln the Walker cyde, Inyan is personified as mascuUne and Maka as
feminine. Skan appears to be genderless, although Walker uses masculine
pronouns to refer to this being. Powers (1986:37) daims that Skan (identified as
Mahpiyato) is masculine, Maka is feminine, and Inyan is genderless, a scheme that
corresponds with Lakota cosmological traditions assodating the earth with the
feminine generative prindple, and the sun and sky with the masculine prindple
(Amiotte, 1989:123-124).
29/yfl is also knov^m as Ibom (Tempest, or Wind-storm) because of his
destructive nature and behavior.
30However, Walker coUected evidence suggesting that the Uzard was also
viewed as a patron of grov^, nourishment and increase (WaUcer, 1980:118;
1982:104).
31 Walker's Unktehi are apparentiy the same as the Un-kche-ghi-la (water
monsters) described by Dorsey (1889:136), altiiough elsewhere WaUcer (1980:108)
daims the Unkchegila are female Unktehi. AccorcUng to Dorsey, these monsters
resembled giant rattiesnakes except that they had short legs and rusty yeUow fur,
the bones (presumably from dinosaurs) of which can stiU be seen in Nebraska
and the Dakotas.
32For detaUed accounts of the seven pipe rituals, see Brov\m (1953) and
WaUcer (1980). Ui Brown's account (1953:3-9), White Buftalo Calf Woman first
transforms into a browm buftalo calf, then white, and finaUy black before
disappearing over the hiU. For variations, see Powers (1990:40-42).
33See Lov^e (1982:134), WaUcer (1982:106-107), Bol (1985b:34; 1989:57,6263), and Penney (1992:58-59) for discussions of male concem for prestige. Keyser
(and others) refer to these images as "the Biographic style" (Keyser, 1987:43) or
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"the Biographic art style" ((Keyser and Brady, 1993:5). "Biographic art," or using
"genre" rather than "style" is more accurate, since the dass of objects is
determined by content, not form. StylisticaUy, much visionary art is very simUar
to biographic imagery.
^The courting robe also cUsplays visionary art: men who had dreamed of
the elk were thought to possess extraordinary powers in matters of love and
courtship, and produced various love mecUdnes that induded courting robes
painted with an image of the elk, to ensure the wearer's irresistibiUty (Wissler,
1905:267; Bol, 1989:63)
35McCoy (1988:22) describes this same design but claims that it was
ovmed by Jumping BuU's famous son. Sitting BuU. Possibly Jumping BuU's
vision entitied him to make several versions of the shield, one of which was
given, or even sold to his son. For more thorough discussion of shield designs,
see Wissler (1907a).
3oHowever, not aU dreams qualified as visions. The dreams considered
significant, for example the eUc dream that obUgated one to become heyoka
(contrary), were those that conformed to cultural patterns; idiosyncratic personal
dreams were considered insignificant (Chipp, 1971:162).
37The section on feminine styUstic development summarizes the work of
Richard Conn (1986).
38Lowie (1982:134) saw pictographic art as communicative, whereas
geometric art was more an "expression of the artistic urge." Hassrick (1964)
presented the artistic division of labor as further evidence for his argument
characterizing Lakota gender relations as adversarial. Wissler (1902,1904,1907a)
argued that some reaUstic designs were eventuaUy reduced to "mere decoration"
(1904:231), although he occasionaUy attempted to correlate representational art
with reUgious motives and geometric art with aesthetic motives (see espedaUy
1902:339).
39The name reflects the Lakota beUef that lizards were guarcUans
(Hassrick, 1964:270). The root "manitu" probably is borrowed from Algonkian
languages in which manitou, or some variant, means "spirit" or "ghost" (Baraga,
1966, pt. 2:219). The cognate also appears in the Lakota words for coyotes and
wolves, sungmanitu and sungmanitu tanka respectively.
^Osources disagreed as to what happened after the war party returned.
Standing Bear (1933:154) daimed that the mother buried the amulet if the son
retumed home safely, MaUs (1972:512) revealed that the amulet was tied to the
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headdress of a boy who won reknown as a warrior, and HaU (1983:154)
maintained that the amulet was kept for life.
41PoweU (1977:46,55, note 39) and Maurer (1992:35), each named tiie
amulet "turtie" and daimed that its use was limited to female diUdren, but Mails
(1972:292) cUsagreed, noting that turtle amulets appeared on male garments as
weU.
^See Marriott and Rachlin (1975:25-28) for an Arapaho account of the
origins of the world. For a Cheyerme version, see GrinneU (1907:170).
43Brown presumed that Meeker wrote of the Lakota (1992:39) but
Meeker's artide, "Siouan Mythological Tales" (1901), cUd not identify the source
of the tales. "Siouan" refers to a group of tribes; it is not an adverbial form of the
noun Sioux (Feraca and Howard, 1963:80). The Siouan tribes are related
UnguisticaUy but often exhibit wddely divergent mythic, ceremonial, and sodal
tracUtions. Thus, the subject of Meeker's study is by no means dear.
^These evU spirits Uved in befouled waters and caused fevers by
drinking blood and by gnawdng at tiie flesh (WaUcer, 1980:94; 1983:243,372;
Hassrick, 1964:249,215). The striking resemblance between the Mni Watu and
bacteria is almost certainly an invention of Dr. Walker, a government physidan
who apparentiy modified the myth to teach basic health lessons Qahner, in
WaUcer, 1983:204). Hassrick's (1964:215) information, gathered roughly 50 years
after Walker left Pine Ridge demonstrated the effectiveness of Walker's lessons:
Hassrick's informants told him that the Nini (sic) Watu were maggots that caused
aches, pains, suftering and putrefaction. Information gathered before Walker's
arrival at Pine Ridge described the "mi-ni-wa-tu" as a giant monster in the
Missouri River that had a body like a buftalo's, a spine Uke a cross-cut saw, red
hair aU over, one eye, and a single horn upon its forehead, of which the sight
caused insanity and death (Dorsey, 1889:135)
45ln Buechel's version (1978:37-43) the prindpal character is named Keya.
In Deloria's version (1932:77-80), he is named Patkasa. See Chapter m, note 27,
for sources of difterent versions of this story.
^ A s a gynecological protector, Keya dupUcates many of the characteristics
assodated wdtii another supernatural, Tatanka (BuU Buftalo) who plays important
and benefidal role in the Uves of Lakota women. Tatanka is the patron of
virtuous women; he protects maidens, and gives many chUdren to women he
favors (Walker, 1980:67). His spirit presides over fecundity, industry, virtue, and
the fanuly, and is the guardian of young women, women during their menstrual
periods, and pregnant women (Walker, 1980:67; 121). Although no cormections
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between Keya and Tatanka were found in the corpus of Lakota myth, both
animals are invoked during the girls' puberty ceremony.
Other elements of Lakota foUdore regarding tiie turtie probably had Uttie
bearing on the use of umbiUcal amulets, and are presented only for the sake of
completeness. For example, Lakota boys often went fishing for turties (Standing
Bear, 1988a:63); both turtie and tortoise meat were considered deUcades, and
were often boUed for soup (Hassrick, 1964:173). The Lakota also beUeved that
ponds and streams became dry when turties left, because they took the water
witii tiiem (Standing Bear, 1988:65).
47The turtie is also afrequentmotif on Arapaho Ghost Dance items
(MirmeapoUs Institute of Arts, 1976; Maurer, 1977:184). The Lakota and the
Arapaho were dose aUies, and the Ghost Dance was a pan-Indian phenomenon.
It is thus possible that the Lakota borrowed imagery from the Arapaho.
^Wissler daims that the U-shaped motif evolved from an abbreviated
pictograph into a more abstract image (1902:343-344) that is stmcturaUy related
to the original taU tuft on Lakota dresses (1916:101-102), and that the symboUc
assodation wdth protective attributes of the turtie is secondary (1904:343). He
further describes the design as an example of intermixed reUgious and decorative
motives (1904:232). SymboUcaUy, the U-shaped design represents the turtie, the
background symbolizes water, and the designs on the latter, reflections in the
water of both the visible and invisible world. The border of the beaded area
represents the shore of a lake (Wissler, 1904:240). This interpretation, or a
variant, has been accepted by other analysts (PoweU, 1977:45-46; HaU, 1983:96;
Maurer, 1992:35). The backgrounds of these designs are usuaUy Ught blue,
sometimes white, and occasionaUy yeUow (Figure 8). As with umbiUcal amulets,
scholars often invoke the turtie's gynecological protective p)ower to interpret this
type of image (MaUs, 1972:292; PoweU, 1977:46; Lov^e, 1982:147-149). However,
as Wissler himself suggested, any symboUc assodation with the turtie was
probably secondary.
49BO1 (1985b, 1989) argues

that masculine and feminine styles represent
the best strategies for each gender given their respective sodal roles. However,
many other oppositions of style, mecUa, and form are possible. Stylistic changes
from earUer, more abstract pictographic styles to the more realistic images of
ledger drawdngs do not fundamentaUy alter the sodal functioning of biographic
art. Sirrularly, experience cUctates the content of visionary images; other styles
would not necessarily diminish their eftectiveness. Feminine geometric art
prodaims the feminine identity by virtue of difterence; other styles could signal
difference as weU. The Lakota system of difterentiated styles incUcates
preference rather than necessity.
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50Altiiough the U-shaped motif appears on a suffidentiy large number of
weU-documented dresses to establish it as an important compositional type and a
Lakota form (See Figs. 6,7, and 8), it was not ubiquitous, since numerous dresses
from both the late pre-reservation and Reservation periods lack the motif. For
examples, see Maurer (1986:142-143, fig. 123) and Hassrick (1964:unpaginated
figure between pp. 220 and 221).
5lHaUe (1993) uses post-stmcturaUsm to analyze the ways in which
westem audiences constructed categories of "tribal' and "primitive" art. Cliftord
(1988) examines the entire ethnographic enterprise in post-structuraUst terms.
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APPENDIX A
CATALOG OF LAKOTA COSTUME AND RELATED MATERIAL
IN THE MUSEUM OF TEXAS TECH UNIVERSITY

Uitroduction
Thirty-nine costume items in the coUecrtions of the Museum of Texas Tech
University, hereinafter referred to as the Museum, are identified as styUsticaUy
related to weU-knov^ni examples of Lakota art. To standardize terminology, the
dassification system used in this catalog is that set forth by ChenhaU (1978).
With the exception of the possible bags (58-137-3a, b), aU of the items cataloged
faU within Category 3 of this system: personal artifacts. Personal artifacts are
defined as those "originaUy created to serve the personal needs of incUviduals as
dothing, adornment, body protection, grcx)ming aids, or symbols of beUefs or
achievements" (ChenhaU, 1978:25). The cataloged items are ordered in
accordance with the foUowing dassificatory scheme: (1) Qothing, outerwear; (2)
Qothing, footwear; (3) Qothing, headwear; (4) Adornment. The possible bags
are induded in the outerwear category because the beadwork they contain very
probably was first made as the yoke of a woman's cfress. Each of these categories
is further subcUvided under more specific heacUngs, such as vests, dresses, etc.
Several obstades face those attempting to attribute Plains IncUan art. To
rdterate, these obstades indude lack of documentation, the imreUabiUty of some
existing dcxrumentation, the recycling of earUer work into later objects, intertribal influence, and the v^despread trade of items through gift, purchase, and
plunder. Several general aids contribute, however, to both temporal and cultural
attribution. Much of Lakota art uses materials obtained in trade from
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Euro-Americans. Identification of these materials provides a measure of the
earUest possible date for many items.
For example, the history of trade in glass beads enables the construction of
a chronology for dating beaded objects. This chronology is helpful in
determining only the earUest possible dates; as wdth many materials used in the
production of Plains IncUan art, old beads often were reused. HaU (1983:51)
provides a useful general chronology. The first trade beads were brought to the
New World by Christopher Columbus (HaU, 1983:51). Exactiy when beads first
arrived on the Plains is uncertain; they arrived via native intermecUaries before
the first Europeans (HaU, 1983:51). Glass beads have been excavated at
Protohistoric and early Historic sites (HaU, 1983:51). Large beads, sometimes
caUed "Crow" or "China" beads, are an important medium of exchange in the fur
trade of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. SmaUer "pony" beads,
so named because they were carried by ponies, first appear on the Plains during
the last quarter of the eighteenth century. Even smaUer "seed" beads, although
used earUer, appear in quantity about 1840. Translucent beads appear on the
Plains about 1870; metaUic beads first appear about 1885 (Lyford, 1979:58;
PoweU, 1977:41).
AU of the items induded in this catalog are simUar to objects known to
have originated during the Reservation Period, a time of intense and rapid
change for the Lakota. Beginning for some Lakota as early as the mid-1870s (but
certainly by 1890) and lasting untU the passage of the Indian Reorganization Act
in 1934, this pericxi witnessed the wholesale transformation of established Lakota
ways of Uving (Prucha, 1985). The change in the eighteenth century from a
pedestrian nomacUc hunting life to an equestrian culture was extremely rapid,
taking approximately two generations (Holder, 1970:105). The change from
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equesbdan nomadism to dependence on the federal government was even more
rapid. The defeat of Lt. Colonel George Custer's 7th Cavaky at the hands of a
combined force of Lakota, Cheyerme, and Arapaho warriors in June, 1876
brought swih retaUation from the U. S. Army. Troops under the command of
Colonel Ranald Mackenzie spent the foUovmig v^dnter pursuing "hostUe" Lakotas
and Cheyenne, kiUing men, women, chUdren, and the elderly. By the spring of
1877, most of the surviving Lakota had moved to the Great Sioux Reservation.
The assassination by the miUtary of Crazy Horse, the Oglala resistance leader, on
September 5,1877 brought an end to the era of Lakota warfare (Churchill,
1993:117-118).
The transition to reservation Ufe disrupted Lakota reUgious, economic,
and poUtical patterns. The federal government outiawed the Sun Dance, the
prindpal ceremony in Lakota beUef, in 1881 (Densmore, 1918:4). The bison, the
primary raw material in the Lakota economy and an important figure in
mythological and reUgious thought, had been reduced nearly to extinction by the
early 1880s (HaU, 1987:11); the last Lakota hunt was held in 1883 (Densmore,
1918:4). The Great Sioux Reservation, established by the second Fort Laramie
Treaty in 1868, induded aU of present day South Dakota west of the east bank of
the Missouri River and large portions of the crurrent states of Nebraska,
Wyoming, Montana, and North Dakota (ChurdiUl, 1993:114-115). Ui 1889, tiiis
huge tract of land was reduced by 9,000,000 acres, and cUvided into five smaUer
reservations (Densmore, 1918:4).
Reservation Ufe denied the Lakota the mobiUty and freedom that
characterized their earUer way of life. United States poUcy was aimed at
assinulating the Lakota into "mainstream America" as Christian farmers and
entrepreneurs (HaU, 1987:12). The federal government encouraged missionary
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activity on the reservations. Recognizing cUfterences of opinion among the
prindpal denominations, the government arbitrarily assigned particular
denominations to eacii reservation, thus solving "the sticky question of which
version of Christianity the Indians should embrace" (Corm, 1986:24).
It is perhaps surprising, or even paradoxical, that this same low pericxi in
Lakota history witnessed an unparaUeled increase in the prcxluction of Lakota
feminine art. The production of masculine art, both biographic and visionary,
decUned noticeably in the Reservation Period (Bol, 1985b:42). Prcxluction of
domestic decorative art on the other hand, flourished. As it was in prereservation days, feminine art making was a means of gaining prestige, and
served as a pubUc cUsplay of a woman's skiU and virtue (Conn, 1986:18,26).
Reservation Pericxi Lakota art was more than an unchanging reminder of the
past. Rather, it underwent stylistic and material transformation in response to
changing concUtions. Polychrome geometric designs in both quUl and beadwork
became larger and more complex. In particular, the decoration of costumes
became increasingly extensive and elaborate. Given the economic misery of the
Reservation Pericxi and the incessant pressure to reject IncUan customs in favor of
white styles, the continued producrtion of markedly ethnic costume raises
questions. Several explanations were suggested to account for this apparentiy
paradoxical phenomenon. Economic factors played a part. Increased leisure
time enabled women to produce more gocxis; increased demand from nonIndian buyers provided incentive. Government and church ccK)peratives
provided group cUscounts on materials, training, and markets for finished work
(HaU, 1987:12-13). Apparentiy, the government viewed the benefit of
supplemental income as outwdghing their general discouragement of aU native
practices.
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The proliferation of Reservation Pericxi art was motivated p)erhaps by
more than economic need or opportunity. Despite the strong and continual
pressure to conform to the ideals of an aUen and often mexpUcable sodety,
scholars now recognize that many Native American groups preserved cultural
values by actively resisting assimUation (Medidne, 1981; Conn, 1986; Penney,
1992). Art making was an important means of reinforcing ethnic identity (Bol,
1985b). Costume, and espedaUy formal dress, "symbolized both ethnic soUdarity
and cUfterence from the dominant culture" (Permey, 1992:49). It is not surprising
therefore, that the appUed ornament, the overt signals of ethnidty, covered ever
larger portions of formal dress in the Reservation Period.
Stylistic analysis often supports specific cultural attribution, although no
universal rules for tribal identification exist. During the Reservation Period,
Plains styles became more cUstinct, espedaUy in bead embroidery, although
considerable simUarity remained. Lakota designs, for example, became
increasingly complex after 1880. The incorporation of decorative appendages to
earUer motifs further characterized Lakota work of this period. These
appendages t(X)k the form of straight or zigzag lines, pronged forklike elements,
and smaU triangles and cUamonds (Corm, 1986:57).
Research for this catalog induded a review of the Uterature,
comparative stucUes vdth weU-documented coUections in other
institutions, and cross-reference against the photoWstorical record.
Particulatiy important to the review of Uterature was an examination of
sources devoted to Lakota material culture. Other coUections stucUed
were those at the Plains IncUan Museum (Ccxiy, Wyoming), PanhancUe
Plains Museimi (Canyon, Texas), Museum of Nebraska History (Lincoln,
Nebraska), Nelscm-Adkins Museum (Kansas Qty, Missouri), Plains Art
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Museum (Fargo, North Dakota), and tiie traveUmg exhibition "Visions of
tiie People," seen at tiie Joslyn Museum (Omaha, Nebraska). StiU otiier
coUections, e.g., tiie Denver Art Museum and tiie Qiandler-Pohrt
coUections, were studied through pubUshed material. AdditionaUy,
gaUery coUections were stucUed in Santa Fe, Albuquerque, Seattie, and
Ccxiy.
Many sources treat photohistorical dcxniments imcriticaUy,
accepting them as portraits of things-as-they-reaUy-are, but early
photographs often reveal more about the photographers than about their
subjects (Gombert, 1992). Nevertheless, the photohistorical record
comprises a substantial portion of the avaUable evidence, and its jucUdous
use provides verification of both cultural and temporal attribution.
The mcxlel adopted for the cataloging of the Plains Indian coUecticm is a
hybrid of those proposed by Flemmg (1974) and GUbom (1982). GUbom's
(1982:185) operations, description, dassification, and interpretation, are
performed on Heming's (1974:154) five artifactual properties: history, material,
construction, design, and functiorL Description of the five properties aUows
dassification in comparison v\dth other known objects. Suffident simUarity with
accepted Lakota examples provides the basis for attribution and interpretation.
Heming's (1974) evaluative operation, in which the researcher rates the artifad in
terms of his or her own aesthetic criteria is not appUcable to this project.
The catalog emulates the one used by HaU (1983) in her catalog of Plains
Indian material at the Haftenrefter Museum of Anthropology, Hau Kola!
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Catalog
Catalog entides appear m the foUowmg format:

Accession Number:

Photograph

Objed Type:
Cultural Attribution: When precise attribution is not possible, the word "type"
foUows the cultural designation.
Dimensions: (Length x Width x Depth/Diameter). Deptii measurements are
not induded for items that primarily are flat.
Probable date of origin:
Source of acquisition:
Material(s):
Technique(s) of constmction:
Color(s): Only appUed colors; aU leather is natural color unless specified
otherwise.
Remarks: Additional information as pertinent
Narrative: Unusual or unique features of objects are described briefly in this
section. A single narrative CKcrasionaUy describes two or more related
items.
Photographic cross-references: Historic photographs from published sources
Ulustrating simUar objects.
Related material: Similar objects in other coUecticms and references to published
sources.
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Qothing, outerwear
43-7-2
Leggmgs
Northem Plains Type
L:76 W:29
Late nineteenth century
Gift from Adair Lcxikett
Material: Wool stroud cloth, glass beads, metal
beads, sinew.
Technique: Hand-sewn, lazy stitch beading
Color: Qoth-navy blue vsdth mecUum green trim; beadswhite, red, yeUow, black, gold.

43-7-2

Woolen Stroud doth was a popular trade gcx)d vsdth most Plains tribes.
The name comes from Stroudwater, Gloucestershire, England where the fabric
was manufactured. From the middle of the nineteenth century onward, stroud
doth, either navy blue or bright red, served as the basis for a udde variety of
Northem Plains garments. Stroud cloth also was used as a source of dye (Koch,
1977:81).
Predse attribution of these leggings is difficult because the beadwork
designs consisting of simple geometric shapes, conforms to a general and
widespread Plains style. Stroud leggings with strips of alternating Ught and dark
beaded triangles are known for numerous Northem Plains tribes induding
Lakota, Northem Cheyenne, Northem Arapaho, Assiniboine, and Blackfeet.
However, the dark triangles on Blackfeet leggings usuaUy point in the opposite
direction (Amiotte, {>ersonal communication, 1992).
Photographic cross-references: Lone Wolf, a Lakota subject, was photographed
wearing a very simUar pair of leggings (HaU, 1983:35, fig. 4), as was fron Nation
(PoweU, 1977:51). A ledger drawing by Littie WoU, a Northem Cheyerme, from
ca. 1877 showed Cheyenne figures wearing stroud leggings (Maurer, 1977:200,
cat. 200a).
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1975-226-135a, b
Leggings
Northem Plains Type
L:104 W:48
Late nineteenth century
Gift from Kenneth Keith
Material: Native tanned leather, glass beads,
sinew, ribbon, paint
Technique: Hand-sewn, lazy stitch beading
Color: Paint-yeUow and green; beads-white,
mecUum blue, red, green, white, orange
Men who wished to publidze their accompUsments either painted figures
on their clothing or asked a woman to execute the figures in bead or quiUwork
(HaU, 1987:15). Colored horseshoes on men's leggings usually referred to the
number and color of horses captured (Hassrick, 1964:195). The other animals
depicted on these leggings had powers that were useful to warriors. Turtles and
lizards, for example, were long-Uved and hard to kiU. DragonfUes also were
difficult to kiU and difficult to catch. Ln Lakota art, dragonflies also referred to
kinship with Wakinyan (Hassrick, 1964:195). The use of the turtie image on men's
leggings may indicate an origin within an Alqonkian group, e.g., Arapaho or
Cheyenne, or it may be an atypical Siouan motif, possibly asscxdated with the
Ghost Dance. The circle may represent the sun or cangleska wakan, the sacred
hoop (HaU, 1983:44). If these are Lakota leggings, the addition of the d r d e
sanctifies the objects (Wissler, 1904:208).
Related material: Maurer, 1992:140, cat. 72 Ulustrates moccasins with the
dragonfly motif; HaU, 1983:85, cat. 19; Walton, et al., 1985:133-134, cat. 92
iUustrates a simUar pair of leggings identified as Sioux, Cheyenne, or .\rapaho.
Wissler (1907) provides a discussion of protective motifs.
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1971-157-42a, b
Leggings
Lakota type
L:48 W:20
Late nineteenth century
Purchased from Robert Stolper
Material: Native tanned leather, glass beads, sinew
Technique: Hand-sewn, lazy stitch beading
Color: White background, Ught blue, dark blue,
red, green, yeUow, gold

1971-157-42 AB

These women's leggings are beaded in a style known as "typicaUy Sioux"
(Conn, 1986:57). Beadwork becomes more complex after the 1870s, espedally
among tiie Lakota (HaU, 1987:19). The deUcate zigzag Unes are characteristic of
late nineteenth century Lakota work. The beadwork on this piece is comparable
to that on a vest in the Museum's coUection (49-4-3).

1971-157-44
Legging strip
Northem Plains Type
L:76 W:6.5
Late nineteenth century
Purchased from Robert Stolper
Material: Native tanned leather, glass beads, sinew,
thread.
Technique: Lazy stitch beacUng
Color: MecUum blue background, white, translucent
red, green, dark blue, stiver, maroon thread

b/~U^

OriginaUy identitied as a belt, this item is, more likely, a decorative strip
either from, or intended for, a man's legging.
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50-1
Dress
Northem Plains Type
L:62 W:54
Late nineteenth century
Gift from Mr. and Mrs. Dub Blankenship
Material: Wool stroud doth, glass beads, ribbons,
metal sequins
Technique: Hand-sewn
Color: Cloth-navy blue strouding, wdth yellow, red, pink,
and blue stripes at hem (rainbow selvage), red and pink
ribbon; beads-dear, silver sequins.

This chUd's dress was purchased at the Chapparal Trading Post from Mr.
Packard's Indian Collection. This particular piece was said to be Comanche; it is,
however, of a type known for numerous tribes across the Plains. Dresses of
either dark blue stroud or caUco largely replaced hide dresses (Powers, 1986:85).
Concentric rings of dentaUum sheU was the most common decoration of old
Sioux doth dresses (Koch, 1977:136). Tubular glass beads were used to decorate
this garment instead of elk's teeth or dentaUum sheU tiiat appear on eaiUer
examples.
Related material: Coe, 1976:174, cat. 425 is a Lakota example from ca. 1880-1890;
Conn, 1986:73, cat. 52 is a Lakota example from tiie 1920's. HaU (1983:89-90)
provides a description of the evolution and decoration oi tra«ae ootii v^jesses.
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69-33-11
Dress
Lakota Type
L:110 W:75
Date: Late nineteenth century
Gift from Cedl C. Steiner
Material: Native tanned leather, glass beads, sinew,
thread, sequins, metal beUs
Teclmique: Hand-sevm, lazy stitch beading
Color: Beads: medium blue background, orange,
green, pmk, red, white, dark blue, and stiver

This chUd's dress is for spedal or important occasions rather than
everyday wear. The hemline on this piece recalls an earUer dress style that left
the hide shape uncut. Later dresses usuaUy have a straight hem (Wissler, 1916;
HaU, 1983).
Related material: HaU, 1983:12, cat. 29; Conn, 1979:148-9, cat. 185; Wissler, 1904:
Plate XLIV.

1971-157-55
Dress
Lakota Type
L: 125 W: 97
Late nineteenth - early twentieth century
Purchased from Robert Stolper
Material: Native tanned leather, glass beads, sinew,
thread, paint
Tecdinique: Hand-sewn, lazy stitch beading
Color: Paint~red-orange; beads—medium blue
background, dark blue, red, white, green; large
beads are oft-white, green, Ught blue and dark blue
EUcskin was the preferred material for women's dresses, because it
required less piedng (Powers, 1986:85). This dress is made from two skins.
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matched for color and size, and stitched up the sides. The yoke is made from a
third hide, sewn to tiie skirt wdtii thread. The yoke on this example may have
been recyded. If the lower part of a dress became worn or dirty, the beaded yoke
was removed and placed over another hide skirt or worn over a cloth dress
(Lowe Art Museum, 1988:86).
This piece represents an exceUent example of the dassic Lakota style of the
Reservation Period. Lakota women caU these dress designs "the blue breast
beading" (Wissler, 1904:239). The curved indentation of the sleeves, known as a
sccx)p sleeve, is a characteristic feature of Lakota dresses. Another characteristic
feature of these dresses is the "U" shape on the yoke, that may have evolved
from earUer dresses that had an eUc's taU at this spot (HaU, 1983:96). "It is said
that conventionaUy the U-shaped design . . . represents the turtie; the beaded
area the water; and the designs on the latter, reflections in the water both of the
seen and unseen world" (Wissler, 1904:239). The turtle, in Lakota beUef, has
protective power over infants and the reprcxluctive functions of women.
Photographic cross-references: HamUton and Tyree, 1971:130, plate 90 shows
Good Women wearing a simUar dress; espedaUy the scoop sleeves; p. 224, plate
164 shows Katie Robideaux wearing a simUar dress; HaU, 1983:97, fig. 100 is a
photograph of a simUar dress.
Related material: Maurer, 1977:152-153, cat. 179; Conn, 1979:148-149, cat 185;
Conn, 1982:51, 142, cat. 60, (white background is atypical); Hail, 1983:12, cat. 29;
Walton, et al., 1985:42-43; 157-159, fig. 43, cat. 145, cat. 146; Conn, 1986:65, cat. 40;
Markoe, 1986:no. 14; Lowe Art Museum, 1988:86, cat. 89; Maurer, 1992:250, cat.
245; Penney, 1992:188-189, cat. 115. Sotheby's, 1990:lot 261 shows a simUar dress
coUected at Pine Ridge betw^een 1890 and 1891. PoweU (1977:45) iUustrates a
dress identified as Cheyenne by the Museum of the .American Indian, although
"the style and design are dearly Lakota."
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1981-121-5
Dress
Lakota Type
L: 124 W: 90
Late nineteenth century
Gift from Anne W. PhilUps
Material: Native tanned leather, glass beads, sinew,
thread
Technique: Hand-sewn, lazy stitch beading.
Color: Yellow background, Ught blue, dark blue,
green, red; large beads-green, orange, yeUow, blue

This three-skin dress has a yeUow background that is somewhat unusual,
although sitnUar examples are knowm. A very young girl's dress now in the
American Museum of Natural History is remarkably like this example (Wissler
1904:Plate XLV, between pp. 240-241). The U-shape motif appearing on these
three examples, and on most examples from this period, represents a dearly
recognizable Lakota composition. However, the design is not ubiquitous; other
Lakota dresses without the motif are knowTi.
Related material: Conn 1982:142, cat. 60 is a simUar cfress wdth a white
background; Hassrick, 1964: between pp. 220 and 221 indudes a photograph of a
cfress from ca. 1865 wdth a fuUy beaded yoke without the U-shaped motU. Other
examples indude Conn, 1986:72-73, cat. 50 and Lowe Art Museum, 1988:111, cat.
98, color plate HI.
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58-137-3a (top), b (bottom)
Possible Bags
Lakota Type
L:44 W:35
Late rdneteenth - early tw^entietii century
Purchased from Mrs. John Young-Hunter
Material: Native tanned leather, glass beads, sinew,
thread, ink
Technique: Hand-sewn, lazy stitch beading
Color: Three variations of mecUum blue in background,
red, white, dark blue, yeUow

A sticker accompanymg these items daims they were already very old
when they w^ere traded for in 1885 at Devil's Lake (presumably tiie one m North
Dakota). This document estimates that these bags were about 100 years old m
1936. However, given the nature and extent of the designs, the beadwork
probably was done no earUer than 1870.
Possible bags are general utUity bags, usuaUy made in pairs, that were
either hung around the perimeter of the tipi, or suspended from the pommel of a
saddle (Conn, 1982:140; Isaac, 1990:98). The term "possible bag" comes from tiie
Lakota term for "a bag for every possible thing" (Conn, 1979:152). Also known as
"waU pockets" (Hunt and Burshears, 1951:35), these containers usuaUy are made
of a single piece of deerskin folded and stitched up the sides (Isaac, 1990:98).
Each famUy member owns at least one possible bag; it is a private container for
personal items (Amiotte, 1992).
Plains groups often reused beadwork (Pohrt, 1989:74). The time involved
and the value of the beadwork were such that beadwork was salvaged after
objects were outgrown or worn out. The accession records attributed these
objecrts as Kootenay. They may have been coUected from the Kootenay, but they
were more likely prcxiuced by a Lakota woman. The beadwork panels
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comprising the fronts of these bags probably were originaUy parts of a single
dress yoke, sUnUar to those on Lakota dresses in the Museum's coUections (69-3311,1971-157-55, and 1981-121-5).
The beadwork is on separate leather panels sewn to the bags, rather than
embroidered directiy on the bags. The blue background wdth eight-pointed star
designs is extremely simUar to designs on women's dresses. The designs are not
identical; the red and white horizontal bar on 58-137-3a may indicate that a third
design originaUy separated the eight-pointed stars. It appears that if these pieces
were from the front of a dress yoke (fronts and backs w^ere usuaUy beaded
identicaUy) 58-137a was tiie right haU, 58-137-3b tiie left. The irregiUar edges of
the beadwork that appear arbitrary in the context of possible bags, conform to
the contours of the curved neck opening and scoop sleeves charaderistic of
Lakota dresses. The most telling evidence is a series of concentric semicircular
lines drawn in red ink on a protuding flap of the attached leather panel of 58-1373a. These lines are the correct size and shape, and are predsely where the Ushaped turtie motif would be if these panels come from a beaded yoke. SmaU
holes along these drawn Unes indicate that earUer beadwork has been removed.
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1971-157-50
Ghost Dance Dress
Dakota Type
L: 127 W: 91
Early 1890s
Purchased from Robert Stolper
Material: Unbleached musUn, paint, eagle feathers,
thread, native tanned hide.
Technique: Hand-sewm
Color: Off-white, orange, black
Remarks: Stolper's mformation revealed that G. G. Heye
purchased this shirt at Standing Rock in 1916.

The Ghost Dance was a messianic, pan-Indian reUgious movement based
on the teachings of the prophet Wovoka, that spread rapidly across the United
States m 1889 (Kehoe, 1989). Wovoka taught that the Ghost Dance would
recondle Christian and Indian reUgious beUefs, and lead to peaceful coexistence.
Adherents on the Northem Plains, espedaUy the Lakota, beUeved that
performance of the dance would bring about the disappearance of the whites and
a return af the buftalo and pre-reservation Uving concUtions. Fearing miUtary
aspects of the Ghost Dance, the U.S. government attempted to end the
movement. In 1890,153 Lakota, inducting 62 women and chUcfren (Kehoe,
1989:24), were kiUed in a confrontation at Wounded Knee Creek in South Dakota.
This action eftectively ended the Ghost Dance on the northem Plains (Conn,
1986:25), but Kehoe (1989:129-134) found a group of Wahpeton Dakota Uving m
Canada that were stiU practicing the Ghost Dance in 1961.
AU adherents of the Ghost Dance wore "ghost shirts." It was beUeved that
these shirts, of either hide or muslin, woiUd protect the wearer from aU harm,
mcluding buUets (HaU, 1983:75). Ghost Dance shirts may have been influenced
by Mormon practices. The Ghost Dance prophet Wovoka, also known as Jack
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WUson, was a Paiute with connections to the Mormons. Mormon initiates wore
white muslin robes decorated with symbolic figures, that were beUeved to render
the wearer mviUnerable. Stars were the most common motif on Ghost Dance
items (Mathews, 1984:15). The d r d e on the front of tiiis shirt may represent tiie
sun; it may also represent cangleska wakan (sacred hoop), a Siouan protective
motif (Wissler, 1907; HaU, 1983:75).
Related material: Wissler, 1907a:33, fig. 11; Coe, 1976:173, cat. 130; Maurer,
1977:184-185, cat. 241 is a more elaborate Arapaho ghost shirt; Conn, 1982:132,
149, cat. 134; HaU, 1983:75, cat. 6; Maurer, 1992:172-173, cat.129; 174-175, cat. 130.
Mcx)ney's report to the Bureau of American Ethnology (1965) and Kehoe's The
Ghost Dance: Ethnohistory and Revitalization (1989) provide detaUed accounts of the
movement. Wissler (1907) discusses the symboUsm of Lakota Ghost Dance
garments; numerous stmUar garments are cataloged and Ulustrated in
MinneapoUs Institute of Arts (1976:52-83). Hail (1983:75) provides a condse
discussion of the Mormon influence on the development of ghost shirts.
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49-4-3

Vest
Lakota Type
L:37 W:40
Late nineteenth - early twentieth centun,'
Gift from Phillip Snider
Material: Native tanned leather, glass beads.
Technique: Hand sewn, lazy stitch beading
Color: White background, pink, green, red, blue, vellow

4^-4-3
1971-157-15
Vest
Lakota Type
L: 37 VV: 15.5
Ca. 1890
Purchased from Robert Stolper
Material: Native tanned leather, glass beads, sinew.
Technique: Hand-sewn, lazy stitch beading
Color: White background, green, red, yeUow, blue.

1975-226-136
Vest
I akota Type
L:56 W:47
1911
Gift from Kenneth Keith
Material: Native tanned leather, glass beads, sinew,
cloth lining, metal studs
Technique: Hand-sewn, lazy stitch beading
Color: Beads- white background, green, yellow, orange,
blue, black; cloth-beige with purple, orange,
green and black stripes
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1972-153-10
Vest
Lakota Type
L:23 W:-16.5
Late nineteenth - early twentieth century
Gift from Mrs. Claude Hodges
Material: Native tanned leatiier, glass beads, sinewy
thread, caUco, cotton cloth, tm cones
Teclmique: Hand-sewn, lazy stitch beading
Color: Qotii-red and white gingham, black caUco
witii beige leaf design; beads-white background,
franslucent red, yeUow, blue green

58-137-5
Vest
Lakota Type
L:54 W:52
Late nineteenth - early twentieth century
Purchased from Mrs. John Young-Hunter
Material: Native tanned leather, glass beads, sinew,
caUco, hair
Technique: Hand-sewn, lazy stitch beading
Color: Beads—medium blue background, w^hite,
translucent red, green, yeUow, brass; doth—red and
black (faded) edging, dark blue Uning with cream
colored stripes.
Remarks: The Uning in this piece probably came
from a doth vest; it contains a pocket. A note on
the Museum's object analysis form daims that
faceted metal beads came from French traders,
but no source is dted for this information.

^ft-137-5

Ornate, fuUy beaded vests such as these were worn on spedal occasions,
not as everyday wear. During the Reservation Period, some Lakota women
began prcxludng decorated leather vests based on European garment styles.
Vests were not native garments; native men and boys began wearing them when
commerdal doth vests became avaUable in the 1870s (Conn, 1986:73). ChUcfren's
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dothing was Uke tiiat for adults, only smaUer. Native women lavished much
care and attention on objects and dotiiing made for children (HaU, 1987:19). By
making beautiful garments, a women demonstrated both her love for her famUy
and her skiU as an artist (Conn, 1986:20.
The design elements on these examples are consistent wdth weUdocumented Lakota work from the Reservation Period. DeUcate extensions
(Unes) such as appear on 49-4-3 are typical of late Lakota work (HaU, 1983:80).
Although these design motifs have been linked to designs on Caucasian mgs
brought west by settiers after tiie CivU War, others argue tiiat tiiey represent a
natural outgrowth of pre-reservation designs. AccorcUng to Conn (1986:58),
Frederic H. Douglas first proposed the Caucasian m g thesis in the 1940s, but
never pubUshed a fuU account of his research. The prindpal objection to this
view is the fact that other groups apparentiy ignored this influence. The origin of
the change in Lakota style wdU, as Conn says, "probably continue to provoke
conb-oversy" (1986:58).
The blue background on 58-137-5 is simUar in color to beaded yokes on
women's cfresses. The major designs on this piece consist of a combination
referred to as "tipi wdth douds" that is typical of Lakota work (HaU, 1983:79). The
meaning of named designs is unclear; designs may have had assodations for
thefr creators but "symboUsm in beadwork is, for the most part, impossible to
interpret unless one has obtained information directiy from the artist" (Maurer,
1977:152).
Eight-pointed stars, as seen on 49-4-3, 58-137-5, and 1972-153-10, and in a
mocUfied form on 1975-226-136, graduaUy replaced earUer four-pointed stars as a
design motif (HaU, 1983:59), and may be connected to quUt designs that were
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adopted by Lakota artisans during the Reservation Period (Amiotte, personal
communication, 1992).
Beaded American flag designs appear on tiie back of 1972-153-10. The
American flag is a very popular motif in very late nineteenth century beadwork,
espedaUy with the Sioux (HaU, 1983:80). Koch (1977:59-61) places pictorial
beadwork, e.g., flags and horses, about 1900. The extensive use of tius motif was
the subject of a 1975 exhibit. The American Indian; The American Flag (FUnt
Uistihite of Arts, 1975).
Related material: HaU, 1983:79-84, cat. 10-13, fig. 83; Maurer, 1977:152, cat. 178;
Conn, 1979:149, cat 186; Conn, 1986:16, 73, cat. 53, 86-87, cat. 71; Sotiieby's, 1990:
lot 264.

1971-157-45
Hide Robe
Lakota Type
L: 122 W: 86
Late nineteenth century
Purchased from Robert Stolper
Material: Native tanned leather, sinew, paint, ink
Technique: Hand fleshed and tanned, designs
outiined with ink and painted
Color: Red, yeUow, blue, black
This image represents the masculine produced figural style, and depicts 10
mounted warriors aU facing left. The narrative content of the image is undear. It
apparentiy depicts neither battie exploits nor a horse raid. This type of imagery
is known as the biographic style (Keyser, 1987). Conventions used in this piece
conform to a recognizable Sioux style dating from the midcUe to the end of the
nineteenth century. In this style, horses are depicted wdth bobbed taUs, stylized
phaUuses, and pointed backs. Humans are depicted wdth hiUy frontal torsos and
heads presented in profUe (Young, 1986:58, caption to Fig. 40).
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Clothing, footwear
1972-153-3
Moccasins
Lakota Type
L:28 W : l l D: 8
Late nineteentii - early twentieth century
Gift from Mrs. Claude Hodges
Material: Native tanned leather, rawhide, glass
beads, porcupine quiUs (dyed), suiew, cloth, paint
Technique: Hand-sewn, lazy stitch beading
Color: Beads-black (painted metal beads), red,
yeUow, blue; QuiUs-red and natural
QuiU embroidery is a distinctively Native American art (HaU, 1983:46).
Prior to the reservation era, quUlwork is also an exdusively feminine practice.
For the Lakota, it is the most sacred of the feminine arts, and skiU in the
technique is considered a sign of virtue and industriousness. It is believed that
Double Woman, a mythic heroine, first taught the art to a Lakota woman in a
dream (Wissler, 1912:92-93). Lakota and Cheyenne women form quilling
sodeties and membership in these groups is a high honor (PoweU, 1977).
Related material: HaU, 1983:111, cat62; Walton, et al., 1985:92-93, cat. 5; 99, cat.
31; Penney, 1992:192-193, cat 121.
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43-7-lc
Moccasins
Northem Plains Type
L:24 VV:9 D: 8
Late nineteenth - early twentieth century
Gift from Adair Lockett
Material: Native tanned leather, rawhide, glass
beads, sinewy thread
Technique: Hand-sewn, lazy stitch beading
Color: Transparent green, wliite, black, blue, orange
Remarks: Green and black beads may be later additions;
they are sew n w ith fiber tliread instead of sinew.

1971-157-21
Moccasins
Northem Plains Type
L:25 W:8.5
D: 6
Late nineteenth - early twentieth century
Purchased from Robert Stolper
Material: Native tanned leather, raw hide, glass
beads, sinew, thread, ribbon
Technique: Hand-sewn, lazy stitch beading
Color: Wliite, dark blue, medium green, yellow,
transparent orange
Remarks: Red stain inside right tongue

1971-157-56
Moccasins
Lakota Type

L:25 W:9.5

|,.j^,.,.-Ste^-.
^
^^^^

D: 8.5

^BBM

Purchased from Robert Stolper. Dealer's no. 6769 S.
— "^"
Material: Native tanned leather, rawliide, glass beads, sinew^
Technique: Hand-sewn, lazy stitch beading
Color: Transparent green, green, dark blue, white,
translucent red
Remarks: Tag on left moccasin contains the name "Mar\' Bear-runs-in-thew^oods." Tongues are added; evidence of previous stitcliing.
Presumably purchased by Stolper from the \Ulwaukee PubUc Museum
(58043/1880B)
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1972-153-9
Moccasins
Lakota Type
L:17 W:6.5 D: 6.5
Late nineteenth - early twentieth century
Gift from Mrs. Q a u d e Hodges
Material: Native tanned leather, rawhide, glass beads.
Technique: Hand-sewn, lazy stitch beading
Color: Translucent red, blue, white, yeUow, green

Each of these pairs of moccasins is beaded in the "buffalo hoof design,"
that was used by the Lakota (Amiotte, 1992) and the Cheyenne (HaU, 1983:107,
cat. 50). The upper, or vamp, is bisected by a strip of contrasting beadwork
running from the tongue to the toe. Manufacture of tracUtional footwear
continues during the Reservation Period, even when cotton and wcx)l replaces
earUer hide garment types. Beaded and/or quiUed moccasins are prized by some
Native Americans for their practicality and comfort. Such moccasins are also
popular sale items with non-Indians (HaU, 1987:13).

Related material: Hail, 1983:107, cat 50, 52; 108:, cat. 53; 112, cat. 67, 68.
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1971-157-17
Moccasins
Lakota
L:28 W:9 D: 11
^ ^ ^
Late nineteenth century
^ ^ H l ^ ^
Purchased from Robert Stolper. Dealer's no. 6249.
^ ^ H B B
Material: Native tanned leatiier, glass beads, smew,
- "«"
thread, doth, paint
Technique: Hand-sewm, lazy stitch beading
Color: Beading: dark blue, translucent red, white;
Paint: red, blue, yeUow
Remarks: CoUected at Pine Ridge in 1919 by W. H. HoweU.
Acquired by the Museum of the American Indian/Heye Foundation
m 1951 (21/7706). Presumably purchased by Stolper before 1971.

Painted rawhide recycled from a parfleche provided leather for the soles
of these moccasins. Parfleches were rawhide storage containers. Myers (1987)
has argued that many of the moccasins now in American museum coUections
date to the Reservation Period. As older nomadic Ufestyles were abandoned,
parfleches became unnecessary. Access to buffalo and eUc hide was also greatiy
dunmished (HaU, 1983:108; Myers, 1987). The stiff, durable raw^hide from
parfleches was cut up and used in the manufacture of other items, such as
cracUes and moccasins. SimUar factors probably influenced the construcrtion of
another pair of mcxrcasins (1971-157-56), the tongues of which apparentiy were
recycled from another objecrt originaUy beaded in a floral style.

Related material: HaU, 1983:108, cat. 53.
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64-19

Moccasins
Lakota Type
L:27.5

•

W:9

D: 9.5

Late nineteenth - early tv\'entieth centuryGift from John Whitcomb
Material: Native tanned leather, rawhide, glass
beads, sinew, thread, metal cones, feathers, cloth, paint
Technique: Hand-sewn, lazy stitch beading
Color: Beads-red background, light blue, medium
blue, green, white, pink; cloth-dark blue; Paint: red, blue
Remarks: Rawhide was recycled from a parfleche

69-33-9

Moccasins
Lakota Type
L: 28 W: 11 D: 9.5
Late nineteenth - early twentieth century
Gift from Cecil C. Steiner
Material: Native tanned leather, rawhide, glass
beads, sinewy metal cones, feathers
Technique: Hand-sewn, lazy stitch beading
Color: Beads-green, red, white, blue, yellow;
feathers—red

iW*?'-

The spUt tongue seen in these examples was characteristically Lakota
(Amiotte, 1992). Supposedly, only men wore split tongue moccasins (Laubin and
Laubin, 1977:100). The Lakota often decorated the tongues of moccasins,
whereas the Cheyenne rarely decorated them (Pohrt, 1989:78; Hail, 1983:108).
Also, Lakota moccasins tended to have soles with curved inner edges; Cheyenne
moccasins had straighter edges (Pohrt, 1989:78).

Related material: Hail, 1983:108, cat. 53; Walton, et al, 1985:94, cat. 12.
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45-12-14
Moccasins
Lakota Type
L: 9 W: 7 D: 9
Late nine-teenth - early twentieth century
Gift from Evelyn Jennings
Material: Native tanned leather, rawhide, glass
beads, sinew
Technique: Hand-sewn, lazy stitch beading
Color: Light blue, medium blue, dark blue, white,
dark red, yeUovv, two greens
1971-157-54
Vloccasins
Lakota Type
L: 17.5
W: 6.5
D: 6.2
Late nineteenth - early twentieth centurv'
Purchased from Robert Stolper. Dealer's no. 6668
Material: Native tanned leather, rawhide, glass
beads, sinew, thread, cloth
Technique: Hand-sewn, lazy stitch beading
Color: Beads-dark blue, white, red, green, yellow;
cloth-pink

Vamps beaded wdth chevron designs are another typical Lakota motif.
Border designs often contain triangular designs. The complex bc^rder designs on
45-12-14, wdth alternating major and minor designs, is a further Lakota trait
(Amiotte, 1992). This t>'pe of design also appears on 1972-153-3, 1971-157-21,
1971-157-56, and 64-19.

Related material: Hail, 1983:106, cat. 47; 110, cat. 59, 61.
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69-33-10
Moccasin (single)
Northem Plains Type
L:14 W-:6 D: 5
Late nineteenth - early twentieth century
Gift from Cedl C. Steiner
Material: Native tanned leather, rawhide, glass
beads, sinew
Teclmique: Hand-sewn, lazy stitch beading
Color: Light blue (tiiree varieties), dark blue, white,
red, yeUow

This mcxrcasin is completely beaded. Powers (1986:93) perpetuates the
idea that fuUy beaded moccasins were made only for newborns or for the
deceased. Most other scholars disagree. Lyford (1979:81-82) notes that whUe
fuUy beaded mcxzcasins were part of a Lakota's burial costume, such moccasins
also are worn by distinguished persons on spedal occasions. Maurer (1977:161)
and Isaac (1990:101) also daim that such examples are not just "burial
moccasins." Indeed, museum examples and historic photographs show that
during the Reservation Period such mcxicasins are indeed worn by Uving adults.
According to Amiotte (1992), such moccasins (made by mothers, wives, or
sisters) are a pubUc sign of the esteem felt for the redpient of such lavish gifts.

Related material: HaU, 1983:103, cat. 38; 112, cat. 67, 68.
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Clothing, headwear
43-7-7
Headdress
Northern Plains Type
L: 140 H:51 Dia: 17
Late nineteenth centur\'
Obtamed from Adair Lockett
Material: 62 Golden Eagle feathers, felt, cotton doth,
cotton stidng, natural tiber, brass beUs, rawhide
Technique: Hand constmction
Color: Felt-red; cotton cloth-yeUow-gold
Remarks: May originally have had 66 feathers;
attachments remain but four feathers appear to be missing

1980-113-23
Headcfress
Northem Plains Type
H: 37 Dia: 20
Late nineteenth century
Gift from Anne PhiUips
Material: 26 golden eagle feathers, peacock feathers,
glass beads, cloth, rhinestone bracelet, metal sequins,
safet)' pin, felt, sinew
1980-1
Technique: Hand constructed, lazy stitch beading,
loom beading
Color: Beads—white, dark green, translucent red, clear,
pink, greasy yeUow, Ught blue, medium blue, dark blue
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1980-113-24
Headdress
Northem Plains Type
L: 150 H: 42 ' Dia: 19
Late nineteenth century
Gift from Anne PhilUps
Matenal: 41 golden eagle featiiers, dyed feathers, glass
beads, doth, felt, ribbons, hair, native tamed leather, sinewTechnique: Hand constructed, loom beading
Color: Beads-white, green, orange, greasy yellow,
Ught blue, medium blue, transparent red; cloth-red,
gold; ribbons: w^hite, yeUow, red, blue (or black);
hair-yeUow; feathers-natural, orange, red; felt-tan

1980-113-27
Headcfress
Northem Plains Type
H:44 Dia: 20
Late nineteenth centuryGift from Anne PhilUps
Material: 34 golden eagle feathers, dyed feathers, glass
beads, cloth, hair, native tanned leather, sinewy felt
Technique: Hand constructed, lazy stitch beading.
Color: Beads—white, black, orange, red, yeUow,
Ught blue, medium blue; cloth—red, green, blue,
beige; hair—yeUow

1980-113-27

Much Plains art is designed to appear at its best advantage in action
(PoweU, 1977:33). This situation particularly is true of the feathered headdress,
designed to traU behind a mounted warrior. Feather headdresses such as these
four are worn throughout the Plains. Since the days of Buffalo BiU's WUd West
Shows, "the swept-back eagle feather headdress has become the recognizable
symbol, not of the war honors of a high Plains chief, but of all Native Americans"
(HaU, 1987:14). Without dcxrumentation, tribal identification is virtuaUy
impossible. This type of headdress may have originated with the Lakota or the
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Crow (Koch, 1977:102). Howard, in a personal communication with DeMalUe,
notes that the Plains feathered headdress allegedly has a standard oi 31 feathers
(WaUcer, 1982:183, note 20).
The eagle is revered by most Plains groups; the Lakota beUeve the eagle to
be an assodate of Wakinyan, the Thunder. Feathers are plucked from live eagles.
Each feather represents a brave action (coup) performed bv the wearer or a
feUow tribesman. Thus, on a fuU traU bonnet the feathers often symbolize the
combined coups of a group of friends or of a warrior's sodety (PoweU, 1977:5253; Conn, 1979:165, cat. 211, 212).
The feathers also represent the power of the sun's rays. The racUant
circular shape of the bonnet is symbolic of the shape of the sun (PoweU, 1977:54;
Amiotte, personal communication, 1992). The same symboUsm occurs in the
feathered drcle designs seen on men's painted robes (Ewers, 1939). Sun
symboUsm is enhanced by the extensive use of red on these objeds. Red is
symboUc of the sun (Hassrick, 1964:215; Walker, 1982:99) and also of new life
(PoweU, 1977:54). According to a Lakota informant One Star, red is a symbol of
the good spirits, espedaUy Wakinyan (Po' -eU, 1977:35).
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43-12-32
Wedding Cap
Lakota Type
L:17 W:15
Late nineteenth century
Gift from E. P. EUwood
Material: Cloth, glass beads, dentaUa sheUs, nbbon
Technique: Hand-sewn
Color: Cloth-dark gray background, dark blue
printed Uning, gold edging, blue and red ribbon

Arthur Amiotte (personal communication, 1992), Lakota, verified the
identification of this object as a Lakota w^edding cap. From prehistoric times
onward, dentaUa sheUs were a popular trade item wdth the Lakota. In precontact times, shells were obtained from the Pacific Coast and the Gulf of Mexico
through trade (Feder, 1986:93)

1971-157-34
Hat
Lakota Type
L: 23 W: 16 D: 7 Dia: 7
Late nineteenth century
Purchased from Robert Stolper
Material: Native tanned leather, porcupine quiUs
(dyed), caUco, thread.
Technique: Hand-sewn
Color: QuiUs—ed, purple, off-white, green, yeUow,
orange; cloth—purple and redcalico

The Reservation Period witnessed a dramatic increase in the production of
quUl and bead embroidery. Both the number of objects produced and the
amount of decoration on such objects increased. This increase was explained as a
natural response to the idleness of reservation life (Conn, 1986:57). Durmg this
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penod, many Plams Uidians also began to produce work for outside markets
(HaU, 1987:14). The Reservation Period also saw an influx of new trade goods
(Conn, 1986:26). This hat was modeUed after a non-native t\'pe, possibly a
baseball cap of tiie 1890s or early 1900s.

Adornment
69-33-14b
UmbiUcal amulet
Plains Type
L:13 VV:6
Late nineteenth century
Gift from CecU C. Steiner
Material: Native tanned leather, porcupine quiUs
(dyed), feathers, tin cones, metal wire
Technique: Hand-sewn, lazy stitch beading
Color: beads-white-core rose, light blue, w^hite,
yeUow-green; quUls-orange, feathers-pink
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Among Plains IncUans, the cUsposal of the umbiUcal cord was "always a
matter of considerable attention" (Mcx)ney, 1904:197). .Aiter a Lakota infant's
umbUical cord dried and feU off, it was preserved in an amulet shaped as either a
turtle or a Uzard (Lame Deer and Erdoes, 1972:145). Often, another amulet was
made as a decoy (Hassrick, 1964:270; Mails, 1972:510; Laubin and Laubin,
1977:116). Tied to the infant's cradle, these amulets served as both toys and
protective charms to ward off malevolent spirits. A chUd of four or five years of
age wore the amulet(s) attached to their dothing (Hassrick, 1964:270-271). Later,
the amulet was dther given to the mother for safekeeping, or incorporated into a
personal bundle. Young men reportedly wore the amulet whUe partiapatmg m
their first war party (Standing Bear, 1933:154).
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This amulet probably no longer contains an umbUicus; usually the cord
was removed and replaced witii some other matenal before these objects xvere
sold or traded (.\miotte, 1992). Also, considerable yanet>' exists in the
manufacture, use, and explanahon of such objects.
Related matenal: Walters, 1989:48, 118, cat. 291; Maurer, 1992:136, cat. 60-b3, 138:
cat. 66-68.

58-137-6
Hair Ornament
Lakota Type
L: 29 (without hair) W: 8
Late nineteenth century
Purchased from \frs. John Young-Hunter
Material: Native tanned leather, porcupine quiUs
(dyed), glass mirror, metal cone, feathers, hair
(horse or buU taU)
Technique: Hand-sewn, check quiU technique
Color: Quills—red, yeUow% green; hair-orange,
blond, tan; feathers—red

AniUne dyes, admired for their rich, bright colors, became available to
Plains Indian artists in the early 1870s (PoweU, 1977:36). These dyes quickly
replaced natural dyes as the artist's choice for preparing quiUs (HaU, 1987:13).
Cirdes divided into quarters were a common Lakota motif. Both the arcle and
the number four w^ere considered extremely wakan (sacred, mysterious) by the
Lakota.
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1971-157-37
Breastplate
Plains Type
L:44 W:26
Late nineteenth century
Purchased from Robert Stolper
Material: Bone hair pipes, brass beads, glass beads,
leather, sheU, tiiree-ply Unen cord
Technique: Hand constmction; sheU is engraved
Color: Beads-Ught blue, medium blue, yeUow, orange

WI-157-37

This piece was worn as a man's breastplate omament. Breastplates
probably originated among the Comanche about 1850 (Koch, 1977:41), or tiie
Comanche and Kiowa about 1860. They were quickly adopted by other tribes;
tiie Lakota were espedaUy fond of tiiem (Phelps, 1976:333).
SheU hair pipes were manufactured in New^ Jersey in the latter part of the
eighteenth century, arriving on the Plains through trade in the early years of the
nineteenth century. Although the name derives from their original use as hair
omaments, this function was obsolete by the 1880s. George CatUn saw hair pipe
necklaces in use in the 1830s (Koch, 1977:41). .Aiter 1880, lathe-turned hair pipes
made of cow bone were manufactured and traded by Europeans (Phelps,
1976:333).
Breastplates were made in three general styles. One divided two vertical
row^s of long hair pipes wdth a row of short pipes. .Another consisted of three
rows of long pipes. The style represented by this example cUvided two row^ of
long pipes with a row of some other material, usually brass beads (Koch,
1977:42).
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1971-1S7 39
Neckpiece
Northem Plains Type
L:82 \V:27
Late mneteenth - early tw entieth centur\'
Purchased from Robert Stolper. Dealer's no. n7QS-S
Material: Native tanned hide (beaver or otter),
elk's teeth, o|a.s mirrors, porcupine quills (dved),
cloth, metal cones, feathers
Technique: Hand constructed
Color: Cloth-orange; quills-red, \ ellovv, purple,
natural; feathers-red

\lthough teeth from b e a r s hor^^es and rodents were used as adornment,
the permanent canines of adult elk were most prized. Fach animal possessed
only two such teeth; they were so valuable that some people made carved bone
imitation- (Koch, 1^77:47). For the Lakota, elk teeth \\ere a symbol of long life
(Densmore, 1^18:176).
Trade mirrors sometimes are associated with cr<ns:le^ka wakan. Many
Native American groups use mirrors for their light reflecting abiliU , an attribute
seen as more significant than image reflecting ability (King, 1^86:67).
Tliis piece possibh' is a dance collar. According to Coe (1^76:173, cat. 424),
this tvpe is used in the Sioux version of the grass dance which had been obtained
from the Omaha. Historic photographs indicate, however, that these tv pes t^f
objects may have been w o m on other occasions as w ell.
Photographic cross-references: Hamilton and T) ree (l'-^71:177, plate 121)
reprc^duce a photograph of a rider w earing a similar necklace. .\ photograph of
Kujuica (Stampede) shows an otter skin vest \\ ith similar features (Hamilton and
Tyree, 1971.287, plate 214). Koch (1977:68, Fig. 1^) reproduces a photograph of
Assiniboine dancers wearing otter necklaces with trade mirror-.
Related matenal: Conn, lc>8b:88-8Q cat. 73.
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1971-157-36
Arm Band
Northem Plains Type
L:26 W : 4
Late nineteenth - early twentieth century
Purchased from Robert Stolper. Dealer's no. 7685
Material: Native tanned leatiier, glass beads, smew
Technique: Hand-sewn, lazy stitch beading
Color: Beads-white, translucent red, Ught blue, medium
blue, yeUow, fransparent green
As afready noted for tiie vest 1972-53-10, tiie American flag was a popular
motif in the late nineteenth century.

1971-157-43
Arm Band
Lakota Type
L:22 W:12
ca. 1900
Purchased from Robert Stolper. Dealer's number 6230
Material: Native tanned leather, glass beads, sinew
Technique: Hand-sewm, lazy stitch beacUng
Color: Beads—white background, Ught blue, medium blue,
dark blue, green, yeUow, translucent red, metaUic
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This piece represents another example of the "typical Sioux" style (Conn,
1986:57) cUscussed in conjunction with the woman's leggings 1971-157-42a, b.
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